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ABSTRACT

The thesis has two interconnected parts: Computerized Anthropometry and RGBD
(RGB plus Depth) object tracking. In the first part of this thesis, we start from the
mathematical representation of the human body shape model. It briefly introduces
prior arts from the classic human body models to the latest deep neural network
based approaches. We describe the performance metrics and popular datasets for
evaluating computerized anthropometry estimation algorithms in a unified setting.
The first part of this thesis is about describing our contribution over two aspects of
human body anthropometry research: 1) a statistical method for estimating anthro-
pometric measurements from scans, and 2) a deep neural network based solution
for learning anthropometric measurements from binary silhouettes. We also release
two body shape datasets for accommodating data driven learning methods.

In the second part of this thesis, we explore RGBD object tracking. We start
from the current state of RGBD tracking compared to RGB tracking and briefly in-
troduce prior arts from engineered features based methods to deep neural network
based methods. We present three deep learning based methods that integrate deep
depth features into RGBD object tracking. We also release a unified RGBD tracking
benchmark for data driven RGBD tracking algorithms. Finally, we explore RGBD
tracking with deep depth features and demonstrate that depth cues significantly ben-
efit the target model learning.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This thesis is about Computerized Anthropometry and RGBD (RGB plus Depth)
Object Tracking, and we focus on deep learning based solutions in these tasks. We
first introduce background knowledge and briefly describe the state-of-the-art works.
Then we list the scope of the study and objectives and highlight our significant con-
tributions.

1.1 Computerized Anthropometry

Figure 1.1 The human body anthropometric measurements visualized on the 3D shape model. Image
adapted from [10].
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Figure 1.2 Various human body data types for computerized anthropometry tasks. From left to right : 1)
point-cloud scan, 2) silhouette images in the frontal and side views, 3) real RGB images in the
frontal and side views, 4) registered mesh with random skins and clothes, 5) SURREAL [122]
rendered RGB images with random backgrounds and lights.

Anthropometric measurements, such as chest and hip circumferences or shoulder-
to-shoulder distance, provide detailed information about body shape (see Figure 1.1
for the body measurements used in [10, 29, 30]). The body shape information is
essential for industrial design [99], clothing design [18], medical sciences [95] and
ergonomics [102]. Traditionally, the measurements have been made manually from
a physical subject using a tape measure. However, the rise of online shopping and
remote tools set new demand for computerized anthropometric measurements.

In computerized anthropometric measurements, several attempts have been made
to infer the measurements from 3D inputs. For example, the 3D mesh template
based methods [10, 27, 109, 117, 144] first scan a 3D point cloud of the body and
then fit a template model that provides pre-defined measurement paths. The main
challenge is the quality of 3D scans which should be accurate volumetric models of
subjects. Challenges arise from different sensors, poses and occluded regions. Prior
work [97, 153] addresses the problem of an unknown pose by fitting local templates
of a "stitched puppet" model or using semantic segmentation. Several methods [5,
27, 141]mainly use a fixed pose and adopt a rapid registration step, e.g., the non-rigid
iterative closest point (ICP), to solve the issues of the noisy and incomplete scans.

Besides working with the 3D point cloud, prior work [29, 30, 55, 91, 100] has
put effort into inferring 3D body models from 2D RGB images or binary silhouettes
(Figure 1.2) using deep neural networks. However, most works [55, 91, 97] focus on
the human pose and ignore the details of body shapes, and for many industrial and
commercial applications, the accuracy of estimated measurements is insufficient. On
the other hand, deep learning based methods require massive training samples and
the corresponding groundtruths, but only a few related datasets [9, 37, 38, 61, 103,
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Figure 1.3 An example RGBD tracking sequence. Yellow box denotes the groundtruth bounding box.
We present six classical scenarios: 1) The first frame in which the groundtruth bounding
box is given. 2) The background clutter case where the target and the background share
similar color or textures. 3) The partial out-of-view cases where the target moves toward out
of the camera view. 4) The target absent case. 5) The target reappearance. 6) The depth
camouflage case where the target has similar depth values as the background.

104] exist. Recently synthesized 3D body meshes, rendered RGB (silhouette) images,
and the corresponding anthropometric measurements have received massive atten-
tion and contributed training data for deep learning based algorithms. For example,
SURREAL [122] renders RGB images of 3D human body meshes with a specific
shape and pose, random background images, clothes and skin details, lighting and
camera positions.

1.2 RGBD Object Tracking

Visual object tracking (VOT) is an important computer vision task and has been
widely used in video surveillance applications [35, 51, 96, 150], traffic monitoring
systems [25, 34], and sports applications [44, 87]. Generic visual object tracking
aims to localize an arbitrary object in a video sequence given its position in the first
frame. The tracked object can be any rigid or non-rigid object, such as a box, a car, a
person, and an animal. The task of visual object tracking can be divided into short-
term and long-term tracking, which are evaluated differently [65, 66, 67]. In the
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short-term sequences, targets are always visible until the sequences end. Long-term
trackers [63]must cope with occlusions and out-of-view cases where the target leaves
the camera view (see Figure 1.3). Most prior work is RGB based tracking, which has
significantly progressed thanks to challenging visual object tracking benchmarks [32,
45, 64, 90, 132, 134].

RGBD (RGB + Depth) single object tracking has been a separate track in the
VOT Challenge [66] since 2019. Depth is a powerful cue for an object’s 3D local-
ization, potentially simplifies foreground-background separation for occlusion han-
dling and even helps to construct a 3D model of the tracked object [57]. Moreover,
several RGBD datasets have been introduced [80, 112, 136]. Prior works [56, 57,
65, 66, 67] have demonstrated improved tracking performance by adopting depth
based occlusion handling. However, the three best trackers in the VOT-2021RGBD
challenge [67], STARK_RGBD, TALGD, and DRefine, are RGBD extensions of
the three deep RGB trackers STARK [138], DiMP [7] and AlphaRefine [139]. The
same situation happens in the previous VOT RGBD challenges [65, 66]. Depth is
used only as additional information for subtleties such as occlusion detection. One
main reason is that the total amount of RGBD data is far behind their RGB coun-
terparts, for example, 80 RGBD sequences of CDTB [80] vs. 10K RGB sequences of
Got10k [45], and is insufficient for deep learning.

1.3 Scope of the Study and Objectives

This thesis covers a limited area of computerized anthropometry and RGBD object
tracking. We start from computerized anthropometry tasks and aim at improving
the performance under the following scenarios: 1) the traditional pipeline for anthro-
pometric measurements estimation taking point-cloud scans or meshes as input, and
2) human body anthropometry estimation from multi-view binary silhouettes using
deep neural networks. The above aspects represent the research trends of comput-
erized anthropometry over the years. The topic of human pose estimation is not
included in this thesis to make the thesis compact.

In the second part of this thesis, we aim to push RGBD tracking forward. We
first discuss the limitations of current RGBD tracking from the following facts: i)
the lack of large-scale benchmarks and well-annotated training data, ii) the immature
usage of depth cues, and iii) the lack of deep learning based RGBD and D tracking
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algorithms. Then we give the solutions to address these issues : 1) an RGBD tracking
benchmark and the synthetic RGBD data for training, 2) an RGBD tracker with the
depth-modulated non-stationary discriminative correlation filter, 3) a deep depth-
only tracker which utilizes deep depth features instead of the engineered features,
and 4) a deep learning based RGBD tracker which combines deep depth features
with deep RGB features.

In this thesis, we answer the following research questions:

• For computerized anthropometry:

– Given an incomplete scan of the human body subject, how can a body
template be registered? What benefits does it bring?

– How to obtain a deep learning based solution for computerized anthro-
pometry tasks?

– What kind of deep neural network works reasonably well for anthro-
pometry estimation tasks?

• For RGBD object tracking:

– What is the main limitation of RGBD tracking?

– Can deep learning based methods integrate deep depth features into tar-
get appearance modelling?

• For both two research topics:

– How to collect a good-quality dataset for research purposes? What re-
quirements does it need?

– Does the generated data work for training? If yes, does the data quality
affect the training?

1.4 Contributions

Within the scope above of this thesis, there are five significant contributions, sum-
marized as follows:

• We start from the template based methods for computerized anthropometry
tasks and propose a pipeline that adopts the non-rigid ICP based registration
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method to reduce the errors caused by the holes and missing regions on the
scans. Then an SVR (Support Vector Regression) regressor is used to estimate
the accurate anthropometric measurements from multiple pre-defined mea-
surement paths around the region of interest. We have collected a realistic
benchmark, NOMO3D, with the registered meshes of 194 male and 181 fe-
male subjects and their anthropometric measurements. Experiments on the
benchmark provide mean absolute errors from 2.5 to 16.0 mm depending on
the anthropometric measurement. This work (Publication 1) was presented
in the Journal of Machine Vision and Applications (MVA’2020).

• We propose a deep CNN architecture using the AlexNet-like network to learn
deep body shape representations from multiple silhouettes. Then we use a
regressor consisting of the convolutional layers to estimate the body mea-
surements. Besides the CAESAR benchmark and its variants, we present a
new dataset, BODY-fit, for benchmarking silhouette based body measurement
methods. The dataset contains 2,675 female and 1,474 male 3D scans. Exten-
sive experiments show that the proposed method obtained competitive accu-
racy on the above benchmarks. This work (Publication 2) was presented at
the International Conference on Pattern Recognition (ICPR’2020).

• RGBD tracking has received less attention than RGB tracking, and the best
RGBD trackers are simple extensions of the state-of-the-art deep RGB track-
ers, such as using depth cues for occlusion detection. We reformulate the deep
discriminative correlation filter (DCF) to embed depth cues into deep RGB
features and propose a deep depth-aware long-term tracker named DAL. Ex-
tensive experiments show that DAL achieves promising tracking performance
and is fast to run (20 fps). This work (Publication 3) was presented at the In-
ternational Conference on Pattern Recognition (ICPR’2020).

• As we notice the lack of deep depth trackers and aim to unveil the power of
depth cues in RGBD tracking, we propose a depth-only tracker, namely DOT,
that extends the SotA RGB tracker but utilizes depth inputs only. Moreover,
we introduce a synthetic training dataset by converting the existing RGB track-
ing benchmarks, i.e., LaSOT and Got10K, into RGB plus estimated depth
maps. Extensive experiments verify that depth provides a strong cue in spe-
cific tracking scenarios and deep depth features can be integrated into target
appearance modelling. We believe that synthetic data and deep depth trackers
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will help to train better deep RGBD tracking algorithms. This work (Publica-
tion 4) is the first attempt on the deep depth only tracking and was presented
at the British Machine Vision Conference (BMVC’2021).

• To further explore the deep depth features in RGBD tracking tasks, we in-
troduce an RGBD tracking benchmark, DepthTrack, the largest and most di-
verse of the available datasets. The dataset contains 150 training and 50 test
sequences, 40 scene types, 90 distinct objects, 15 visual attributes and various
video lengths. In addition, we propose a new RGBD tracking baseline, DeT,
that is trained with depth tracking data and obtains better RGBD tracking
performance than the existing state-of-the-art RGBD trackers and runs in real
time (36 fps). This work (Publication 5) was presented at the International
Conference on Computer Vision (ICCV’2021).

1.5 Structure of Thesis

In the following chapters of this thesis, we first introduce the background knowl-
edge of computerized anthropometry and RGBD object tracking in Chapter 2 and
Chapter 4 separately. Then, to acquire accurate body measurements, we propose a
statistical method for 3D scan data and a deep learning-based method for 2D silhou-
ettes in Chapter 3. Furthermore, we introduce two 3D human body scan datasets
with the corresponding registered meshes. In Chapter 5, we proposed two RGBD
trackers and a depth-only tracker using deep learning architectures. We also intro-
duce a new RGBD tracking dataset and detail the collection procedures. Chapter 6
concludes the thesis.
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2 COMPUTERIZED ANTHROPOMETRY

This chapter introduces the basics of computerized anthropometry, the traditional
pipeline of computerized anthropometry and several popular human body shape
models. Then we review the state-of-the-art methods and datasets.

2.1 Background

Anthropometry studies body size and shape measurements of the human body, e.g.
chest and hip circumference or shoulder-to-shoulder distance. It plays a vital role in
industrial design [99], garment fitting and online shopping [18], medical sciences [95]
and ergonomic applications [102]. Accurate anthropometry measurements provide
detailed information about human body shape. Traditional body measurements
have been made manually from a physical subject using a tape measure. The rise of
online shopping and gaming benefits from computerized anthropometric measure-
ments. 3D scan models can make virtual tape measurements using paths or body
landmarks defined by ISO standards [47, 48, 49]. Previous landmark-based meth-
ods [73, 86, 118, 137] identify body parts, detect anatomical landmarks on the 3D
scan models of human bodies, and calculate specific measurement paths. One major
downside of these approaches is that anatomical landmarks vary among the popula-
tion and 3D scans with high quality are difficult to obtain due to the missing regions
and noisy outliers. Recent template-based approaches [117, 130] fit a template hu-
man model to the raw scans and then calculate the anthropometric measurements
on the fitted models, which share the same topology of landmarks and surface ver-
tices irrespective of the body morphology. The main advantage of template-based
approaches is their robustness in the presence of noise and incomplete scans. There
exist high-quality template human models based on statistics of actual human data,
such as SCAPE [4], BlendSCAPE [43], SMPL [79] and SMPL-X [101]. The general
process of acquiring a model is that an artistically designed point model is iteratively
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Figure 2.1 The pipeline of template-based methods. From left to right : a 3D scanner, a raw scan point
cloud and a 3D body template, a registered mesh, and raw anthropometric measurements
on predefined vertex paths.

matched to the scanned point clouds in a fixed pose. Principal component analy-
sis (PCA) over the matched points provides the most important axes of variation in
the population. Any body shape can be parameterized by the linear combination
of these principal components and a mean shape. A skeleton joint model can define
the pose model, bringing pose-independent and pose-specific deformation to local
positions, such as the biceps. This thesis focuses on the body shape and assumes a
fixed pose.

A standard pipeline of template-based methods (see Figure 2.1) is the following :
(1) acquire a 3D body scan, (2) perform registration that fits a predefined model into
the 3D scan, and (3) extract measurements from the registered model. Challenges
arise from different hardware and software, physical subjects pose, and missing or
occluded regions of 3D scans. Problems are partially solved by the 3D mesh regis-
tration technique that produces high-quality alignments where the two surfaces, the
model and the scan, overlay almost perfectly. Anthropometric measurements are
obtained by calculating circumference paths through the model vertices and then
refining the path distances by post-processing steps, such as linear or non-linear re-
gression.
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Figure 2.2 Examples of SMPL [79] and BlendSCAPE [43] body models and the SMPL registered
meshes of CAESAR [104] scans. Image adapted from [79].

2.2 Related works

2.2.1 3D human models

One of the first attempts to create a 3D human body from PCA shape and skele-
ton pose is the SCAPE body model by Anguelov et al. [4]. SCAPE models the
non-rigid pose-induced deformations as a function of rigid part rotations and the
PCA-based linear shape deformations for each triangle of the template. PCA com-
ponents represent very reasonable body shape variations over different aspects, such
as height, gender and the bicep and chest muscles. SCAPE has been widely used
to complete body shape scans and further synthesize realistic body scans of various
people in a broad range of poses and shapes. Hirshberg et al. [43] further improve
the SCAPE model by simultaneously aligning and modelling articulated 3D shapes
in their BlendSCAPE model. SMPL [79] is one of the most popular 3D human
body models and is a skinned vertex-based model that consists of N = 6890 vertices,
K = 23 joints, shape parameters β ∈ R10 and pose parameters θ ∈ R72. Unlike
SCAPE, the SMPL learns a linear vertex-based shape model BS (β) : R|β| ↦→ R3N

of male and female identity-dependent blend shapes from CAESAR dataset [104]
(approximately 4000 scans) using principal component analysis (PCA) and pose-
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dependent blend shapes as a function of pose parameters, BP (θ) : R|θ| ↦→ R3N . The
pose of the SMPL body is defined by a standard skeletal rig with |θ|= 3×K+3= 72
axis-angle parameters. Examples of SMPL and BlendSCAPE are shown in Figure 2.2.

Recently Romero et al. [106] propose a fully articulated hand model (MANO)
that can be attached to SMPL and result in a unified body and hand model (SMPL+H).
Pavlakos et al. [101] further train a 3D model, SMPL-X, that extends SMPL with
fully articulated hands and an expressive face. Another model is proposed by Zuffi
et al. [153] in their “stitched puppet” model, where the body model is divided into
local templates and “local PCA” matching is performed. Then the local parts are
aligned in the global optimization step.

2.2.2 Mesh registration

The tasks of computerized anthropometry and body model learning are still chal-
lenging since 1) scans contain measurement noise, 2) large regions on the surface
may be missing, and 3) the topology of scans does not precisely match the template.
For these challenges, template registration is required, which is a subset of non-rigid
deformations bringing two surfaces, the template and the scan, into alignment.

Several generic registration methods exist, such as generalized multi-dimensional
scaling (GMDS) [12], Möbius voting [77], blended intrinsic maps (BIM) [62], and
iterative closest point (ICP) [108]. Amberg et al. [2] propose a non-rigid extension
of ICP that is suitable for human body point clouds and handles missing points. We
employed this method in our experiments and achieved promising results since it
retains the global convergence properties of ICP while still allowing the local defor-
mations to the skin level. Given the body model and the scans with various poses
and shapes, we iteratively test some angle shifts, mostly in arms and legs, to match
the target scans and initialize the pose parameters. This initialization step aids con-
vergence and improves accuracy. Suppose the deformation function is defined as F.
In that case, the registration task is to find the optimal deformation parameter X so
that F(X) registers the template points to the surface points of the target scan Ts cans .
The optimal parameter X can be solved by using a cost function:

E(X) = Ed (X)+wS Es (X)+wLEl (X) (2.1)

where Ed (X) is the standard ICP distance between the template vertices and their
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correspondences on the scans, wS and wL are the penalty terms that balance the two
corresponding cost terms with respect to the standard ICP term Ed (X). Es (X) is a
local stiffness term:

Es (X) =
∑︂

i∈N j

||(Xi −X j )d ia g (1,1,1,λ)||2F (2.2)

where || · ||2F is the matrix Frobenius norm. Es (X) forces similar transformations
between the template vertex v j ∈ R3 and its neighbour vertices v{N j }. λ is used to
weight differences in the rotational and skew part of the deformation against the
translations part of the deformation (λ= 1 in [2]). El (X) is the landmark term and
forces the pre-defined landmarks L to be registered accurately:

El (X) =
∑︂

vi , l∈L
||Xi vi − l ||2 (2.3)

The optimal parameter X can be obtained by minimizing the cost function:

Ē(X) =
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Above cost function Ē(X) takes its minimum at X= (ATA)−1ATB. M is the node-
arc incidence matrix of the template mesh topology, G= d ia g (1,1,1,λ) is a weight-
ing matrix, ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product, W= d ia g (w1, w2, . . . , wn) represents
the weighting matrix in which wi = 0 if template vertex vi corresponds to missing
data in the target scans, D is the sparse matrix of template vertices mapping the 4n×3
deformation parameter X, and U is the matrix of the corresponding vertices on the
target scans, DL and UL are the pre-defined landmarks on the template mesh and
their corresponding points on the target scans, respectively.

The registration process consists of two loops. The outer loop performs a se-
ries of deformations of the template for each stiffness w i

S ∈ {w1
S , . . . , wn

S }, where
w i

S > w i+1
S (from 100 to 1 by step size 1 in [2]). These wS values guarantee the regis-

tration process from a global deformation to more localized ones. In the inner loop,
a deformation X for a fixed stiffness term w i

S is found. Preliminary correspondences
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Figure 2.3 A scan contains holes and measurement noise, but registered mesh is free of these distor-
tions. The SMPL [79] model is used as the template.

are found by a nearest point search at each iteration j . The optimal deformation X
is determined until ||X j −X j−1||< e , where e is the threshold.

Figure 2.3 illustrates the example of the non-rigid ICP registration method [2]
using the SMPL model template. The hand did not fit well since the original SMPL
cannot handle the hand poses, and the hand parts of the scan are mostly missing.
Mesh registration is essential for accurate anthropometric measurements and human
body modelling since it fills the missing regions, removes noisy outliers and returns
the same topology for all scans.

2.2.3 Datasets

There exist several campaigns to collect 3D body scans and their anthropometry
measurements. For example, the UMTRI [61] dataset was collected to find the safest
sitting posture of young children in cars. ANSUR 88 (1988) and ANSUR 2012
datasets [37, 38] contain 3D body scans and tape-measured anthropometric mea-
surements of US Army Force soldiers. ANSUR 2012 contains 4,082 male and 1,986
female subjects of varying ages and 93 groundtruth anthropometric measurements
for each subject. However, UMTRI and ANSUR datasets are not publicly available.
Bogo et al. [9] introduce the FAUST dataset containing 300 scans of 10 people in
various poses and compared non-rigid registration methods. CAESAR dataset [104]
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Figure 2.4 Examples of the first 10 PCA components and shape variations of learned human shape
spaces from Pishchulin et al. [103].

Figure 2.5 Examples of the fitted CAESAR meshes from Yang et al. [140].

is a commercial counterpart of ANSUR and contains 3D scans of 2,400 American
and Canadian and 2,000 European civilians with tape-measured groundtruth. CAE-
SAR1 was used in several scientific works but has not been widely adopted due to
its license and price. The license allows derivative works such as the fitted meshes
and measurement groundtruth obtained by defining geodesic paths on the mesh sur-
faces. Several works have performed mesh registration on the original CAESAR
scans to bring them in correspondence and use pre-defined geodesic distances as the
groundtruth [28, 29, 30, 103, 140]. Pishuhulin et al. [103] and Yang et al. [140] have
published their fitted meshes. Pishuhulin et al. provide 2,211 male and 2,095 female
fitted meshes covering nearly 98% of the original CAESAR scans, and Figure 2.4
illustrates the first 10 PCA components of their learned human shape spaces. The

1http:// store.sae.org/caesar/
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simplified SCAPE (S-SCAPE [50]) body model is used as the template [103]. To bal-
ance the trade-off between fitting quality and computational efficiency, the authors
sub-sample the CAESAR scans resulting in 6,449 vertices vs. 19,347 vertices in the
original scan. Yang et al. [140] fit the SCAPE template into the correspondences
with the CAESAR scans and provide 1,517 male and 1,531 female fitted meshes of
12,500 vertices and 25,000 facets (see Figure 2.5).

The primary usage of the CAESAR dataset and its fits is to make “virtual tape
measurements” on the mesh surface and model human body shapes. In the follow-
up work of the CAESAR, Robinette and Daanen [105] compared virtual tape mea-
surements over two scanners and scanning teams. They showed that measurements
are highly reproducible within the US Army defined error limits (cf. ANSUR ex-
periments). The reproducibility error in their experiments was less than ±5 mm for
most measurements. However, these were relative accuracies over the repeated tests.
Simmons and Itstook [111] noted substantial variation in available software measur-
ing anthropometric measurements from 3D data. Paquette et al. [98] demonstrated
much larger errors for 3D measurements than manual tape measurements. They
reported systematic errors of up to 30 − 40 mm, although standard measurement
procedures were implemented to the software [49].

2.2.4 Methods

An anthropometric measurement estimation approach can be classified into three
main categories: landmark based methods, template based methods and deep learn-
ing based methods.

The landmark-based methods [73, 86, 118, 137] detect the anatomical landmarks
on the scans or point cloud data and calculate the anthropometry measurement paths
following the body measurement standards [47, 48, 49]. The accuracy of landmark
localization limits these methods. Furthermore, several works [73, 118] require
wearable sensors for accurate positions of critical landmarks.

The template-based methods fit the body models [4, 43, 79] into the correspon-
dences with noisy and incomplete scans for better accuracy and robustness. Weiss et
al. [131] propose a Kinect-based 3D body scan method that uses the SCAPE body
model. The method requires manual pose initialization and optimizes the model
mesh using a standard ICP. Tsoli et al. [117] use the BlendSCAPE model to register
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the 3D scan and then compute various local and global features used in the regres-
sion. Wuhrer et al. [135] introduce an inverse problem where a 3D body model is
estimated from given 1D anthropometric measurements. The authors in [130] pro-
pose a hybrid method that uses a generic template with prior knowledge and uses
it to locate landmarks on the scans. They adopt a Gaussian Mixture Model based
Coherent Point Drift [92] (CPD) to bring the template into the correspondences
with the input point cloud and argue that it performs more stable in the presence
of noises and outliers compared to non-rigid ICP. The above works mainly address
the problem of the unknown pose. However, we believe that a fixed pose can be
assumed for many applications since customers can be assumed to be cooperative.
Therefore, the process can be drastically simplified.

The high computational complexity of the optimization-based template registra-
tion procedure limits these template-based methods. Dibra et al. [28, 29, 30] have
proposed multiple architectures. In [30] the hand-crafted features are extracted from
silhouettes and mapped to the shape PCA sub-space via the Random Forest regres-
sor. Then, the body measurements are obtained from the reconstructed meshes.
HS-NET [29] learns a global mapping from silhouettes to shape parameters using
CNNs. In the most recent work [28], Dibra et al. construct a rich body shape repre-
sentation space from the pose invariant Heat Kernel Signature (HKS) descriptors and
then learn a mapping from silhouettes to this embedded space. Recently, Kaashki et
al. [53] propose an encoder-decoder architecture that automatically fits the SMPL
model to an input point cloud and extracts the measurements. Their encoder adopts
a multi-scale DGCNN [129] and extracts local information from input point clouds
at multiple scales, and the decoder deforms the template vertices to fit the input point
clouds.

2.3 Summary

This chapter introduces the basics of computerized anthropometry, covering human
body models and mesh registration technologies. Then we introduce the popular
datasets, followed by a short description of prior works, such as landmark based,
template based, and deep learning based methods for anthropometric measurements
estimation. In the next chapter, we present a template-based method (Publication 1)
for 3D scans and a deep learning based method (Publication 2) for 2D silhouettes.
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To quantity the performance of the proposed methods, we report the mean absolute
errors (MAE) specific to the anthropometric measurements (Figure 1.1) since differ-
ent measurements require different tolerances, e.g. wrist vs. chest circumferences.
Moreover, we propose two 3D scan datasets, NOMO400 and NOMO4K, and em-
ploy the SMPL [79]model and the non-rigid ICP method [2] for mesh registration.
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3 DEEP COMPUTERIZED ANTHROPOMETRY

This section presents two methods in Publication 1 and Publication 2 for anthropo-
metric measurements extraction from 3D scans and 2D silhouettes.

3.1 Anthropometric Measurements from 3D scans

(Publication 1)

We propose a full processing pipeline to acquire anthropometric measurements from
3D measurements. We employ a commercial point cloud scanner and fit a body
model to scans. A nonlinear regressor is adopted to refine the raw measurements
extracted from the fitted model. The procedures of body scanning, template regis-
tration and raw measurements extraction have been illustrated in Figure 2.1. Com-
prehensive results show that the nonlinear support vector regression (SVR) improves
the anthropometric measurements and yields superior performance compared with
other regression models. Moreover, we introduce a realistic benchmark of about 400
human body scans with the corresponding measurements.

3.1.1 Body Scanning

Several depth sensor-based body scanning approaches [142, 143] have been proposed
and widely used. In this work, we scanned 194 male and 181 female subjects using a
commercial TC2 body scanner1 in which off-the-shelf depth sensors (Intel RealSense
R200) are used. To obtain high quality scans, we instructed subjects to step on a
rotating scanner platform and to stand with the feet around their shoulder width
apart and the arms slightly raised to create a gap between the arms and torso. Scanned
persons were instructed to wear tight underwear-like sports consumes. Three depth

1https://www.tc2.com
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Figure 3.1 A 3D body scan captured by TC2 body scanner.

sensors scan the subject during the rotation of the platform. This process outputs a
triangulated mesh of around 57,000 vertices and 113,000 facets. An example body
scan is illustrated in Figure 3.1. Missing parts often occur in the head and feet bottom
regions, affecting measurements such as head, neck and ankle circumferences. Other
parts, such as the armpit and crotch, are sometimes missing due to the occlusion.
A professional tailor measured the groundtruth anthropometric measurements and
manually checked them many times.

3.1.2 Template Registration

In order to fill the missing parts and holes on the scans, we adopt the non-rigid ICP
registration method to register the SMPL model to the actual human scans. The pro-
cedure of template registration brings the benefits: 1) the same topology of the fitted
model irrespective of the body morphology; 2) the hole-free mesh that alleviates the
effects of noise and incomplete scans.

There are two extensions of the baseline ICP that perform well on human body
scans and point clouds: Amberg et al. [2] and Schneider et al. [108]. We adopted
the Amberg et al. [2] approach that is fast and explicitly handles missing regions.
The detailed process of template registration has been illustrated in Section 2.2 and
Figure 2.3. This non-rigid ICP registration method was performed on the raw scans
to provide a fitted model for measurement extraction.
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Figure 3.2 Distances of circumference paths through mesh vertices of a registered SMPL body model
are used as features for regression. Multiple paths (dotted red, green and blue lines) are
used to estimate a single anthropometric measurement. Example circumference paths are
1) Natural Waist, 2) Hip, 3) Thigh, and 4) Knee.

3.1.3 Nonlinear Regression

Thanks for the registration process producing the same topology of fitted mod-
els, we define a set of surface circumference paths Pi = {P 1

i , . . . , P C
i } on the SMPL

model for each anthropometric measurement yi . To simplify the notation, we will
ignore the superscript i that denotes anthropometric measurement number. The
paths are defined as sets of ordered vertices v{N} on the registered model surface, i.e.
P c = {v1,v2, . . . ,vn}. We sum edges on the defined P c and use the circumference as
raw measurement, denoted as t c . The example measurement paths are illustrated in
Figure 3.2. The selected circumference paths were not precise, but manually set near
the true anthropometric measurement locations. We assume that multiple paths pro-
vide extra robustness to shape deformation. The path lengths t = (t 1, t 2, . . . , t C )T

are used as features for regression. The goal of a suitable regressor is to find a map-
ping: f (t) : (t 1, t 2, . . . , t C ) ↦→ t̂ , where t̂ is the estimate of the true anthropometric
clothing measurement y.

The common solution is linear regression that finds a solution w= (ω1, . . . ,ωC )T

by minimizing the squared loss over N training subjects X= {t1, t2, . . . , tN }:

loss=
N
∑︂

n=1
(yn −wTtn)

2+λ||w||

w= (XXT+λI)−1Xy

(3.1)
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where y= (y1, y2, . . . , yN )
T is the groundtruth, λ is the weight penalty term, and I is

the identify matrix.
More advanced extensions of linear regression exist, such as elastic net regres-

sion [152] and support vector regression (SVR) [121]. SVR is the regression equiva-
lent of SVM (Support Vector Machine) but works with continuous values. The goal
is to find a hyper-plane that separates the data and can be formulated as a convex
optimization problem:

minw,b ,{βn}
1
2
||w||2+C

N
∑︂

n=1
βn

s.t. |yn −wT tn − b | ≤ ϵ−βn , βn > 0

(3.2)

where b is the bias term and ϵ is the tolerance threshold, C is the regularization
term, β is the slack variable used as a penalty for every mis-classification.

When the data is nonlinearly separable, SVR algorithms adopt the kernel func-
tion, K(x,z) =φ(x)·φ(z), that transforms the data into a higher dimensional feature
space to make it possible to perform the linear separation. Several kernel functions
are widely used, such as polynomial kernel, Gaussian Radial Basis Function (RBF)
kernel, and Sigmoid kernel. In our experiments, the SVR regressor with the poly-
nomial kernel achieves the best overall performance.

3.1.4 Experiments

Dataset and Settings. Our dataset, namely NOMO3D, consists of 194 male and
181 female scans with the actual anthropometry measurements measured by a pro-
fessional tailor. We adopt the k-fold (k = 5) cross-validation for the validation and
report the average performance. We employ the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) evalu-
ation metric between the groundtruth and estimated anthropometry measurements.
The MAE e over all test subjects Ntest for the specific measurement i is calculated as:

e =
1

Ntest

Ntest
∑︂

n=1
| t̂ n − yn | (3.3)

In addition to the measurement specific e , we also report the average error over all
measurements. All measurements are measured in millimeters (mm). We also report
the measurement specific Success rate of the test subjects for which the absolute errors
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Measure best single (C=1) best single + SVR L-BFGS-B + SVR Multiple Paths + SVR Limit [38]
mae [mm] % mae [mm] % C mae [mm] % C mae [mm] % [mm] [mm]

Male

Ankle Circ. 36.4 0 8.4 37.6% 6 12.3 27.5% 6 7.7 28.6% 4

Bicep Circ. 7.8 45.8% 6.5 57.8% 8 19.4 16.2% 8 6.1 57.6% 6

Calf Circ. 6.9 41.2% 4.0 70.3% 6 17.7 16.8% 6 3.0 82.2% 5

Chest Circ. 15.6 60.0% 15.5 61.6% 5 43.3 22.9% 5 14.3 63.7% 15

Elbow Circ. 4.0 56.5% 3.7 62.8% 8 11.4 16.2% 8 2.6 77.9% 4

Hip Circ. 9.2 71.7% 9.3 75.4% 4 32.6 22.9% 4 8.8 73.3% 12

Knee Circ. 8.5 28.3% 6.0 44.0% 6 15.5 12.9% 6 5.1 46.6% 4

NaturalWaist Circ. 15.8 49.0% 13.2 57.3% 4 50.0 15.6% 4 12.8 57.6% 12

NeckBase Circ. 35.1 4.2% 10.2 61.0% 3 15.7 43.6% 3 8.0 72.6% 11

Neck Circ. 3.0 92.1% 3.0 91.1% 4 16.3 22.4% 4 2.5 93.7% 6

Thigh Circ. 10.6 31.4% 10.5 32.5% 8 27.9 16.8% 8 7.9 48.7% 6

TrouserWaist Circ. 25.5 - 12.0 - 3 36.4 - 3 9.1 - -

Wrist Circ. 7.2 43.2% 5.2 57.8% 6 6.6 49.2% 6 4.5 67.2% 5

Shoulder to Shoulder 13.7 - 13.8 - 4 18.0 - 4 12.0 - -

Shoulder to Wrist 40.3 - 14.7 - 6 27.3 - 6 12.7 - -

Avg. 16.0 43.6% 9.1 59.1% 23.4 23.6% 7.8 64.1%

Female

Ankle Circ. 18.8 14.4% 14.3 23.0% 6 17.7 14.7% 6 13.4 24.7% 4

Bicep Circ. 19.7 8.5% 7.9 48.3% 8 15.9 25.4% 8 4.9 73.9% 6

Calf Circ. 7.3 37.4% 3.8 70.7% 6 18.0 19.8% 6 3.0 82.8% 5

Bust Circ. 17.3 44.0% 15.2 60.6% 3 42.1 19.2% 3 12.0 71.4% 15

Elbow Circ. 4.5 57.4% 4.5 59.7% 6 11.7 22.0% 6 3.4 70.5% 4

Hip Circ. 18.7 26.3% 8.9 70.9% 4 37.0 21.5% 4 8.9 71.4% 12

Knee Circ. 9.9 21.1% 6.9 39.4% 6 17.3 22.0% 6 5.9 41.1% 4

NaturalWaist Circ. 13.7 55.7% 12.8 56.3% 5 41.0 16.4% 5 12.0 59.7% 12

NeckBase Circ. 58.8 0.6% 10.6 63.6% 3 13.0 54.2% 3 10.2 62.5% 11

Neck Circ. 6.3 67.1% 5.5 74.0% 5 13.4 32.2% 5 4.8 81.5% 6

Thigh Circ. 10.1 35.8% 9.7 39.2% 8 29.9 13.6% 8 7.9 46.3% 6

TrouserWaist Circ. 15.6 - 15.4 - 3 38.0 - 3 14.8 - -

Wrist Circ. 6.0 49.1% 5.0 59.4% 8 6.9 40.7% 8 4.4 65.7% 5

UnderBust Circ. 14.2 69.5% 14.3 69.5% 2 34.3 27.1% 2 13.4 71.8% 16

Shoulder to Shoulder 26.5 - 13.8 - 4 17.9 - 4 12.7 - -

Shoulder to Wrist 22.4 - 16.8 - 4 25.5 - 4 13.7 - -

Bust to Bust 12.2 46.0% 11.6 54.6% 9 15.7 39.6% 9 10.4 57.5% 10

NeckSide to Wrist 26.4 - 16.8 - 4 25.8 - 4 16.0 - -

NeckSide to Bust 13.9 30.9% 13.4 35.4% 6 17.7 24.9% 6 13.0 36.6% 8

Avg. 17.0 37.6% 10.9 55.0% 23.1 26.2% 9.7 61.2%

Table 3.1 Average 5-fold (80% for training and 20% for testing) performance (Mean Absolute Error) and
success rate (the proportion of the test samples within the allowable thresholds in [38]) of
anthropometric measurements. "C" denotes the number of circumference paths used in esti-
mation. "best single’ is the best single path performance. "+SVR" uses SVR regression for the
estimates. "L-BFGS-B + SVR" uses the SMPL model fitted by the L-BFGS-B optimizer. "Limit"
denotes the allowable thresholds defined in ANSUR [38].

were below the allowable thresholds (limits in Table 3.1) defined in ANSUR [38].
Body measurements were made by multiple experts in [38] and the allowable thresh-
olds are the mean absolute difference between the expert made measurements.
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Results. The average 5-fold errors for each anthropometric measurement and their
accuracy thresholds [38] and success rates are illustrated in Table 3.1. We adopted
the optimal number of surface measurement paths and the nonlinear SVR regres-
sor for each anthropometric measurement. The best performing measurement for
male and female test subjects was neck circumference, with 93.7% of test cases be-
low the threshold (6 mm) for men and 81.5% for women. The worst performing
measure was ankle circumference, for which only 28.6% of male and 24.7% of fe-
male success rates were achieved. The success rates reveal a small number of test
subjects with a significant error. Such regions, e.g. the ankle, are severely missing,
making the mesh registration fail. Particularly, measurements close to the physical
anthropometric measurement location strongly contribute to the estimation accu-
racy. The best single paths (C=1) were also selected using cross-validation, and the
results with and without the SVR regression are reported. These results indicate that
1) the multi-path regression is superior to single path regression and 2) SVR signifi-
cantly improves the estimation performance.

We also compared the non-rigid ICP algorithm [2] with the famous L-BFGS-B
optimizer [149] to validate the importance of mesh registration. Results indicated
that the non-rigid ICP registration is superior.

3.2 Deep Architecture for Anthropometric Measurements

(Publication 2)

This section introduces a deep learning based method in Publication 2 to address 2D
image based computerized anthropometry.

3.2.1 Backbone Network

We start by introducing a convolutional neural network, AlexNet [69], which con-
tains five convolutional layers, followed by the max-pooling layers and three fully-
connected layers. ReLU function is adopted as the activation function. AlexNet
achieved impressive performance on the large-scale image classification task [26].
This thesis employs AlexNet-like architecture as the feature extractor with suitable
training data and strategy.
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Figure 3.3 The proposed deep architecture for anthropometric measurement estimation. Blue blocks
denote convolutional kernels, and the grey and yellow blocks denote the feature maps. Kernel
sizes and the number of output feature maps are shown as<K ×K ,C >.

3.2.2 Methodology

The proposed network architecture is depicted in Figure 3.3. The inputs are 224×224
binary silhouette images, and the output is a body measurement vector m ∈M . The
feature extractor consists of five convolutional layers followed by ReLU activation
functions except for the last layer and 3× 3 max-pooling layers except for the third
and fourth ones. Feature maps extracted from each silhouette, e.g. frontal and side
views, are merged via element-wise max operation and then fed into the regressor for
body measurement estimation. The regressor consists of three convolutional layers
followed by ReLU layers except for the last layer. We adopt 1 × 1 convolutional
kernels instead of the fully connected layers. An average pooling layer lies between
the second and the third convolutional layers. Kernel sizes and the number of feature
map channels in each layer are shown in Figure 3.3. In principle, the network can be
extended to N silhouettes, but we found that more than two silhouettes provide only
marginal improvements and therefore fixed N = 2. Moreover, minor improvements
can be achieved by optimizing the camera angles, but we fixed the angles to θ1 = 0
and θ2 = 90, in other words, the frontal and side views.

To solve the task of body anthropometric measurement estimation, we adopt the
weighted Mean Square Error (MSE) loss function L(m,p) between the groundtruth
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m and the prediction p:

L(m,p) =
|m|
∑︂

i=1

ωi (mi −pi )
2 (3.4)

whereω is the weight vector for each anthropometric measurement. In our prelim-
inary experiments, we found that selection of the weights substantially affects each
measurement’s accuracy. Therefore, instead of using a single monolithic network for
all measurements, a measurement-specific network with optimized weights should
be trained for each measurement.

3.2.3 Experiments

Data and settings. Training deep neural networks requires a vast amount of train-
ing samples and the corresponding groundtruth. In order to train the proposed deep
architecture, we collected a novel dataset, namely BODY-fit, for benchmarking sil-
houette based anthropometric measurement estimation methods. The dataset is ob-
tained from the local clothing company, with 2,675 female and 1,474 male 3D scans
of their customers. We provide the corresponding fitted meshes and their silhouettes
of frontal and side views. 16 body measurements are provided as the groundtruth.
We adopt the non-rigid ICP algorithm [2] to fit the SMPL model to the noisy and in-
complete scans. Silhouette images are rendered through the weak-perspective camera
model with the focal length f = 4.15 mm and physical pixel size of 1.5 µm, approx-
imating the iPhone 5s rear camera settings.

Furthermore, we propose a novel testing dataset, BODY-rgb, of recently cap-
tured RGB images of 86 males and 108 females and 8-20 tape measured groundtruth.
The approximate capturing distance was 2.4 m and the camera height 1.6 m. Images
of the front and side views and their manually segmented silhouettes are included.
Examples from the proposed benchmark, BODY-fit and BODY-rgb and the corre-
sponding measurement paths [10] are shown in the Figure 3.4.

We also adopt the fitted CAESAR dataset [103], namely CAESAR-fit, contain-
ing 2,211 male and 2,095 female CAESAR fits. The silhouette images were generated
using the same weak-perspective camera. Using a statistical shape model, we synthe-
size training samples similar to the previous works [28, 29, 30]. Since all subjects
in the CAESAR-fit and BODY-fit are almost in the same "A" pose, we ignored the
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Figure 3.4 Examples from the BODY-fit and BODY-rgb datasets, and the body measurements (A-P). The
blue meshes represent the original noisy and incomplete BODY scans. Yellow meshes are
the SMPL registered meshes.

pose variation and learned a statistical shape model via applying PCA over the train-
ing set meshes. The first 20 principal components were selected and sampled from
a multivariate normal distribution to synthesize samples from which geodesic dis-
tances were calculated as the body measurements and silhouette images rendered.
The CAESAR-fit and BODY-fit datasets were randomly split into the training set
(80%) and test set (20%). For both datasets, we generated 100K synthesized meshes
for training.

Method Comparison. SotA methods are discussed in Section 2.2, e.g. HS-Net [29]
and HKS-Net [28]. We compared our proposed method with the UF-US-2, the
two-view variant of HKS-Net, using the frontal and side views as inputs. All meth-
ods were trained and evaluated on the same train/test splits of the BODY-fit and
CAESAR-fit datasets and their default parameters. The Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
is adopted as the primary performance metric (Equation 3.3). The results for the pro-
posed method ("Our") and UF-US-2 are shown in Table 3.2. Our method achieves
better results with both datasets and most anthropometric measurements than UF-
US-2.

To study the differences between the rendered silhouette images from BODY-fit
scans and the real RGB images in BODY-rgb, we also conducted the 5-fold cross-
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CAESAR-fit BODY-fit BODY-rgb

Male Female Male Female Male Female

Meas. [28] Our [28] Our [28] Our [28] Our 1st-stat Our 1st-stat Our

A 10.6 8.6 18.1 15.9 26.0 17.2 13.9 9.2 - -

B 11.6 9.3 11.6 15.5 13.4 11.8 14.5 14.6 19.8 14.3 20.3 13.8

C 9.9 5.4 10.7 16.3 12.3 11.2 9.4 7.7 - - -

D 27.4 18.2 32.3 24.8 32.1 23.0 26.2 21.7 76.1 36.1 101.1 31.7

E 27.6 17.0 32.0 22.9 42.5 16.5 22.3 17.1 97.6 35.3 121.9 42.7

F 22.9 30.6 29.0 24.0 24.8 13.3 20.6 14.7 62.2 35.5 90.4 35.5

G 9.5 10.7 12.2 13.3 4.2 4.1 4.8 5.2 8.5 6.6 8.7 6.9

H 14.9 12.5 16.6 11.5 13.8 11.4 11.9 9.3 27.1 20.9 36.3 19.9

I 12.4 7.9 13.5 10.7 8.7 7.2 8.6 8.5 - - - -

J 8.9 4.2 8.9 13.1 9.2 7.6 7.4 6.4 27.9 22.5 25.1 18.6

K 9.8 13.5 13.3 14.8 11.9 9.2 10.0 6.5 46.7 31.4 37.1 23.7

L 21.9 16.5 28.2 16.4 16.9 17.8 14.8 11.6 43.8 42.8 62.7 44.3

M 12.5 7.2 16.0 10.3 11.0 8.8 13.6 9.2 23.1 12.8 29.6 16.7

N 9.2 4.6 10.6 6.1 6.4 5.4 7.2 6.1 12.3 8.5 17.1 13.8

O 14.8 15.1 20.2 34.7 25.8 9.9 17.1 8.6 59.8 14.3 51.5 19.4

P 9.0 5.6 9.8 10.9 12.0 9.2 9.3 7.6 21.8 15.8 22.0 19.6

Table 3.2 Comparison of the proposed method (Our) to the prior art (UF-US-2 [28]). UF-US-2 code was
obtained from the original authors. Methods were tested using the same train/test splits and all
units are millimeters (mm). The rightmost is the results for BODY-rgb (5-fold-cross-validation)
with tape-measured groundtruth (A, C and I were not available). “1st-stat‘ uses a training set
mean as the prediction to all test samples.

validation experiments on the BODY-rgb dataset using the manually segmented sil-
houettes and the tape-measured groundtruth. We finetuned the BODY-fit trained
model using the segmented silhouettes from RGB training data because of 1) the
small amount of BODY-rgb training data and 2) the homogeneous synthetic silhou-
ette images as those from BODY-fit. The results are shown in Table 3.2. The accu-
racy is substantially worse than the BODY-fit dataset and substantially better than
the statistical baseline "1st-stat", indicating that the network learns essential features
for anthropometric measurement estimation.
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3.3 Summary

This section first presented a full processing pipeline to obtain anthropometric mea-
surements from 3D point-cloud scans using template registration techniques and a
nonlinear SVR regressor. Then, we proposed a deep learning based method to esti-
mate anthropometric measurements from multi-view 2D silhouette images. More-
over, we introduced three body shape datasets, NOMO3D, BODY-fit and BODY-rgb,
to train and evaluate deep learning models. We hope that our works will inspire
future computerized anthropometry research.
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4 OBJECT TRACKING

This chapter introduces object tracking, particularly RGB and Depth object track-
ing. We start from the generic object tracking and summarize the classical methods
and datasets.

4.1 Background

The goal of generic object tracking is to localize an unknown object in a video se-
quence given its position in the first frame [68]. The tracked target is often rep-
resented by a bounding box, such as axis-aligned [59, 133] or rotated [63, 65, 66].
Furthermore, the Visual Object Tracking (VOT) tasks can be divided into two main
categories: short-term (ST) and long-term (LT) tracking, evaluated differently [63,
65, 66]. The short-term evaluation protocol measures the tracker’s accuracy and ro-
bustness. If a tracker loses the target, it affects the robustness metric, but the tracker
is re-initialized, and evaluation continues. In the long-term protocol, the tracker
is not re-initialized. Thus, the LT trackers need additional procedures for detecting
whether the target is absent or not and re-detection in the cases of target absence. Al-
ternatively, the VOT trackers can be categorized by the input modality. The most
prior art has focused on RGB tracking in terms of RGB frames as the input. The most
recent Visual Object Tracking challenges [65, 66] include additional tracks for RGB
plus Thermal infrared (RGBT) and RGB plus Depth (RGBD) object tracking. Inter-
estingly, rather than specific to thermal or depth features, the top performing RGBT
and RGBD trackers all use RGB features learned by the leading deep tracker architec-
tures, MDNet [93], ATOM [20] and DiMP [7]. Compared to RGB, T and D are used
as a "sidekick" to help in various exceptional cases. For example, D is a strong cue for
the 3D localization of objects. It potentially simplifies foreground-background sepa-
ration for occlusion handling and even helps to construct a 3D model of the tracked
target [57]. In the most recent RGBD track of the VOT challenges [65, 67], the best
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Figure 4.1 The network architecture of ATOM [20] tracker. The online target classification module (green)
is to estimate the target confidence maps and can be considered as deep discriminative
correlation filter. IoU modulation module computes the target-specific appearance from the
reference frame and the initial target box, while IoU predictor estimates the IoU (Intersection
over Union) for the proposed bounding boxes in the test frame. Image adapted from [20].

RGBD trackers outperformed RGB trackers by a clear margin but are all based on
the recent deep RGB trackers, and their complex structure makes them unacceptably
slow. No "depth" or "thermal" trackers are trained with depth or thermal sequences.

In this thesis, we mainly focus on RGBD tracking, address the speed-accuracy
trade-off between RGB and RGBD trackers, and explore whether the depth channel
has powerful features for tracking.

4.2 Related works

RGB Trackers. Generic visual tracking with the RGB inputs can be roughly cate-
gorized into two groups: discriminative correlation filter-based (DCF) and Siamese-
based. The DCF has become popular in the tracking community, starting with the
MOSS tracker [11] inspired the community to address visual tracking problems by
DCF in a mathematical-sound way. Henriques et al. [42] extended the DCF with
kernelized formulation and replaced grayscale templates with HoG [19]. Danell-
jan et al. [23] learned separate filters for target scale and translation estimation, and
Zhang et al. [145] proposed spatio-temporal context learning in the DCFs. Later
CSR-DCF [82] constrains the correlation filter with the spatial reliability map. Re-
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cently, DCF tends to be merged into a deep end-to-end network, and these works [7,
20, 21, 24, 84, 94, 114] learn an online target classifier to distinguish the target from
the background. A representative work is ATOM [20] (see Figure 4.1), which al-
lows large-scale training for bounding box estimation and deep discriminative filter
online learning. Another popular tracker, DiMP [7], extended the ATOM tracking
architecture by learning the weights of the target classification branch.

Given a set of training samples S= {(xi ,ci )}n
i=1 of deep feature maps x ∈RCi n×H×W

extracted from training frames and the groundtruth target center coordinate c ∈R2,
the discriminative correlation filter f ∈ RCi n×Cou t×K×K with the kernel size K × K
can be optimized by steepest descent on the following loss [7, 20]:

L(f) =
1
|S|
∑︂

(x,c)∈S

||l (x ∗ f,c)||2+ ||λf||2 (4.1)

where ∗ denotes convolution operation and λ is a regularization factor, H , W , and
Cin are the height, width, and channel number of deep feature maps x, Cout is the
channel number of target confidence scores. The nonlinear regression error l (s,c) =
s− yc computes the residual based on the target confidence scores s = x ∗ f and the
corresponding Gaussian function centered to the groundtruth c [11]. The target
is localized on a new frame by extracting deep features within a patch 5 times the
target size and correlated by the trained filter f. Position of the maximum correlation
response is the new target position estimate.

In contrast to DCF based methods, Siamese networks [16, 41, 72, 116, 119, 125,
126, 148] aim at learning the similarity between the feature representations of the
target template and the search region. Li et al. [72] adopt a region proposal network,
SiamRPN, for better predicted bounding boxes and perform joint classification and
regression for tracking. Its advanced variant is SiamRPN++ [71], utilizing ResNet-
50 for feature representation. Zhu et al. [151] suppress the effect of background dis-
tractors by improving the quality of the learned target model. Fan et al. [33] propose
cascaded RPNs upon Siamese layers. SiamMask [127] further augments SiamRPN
by producing class-agnostic object segmentation masks. Siam R-CNN [124]models
the tracking history of both target and distractors by re-detection on the template
and previous predictions.

Recently the transformer architecture [123] has been introduced into the tracking
field and achieved state-of-the-art performances [15, 39, 115].
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RGBD Trackers. Compared to the RGB counterparts, there are much fewer RGBD
trackers. PTB [112] proposes a hybrid RGBD tracker composed of Histogram of
Oriented Gradients (HOG) features, optical flow and 3D point clouds. Under the
particle filter framework, Meshgi et al. [88] address RGBD tracker with occlusion
awareness and Bibi et al. [8] further model a target using sparse 3D cuboids. Based
on Kernelized Correlation Filter [42] (KCF), Hannuna et al. [40] use depth for oc-
clusion detection, and An et al. [3] extend KCF with a depth channel. Liu et al.
[78] present a 3D mean-shift-based tracker. Kart et al. [56] apply graph cut seg-
mentation on color and depth information, generating better foreground masks for
training CSR-DCF [82]. They then extend the idea by building an object-based
3D model [57], relying on Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) Co-
Fusion [107].

RGBD tracking has been of the few recent VOT challenges [65, 66, 67], where
the top performing RGBD trackers are based on RGB features. In the following, we
use only the acronyms for trackers described in more detail in the VOT technical
reports [65, 66, 67]. VOT2019 challenge [66] included the RGBD tracking as a new
track, and the winners were ranked according to their F-scores on the CDTB [80]
benchmark. VOT-2019RGBD challenge received four RGBD trackers: ATCAIS,
LTDSEd, SiamDW-D, and SiamM_Ds. The VOT2019 committee contributed two
RGBD baselines: OTR [57] and CSR-DCF-rgbd++ [56]. ATCAIS is based on
the ATOM tracker, and SiamDW-D is a variant of the Siamese-based tracker [147].
LTDSEd combines the target classifier of ATOM and the bounding box refine mod-
ule of SiamMask [127]. SiamM_Ds tracker is a modified version of SiamMask. The
VOT-2019RGBD challenge winner was the SiamDW-D which achieved the highest
F-score 0.681. There are three new RGBD trackers in the VOT-2020RGBD chal-
lenge [65]: DDiMP, Siam_LTD and CLGS_D. DDiMP is an extension of the orig-
inal DiMP, and CLGS_D utilizes multiple deep RGB trackers: SiamMask [127],
FlowNet-v2 [46], CenterNet [31] and MDNet [93]. Siam_LTD tracker is based on
the SiamMask tracker and calculates the similarity between depth histograms for de-
tection and re-detection. The VOT-2020RGBD challenge winner was the ATCAIS
tracker, which improved the performances on the specific attributes of full occlu-
sion and out-of-frame and obtained a better F-score 0.702. Transformer architectures
(e.g. STARK [138]) have been popularized in the RGBD tracking tasks and the VOT-
RGBD2021 [67] challenge received five RGBD trackers: sttc_rgbd, STARK_RGBD,
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SLMD, TALGD and DRefine. sttc_rgbd adopts the STARK architecture with the
enhanced bounding box predictions. SLMD, TALGD and DRefine are DiMP based
trackers. STARK_RGBD was the VOT-RGBD2021 winner, which combines the
STARK, DiMP and AlphaRefine [139] architectures.

It is noteworthy that the recent deep learning based RGBD trackers are all based
on SotA deep RGB trackers, e.g. ATOM, DiMP, MDNet and STARK. Depth cues
are mainly used for long-term tasks such as occlusion detection. We summarize the
top performing RGBD trackers and how depth is integrated into the tracking archi-
tectures in Table 4.1. It remains unclear to what degree depth is helpful in object
tracking, and ultimately what are the tracking scenes where depth is superior to vi-
sual information? In this thesis, we aim to address these questions.

4.3 Datasets

Object tracking has progressed significantly thanks to the series of increasingly chal-
lenging object tracking benchmarks [32, 45, 80, 90, 112, 132, 136]. This section
briefly reviews several benchmarks used in the RGB and RGBD object tracking.

RGB tracking datasets. There exists a large amount of RGB benchmarks with
high quality dense annotations. For example, OTB-2013 [132] and OTB-2015 [134]
provide 51 and 98 sequences, TC-128 [74] 128 sequences, NUS-PRO [70] 365 se-
quences, UAV123 [89] and UAV20L [89] 123 sequences and 20 long sequences, VOT-
2014 [68] 25 sequences, and VOT-2017 [64] 60 sequences. RGB tracking has received
massive attention and is boosted by these significant benchmarks. We briefly intro-
duce three popular benchmarks often used for training and evaluation: Large-scale
Single Object Tracking (LaSOT) [32], Generic Object Tracking Benchmark (Got10K) [45],
and TrackingNet [90].

Large-scale Single Object Tracking (LaSOT) dataset consists of 1,400 RGB se-
quences with an average of 2,512 frames per sequence and a total of 3.52 million
frames annotated with the bounding boxes. Moreover, it provides a lingual descrip-
tion for various vision tasks and 14 visual attributes for each sequence. The sequence
lengths vary from 1,000 frames to 11,397 frames. The dataset contains 70 object cat-
egories, and each class consists of 20 sequences. LaSOT considers long-term tracking
where target objects often disappear and re-appear in the scenes. LaSOT is designed
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Tracker Baseline RGB tracker The usage of Depth cues

sttc_rgbd [67]
STARK [138], HTC [14],
FlowNet-v2 [46]

depth is not used

STARK_RGBD [67]
STARK, DiMP,

AlphaRefine [139]
depth is not used

SLMD [67] PrDiMP [22] depth is not used

TALGD [67] DiMP, HTC
compare depth values with that of previous frames

for target detection

DRefine [67] DiMP, AlphaRefine weighted combination of RGB and Depth images

ATCAIS [65, 66] ATOM, HTC
occlusion detection and re-detection by comparing

depth values with that of the first frame

DDiMP [65] DiMP target scale estimation

CLGS_D [65]
SiamMask, FlowNet-v2,

CenterNet, MDNet
filter the region proposals for target re-detection

Siam_LTD [65] SiamMask [127]
calculate the similarity between depth

histograms for detection and re-detection

SiamDW_D [66] SiamDW [147]
target disappearance detection by comparing

depth values with that of previous frames

LTDSEd [66] ATOM, SiamMask calculate depth ratios for detection

OTR [57] CSR-DCF [82] 3D reconstruction of the target

CSR-DCF-rgbd++ [56] CSR-DCF occlusion detection

STC tracker [136] KCF fusion of RGB and depth features

DS-KCF [13] KCF [42]
target scale estimation, occlusion detection and

fusion of RGB and depth features for KCF tracking

DS-KCF-Shape [40] KCF
target scale and shape estimation, occlusion detection,

fusion of RGB and depth features for KCF tracking

CA3dMS [78] 2D mean-shift tracker [17]
occlusion detection,

point clouds for 3D mean-shift tracking

PTB tracker [112]
occlusion detection,

RGBD HoG feature and point cloud feature for tracking

Table 4.1 The top performing RGBD trackers, their baseline RGB trackers and how they used depth.

for both training and evaluating RGB tracking algorithms.
Generic Object Tracking Benchmark (Got10K) consists of 10,000 RGB sequences

with manually annotated bounding boxes and motion labels and covers 563 classes of
moving objects and 87 motion patterns. Got10K introduces the one-shot evaluation
protocol, where the classes between training and test sets (420 sequences of 84 object
categories and 31 motion labels) are zero-overlapped.

TrackingNet consists of 30,132 sequences with more than 1.4 million bounding
box annotations. It provides a sequestered test set of 511 sequences with 15 attributes
and an online evaluation server. TrackingNet aims to address visual object tracking
in the wild and covers a large variety of frame rates, resolutions, scenarios and object
categories.
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Figure 4.2 The examples of the existing RGBD benchmarks : PTB (top), STC (bottom left) and CDTB
(bottom right). Image adapted from [80, 112, 136].

RGBD tracking datasets. There are only three publicly available benchmarks for
RGBD object tracking: 1) Princeton Tracking Benchmark (PTB) [112], 2) Spatio-
Temporal Consistency dataset (STC) [136], and 3) Color and Depth Tracking Bench-
mark (CDTB) [80]. Examples sequences are shown in Figure 4.2.

PTB dataset consists of 100 RGBD sequences of rigid and non-rigid objects recorded
with Kinect in indoor scenes. PTB divides the sequences into the validation set (5
with groundtruth annotations) and the online test set (95 sequences). The long-term
tracking protocol is used, and tracker performance is evaluated as the percentage
of frames in which the overlap ratios between the prediction and the groundtruth
bounding boxes exceed 0.5 (Ω0.5). The overlap is set to 1 when the tracker correctly
predicts the target absence. The dataset diversity is further limited in the number of
scenes and attributes, 14% of sequences have RGB and D syncing errors, and 8% are
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PTB STC CDTB Description

Nacq 1 1 3 number of RGBD devices used for acquisition

In ✓ ✓ ✓ presence of indoor sequences

Out X ✓ ✓ presence of outdoor sequences

PF X ✓ ✓ per-frame attribute annotation

Nat t r 5 12 13 number of attributes

Ns eq 95+5 36 80 number of sequences

N f r m 20,332 9,195 101,956 total number of frames

Nav g 214 255 1,274 average sequence length

Nou t 846 0 10,656 number of frames with target not visible

Nav g ou t 6.3 0 56.4 average length of target absence period

Nd i s 134 0 189 number of target disappearances

Ns eq r ot 0.9 0.8 4.5 average number of target rotations per sequence

Nr ot 83 30 358
number of times a target rotates away from

the camera by at least 180 degrees

Ω0.5 0.749 0.530 0.316 tracking performance under the PTB protocol

Table 4.2 Comparison of CDTB, PTB and STC. Table adapted from [80].

miss-aligned. Bibi et al. [8] addressed this issue and published a corrected dataset.
STC addresses the drawbacks of PTB. The Asus Xtion RGBD sensor records the

dataset and contains mainly indoor sequences and a small number of low-light out-
side sequences. The dataset is smaller than PTB, containing only 36 sequences, but
contains annotations of 10 visual attributes : Illumination variation (IV), Depth vari-
ation (DV), Scale variation (SV), Color distribution variation (CDV), Depth distri-
bution variation (DDV), Surrounding depth clutter (SDC), Surrounding color clutter
(SCC), Background color camouflages (BCC), Background shape camouflages (BSC),
Partial occlusion (PO). STC uses short-term performance metrics. The success and
precision evaluate tracking performance. Success measures the percentage of frames
where overlap between the groundtruth and the predicted bounding boxes is larger
than a threshold. Precision measures the percentage of frames where the distance be-
tween the predicted bounding box center and the groundtruth bounding box center
is smaller than a threshold.

CDTB is the most recent dataset adopted in the VOT-RGBD 2019-2021 chal-
lenges [65, 66, 67]. CDTB dataset is captured with multiple active (Kinect-type) and
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passive (stereo) depth sensors and RGB cameras. It contains 80 sequences and 101,956
frames. The sequences are recorded indoors and outdoors, containing significant
object pose change, clutter, occlusion and long periods of target absence to enable
tracker evaluation under realistic conditions. The dataset utilizes long-term evalua-
tion protocols from the VOT challenges. Sequences are per-frame annotated with the
axis-aligned bounding box and 13 visual attributes for detailed analysis. The compar-
ison of CDTB, PTB and STC is in Table 4.2. Ca3dMS [78], CSR-DCF-rgbd++ [56]
and OTR [57] were tested on the three datasets under PTB protocol.

4.4 Evaluation Metrics

This thesis focuses on long-term RGBD tracking, where the trackers need to detect
the target absences and re-detect when the target re-appears. The long-term evalua-
tion protocol from [66] is briefly introduced in this section.

Long-term Tracking Performance Metrics. Trackers need to predict a target visi-
bility confidence score and bounding box coordinates for each test frame. Bounding
boxes are used to evaluate the precision concerning the groundtruth. Precision is
calculated as the bounding box overlap ratio percentage exceeding a specific thresh-
old. Confidence scores evaluate whether a tracker can recall the frames where the
targets are labelled visible. Ideally, confidence is 0 for the frames with the target ab-
sent and 1 for the frames where the target is labelled visible. The overall evaluation is
based on the tracking precision (Pr) and recall (Re) metrics [66]. Tracking precision
measures target localization accuracy when the target is labelled visible. Tracking
recall measures the accuracy of classifying the labelled visible target. F-score is used
to rank the trackers as the harmonic mean of precision and recall. The Pr, Re and
F-score over frames in each sequence are [66]:

P r (τθ) =
1

Np

∑︂

t∈{t :At (τθ)̸=∅}
Ω(At (τθ),Gt )

Re(τθ) =
1

Ng

∑︂

t∈{t :Gt ≠∅}
Ω(At (τθ),Gt )

F (τθ) = 2P r (τθ)Re(τθ)/(P r (τθ)+Re(τθ))

(4.2)
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whereΩ(At (τθ),Gt ) indicates the intersection-over-union (IoU) between prediction
and the groundtruth bounding boxes. Gt denotes the groundtruth of the target and
At (τθ) denotes the corresponding prediction at frame t . If the predicted confidence
score θt at frame t is below the confidence threshold τθ, then the output is an empty
set At (τθ) = ∅. Np denotes the number of frames in which the target is predicted
visible, and Ng denotes the number of frames in which the target is indeed visible.

The primary score for ranking trackers is determined as the highest F-score on the
F-score plot, i.e. taken at the tracker-specific optimal threshold. The short sequences
may get large weights in the performance metrics when the sequence lengths vary
substantially. One way is to average the overall frames of all sequences to alleviate it.

Visual Attributes. The tracking performance on a visual attribute is used to an-
alyze how trackers perform in a specific scenario. The above performance metrics
are directly extended to per-attribute analysis. In particular, the highest F-score is
calculated from predictions on the frames corresponding to a particular attribute.

The true-negative rate (TNR [120]) is used for out-of-frame and full occlusion visual
attributes where the target is labelled as absent. The target presence and absence are
separately treated as positive and negative classes. When the target is invisible and
predicted as absent, it is true negative (TN).

TNR(τθ) =
1
N

t
∑︂

N
(θt < τθ) (4.3)

where N denotes the number of frames belonging to the attributes. The averaged
TNR over all possible τθ is used to measure the tracking performance.

4.5 Summary

This section introduced the state-of-the-art RGB and RGBD trackers and the bench-
marks used in the tracking algorithms evaluation. Precision, Recall and F-score met-
rics are used in this thesis. The top performing RGBD trackers are based on the RGB
deep trackers, and depth cue is mainly used to support the RGB trackers. This thesis
aims to address the gap between the RGB and RGBD trackers and reveal the power
of depth in tracking.
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5 DEEP RGBD TRACKING

This chapter introduces three deep learning based methods in Publication 3, Publi-
cation 4 and Publication 5 that utilize deep depth features.

5.1 Deep Depth-aware RGBD Tracker (Publication 3)

Previous works [13, 56, 57, 58, 66] have demonstrated improved tracking perfor-
mance by adopting depth based occlusion handling. However, it has been shown
that the state-of-the-art RGB trackers achieve good performance without depth in-
put [65, 66, 80] on the RGBD benchmarks. The accuracy margin between RGBD
and RGB trackers is small. The top performing RGBD trackers [65, 66] also run
slow due to the complicated architectures, such as the depth based re-detection and
segmentation modules. As shown in Table 4.1, depth is used in supporting tasks.

In this section, we reformulate the deep discriminative correlation filter (DCF)
to embed depth cues into deep RGB features for target appearance modelling. We
propose a deep depth-aware long-term tracker, namely DAL, that achieves state-of-
the-art performance on the PTB, STC and CDTB benchmarks and runs 20 fps.

5.1.1 Depth-modulated DCF

We adopt the deep DCF based RGB tracker, DiMP [7], as the base tracker. The opti-
mization loss of the correlation filter f has been discussed in Equation 4.1. The orig-
inal DiMP utilizes the stationary filter (i.e. the same filter) on all searching regions,
which is sub-optimal since certain regions containing occlusion are less reliable than
others [128]. Furthermore, targets are poorly approximated by a rectangular con-
volutional window, and a mechanism for background suppression is required. To
address these issues, we introduce a non-stationary deep DCF that utilizes depth
cues to modulate the DCF features concerning the filter position. Specifically, the
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Figure 5.1 Visualization of depth-modulated DCF. Depth modulates the DCF by re-weighting the DCF
kernels according to the depth similarity with the tested target position. Top: the results from
the base DCF. Bottom: the results from the depth modulated DCF.

depth-modulated DCF is formulated as:

f̃(x, y) = f⊙Θ(x, y) (5.1)

where f is the base DCF filter,Θ(x, y) is the non-stationary 2D modulation map, and
⊙ is a Hadamard product.The core idea ofΘ(x, y) is to give more weight to the pixels
with depth values similar to the tested position (x, y), thus reducing the effect of the
background and occlusion. Let D(x, y) be the depth at the tested position (x, y) and
let D(x + i , y + j ) be the depth of the neighbor pixel. The modulation map is then
formulated as:

Θi j (x, y) = exp(−α|D(x, y)−D(x + i , y + j )|) (5.2)

where α is a hyper parameter that controls the modulation strength. Figure 5.1 il-
lustrates the modulation map construction and usage in non-stationary DCF corre-
lation. Furthermore, Equation 4.1 can be reformulated as the non-stationary DCF
loss and then optimized using the steepest decent algorithm:

L(f) =
1

Niter

Niter
∑︂

i=0

∑︂

(x,c)∈S

||l (x ∗ f̃
(i)

,c)||2 (5.3)

The proposed non-stationary DCF learns target-background discontinuities induced
by depth and provides improved foreground-background discrimination.
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5.1.2 Accurate localization

For accurate bounding box prediction, we follow the recent IoUNet [52] bounding
box regression used in the ATOM [20] and DiMP [7]. The IoUNet is offline trained
on image pairs of the same target using massive video sequences. The reference image
and the corresponding bounding box are used as training examples. A modulation
vector is extracted and then used with the test frame to refine the given bounding
box estimates and predict their intersection over union scores with the groundtruth
(see Figure 4.1).

During tracking, the target’s approximate position is estimated by the depth-
modulated DCF (Section 5.1.1). Then NB bounding box candidates are sampled
around the predicted position, and IoUNet is used to predict the IoU scores. Nt o p

bounding boxes with the highest scores are averaged as the final bounding box.

5.1.3 Long-term tracker architecture

We design a depth-aware target presence indicator for detecting unreliable target lo-
calization. Once the target is deemed lost, the search range progressively increases
over the consecutive frames. Target is re-detected by applying the depth-modulated
DCF within the enlarged search region. When the target is re-detected, the search
range returns to the default. To prevent model contamination and irrecoverable drift
caused by updating from the background region, we thus apply target presence indi-
cators to identify period frames that are safe to update the target model.

Let the correlation-based target presence indicator be defined as βDC F (τ) = {1 :
pDC F > τ; 0 : otherwise}. pDC F denotes the maximum of the depth-modulated
DCF correlation response. A low value indicates a low target presence likelihood.
Temporal depth consistency is used as another indicator. The target is represented
by a set of depth histograms Gi ∈ G, i = 1, . . . ,NG extracted from the predicted
bounding box regions in the previous depth images. A histogram H extracted in the
current prediction is compared to these histograms by Bhattacharyya coefficient:

p i
d e p =

nB
∑︂

j

Ç

H j G
i
j (5.4)

where nB is the number of the histogram bins. Low values indicate target occlusion
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State Conditions

Target lost
cond1 : 1−βDC F (τl )
cond2 : 1−βDC F (τ) and 1−βd e p (τD )

Taget re-detected
cond1 : βDC F (τh )
cond2 : βDC F (τ) and βd e p (τD )

Update model cond1 : βDC F (τ) and βd e p (τD )

Table 5.1 Summary of the tracking state triggers for the long-term tracking.

or disappearance. The depth consistency indicator is therefore defined asβd e p (τ) =
{1 : p i

d e p > τ ∀i ; 0 : otherwise}. The set of depth histograms is refreshed each time
a target model is updated by first-in-first-out mechanism.

The correlation and depth consistency indicators are applied to construct con-
ditions to trigger (i) target lost state, (ii) target re-detected state, and (iii) to decide
whether it is safe to update the target model without background contamination.
The triggers are summarized in Table 5.1.

5.1.4 Experiments

Settings. Due to the lack of training RGBD data, we keep the same RGB pre-
trained backbones, IoUNet and the DCF filter update parameters in [7]. The depth
modulation hyperparameter is set to α = 0.1. The bins in the depth histograms are
constrained to 8 meters at 0.1m per bin. The search region enlargement rate factor
during re-detection is set to r = 1.05. The target presence indicator thresholds (Ta-
ble 5.1) are set to τl = 0.2, τ = 0.25, τh = 0.3 and τD = 0.8. The number of depth
histograms in the depth temporal consistency model is set to NG = 3.

PTB. We conduct the experiments on the Princeton Tracking Benchmark [112].
The success rate measures the overall tracking performance, i.e. the percentage of
frames where overlap between the groundtruth and the predicted bounding boxes
exceeds 0.5. The state-of-the-art RGBD trackers are included in the experiment:
OTR [57], ca3dms+toh [78], CSR-DCF-rgbd++[56], 3D-T [8], PT [112], OAPF [88],
DM-DCF [58], DS-KCF-Shape [40], DS-KCF [13], DS-KCF-CPP [40], hiob_lc2 [113],
STC [136] and DLST [3]. Additionally the SotA short-term RGB tracker DiMP [7]
is also included. The results are shown in Table 5.2.
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Method Avg.Success Human Animal Rigid Large Small Slow Fast Occ. No-Occ. Passive Active

DAL (ours) 0.807(1) 0.78(2) 0.86(1) 0.81(2) 0.76 0.84(1) 0.83(2) 0.80(1) 0.72(2) 0.93(1) 0.78 0.82(1)

OTR [57] 0.769(2) 0.77(3) 0.68 0.81(2) 0.76 0.77(3) 0.81 0.75(2) 0.71 0.85 0.85(1) 0.74

DiMP [7] 0.765(3) 0.67 0.86(1) 0.79 0.67 0.81(2) 0.82(3) 0.73 0.63 0.93(1) 0.74 0.76(2)

ca3dms+toh [78] 0.737 0.66 0.74 0.82(1) 0.73 0.74 0.80 0.71 0.63 0.88(3) 0.83(2) 0.70

CSR-DCF-rgbd++ [56] 0.740 0.77 0.65 0.76 0.75 0.73 0.80 0.72 0.70 0.79 0.79 0.72

3D-T [8] 0.750 0.81(1) 0.64 0.73 0.80(1) 0.71 0.75 0.75(2) 0.73(1) 0.78 0.79 0.73

PT [112] 0.733 0.74 0.63 0.78 0.78(3) 0.70 0.76 0.72 0.72(2) 0.75 0.82(3) 0.70

OAPF [88] 0.731 0.64 0.85(3) 0.77 0.73 0.73 0.85(1) 0.68 0.64 0.85 0.78 0.71

DLST [3] 0.740 0.77 0.69 0.73 0.80(1) 0.70 0.73 0.74 0.66 0.85 0.72 0.75(3)

DM-DCF [58] 0.726 0.76 0.58 0.77 0.72 0.73 0.75 0.72 0.69 0.78 0.82 0.69

DS-KCF-Shape [40] 0.719 0.71 0.71 0.74 0.74 0.70 0.76 0.70 0.65 0.81 0.77 0.70

DS-KCF [13] 0.693 0.67 0.61 0.76 0.69 0.70 0.75 0.67 0.63 0.78 0.79 0.66

DS-KCF-CPP [40] 0.681 0.65 0.64 0.74 0.66 0.69 0.76 0.65 0.60 0.79 0.80 0.64

hiob-lc2 [113] 0.662 0.53 0.72 0.78 0.61 0.70 0.72 0.64 0.53 0.85 0.77 0.62

STC [136] 0.698 0.65 0.67 0.74 0.68 0.69 0.72 0.68 0.61 0.80 0.78 0.66

Table 5.2 Results and ranks (parenthesis) retrieved from the PTB online server. The top three results for
the each attribute are annotated respectively. The overall tracking performance is measured by
averaged Success Rate, and then the detailed analysis is performed on the 11 visual attributes
under 5 categories, 1) target type: Human, Animal and Rigid, 2) target size: Large and Small,
3) target movement: Slow and Fast, 4) target occlusion: Occlusion and No-Occlusion, and 5)
target motion type: Passive and Active.

DAL achieves the highest average success rate of 0.807,outperforming the SotA
RGBD tracker OTR and the SotA RGB tracker DiMP by 5%. Except for the at-
tributes "Passive motion" and "Large target", DAL ranks first or second, showing its
robustness under various tracking scenarios. Compared to OTR, the success rates
on "Animal, Small Object, No-Occlusion, Active Motion" are significantly better, ver-
ifying the improved depth utilization for tracking. The per-attribute results also
show that DAL performs better with occlusion than DiMP, which is attributed to
the non-stationary DCF modulated by the depth maps.

STC. The short-term tracking evaluation methodology is used: the success and
precision plots. The success plot measures the percentage of frames with overlap
ratios of the predicted bounding box exceeding a threshold. Trackers are ranked
according to the area under the success rate curve (AUC). The precision plot mea-
sures the percentage of frames with the center distance between the predicted and
the groundtruth bounding boxes smaller than a threshold. Trackers are ranked ac-
cording to their performance at the threshold of 20 pixels.

We compare the DAL with the following SotA RGBD trackers: OTR [57], CSR-
DCF-rgbd++ [56], ca3dms+toh [78], STC [136], DS-KCF-Shape [40], PT [112],
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Method \ Attributes AUC IV DV SV CDV DDV SDC SCC BCC BSC PO

DAL (ours) 0.64(1) 0.51(1) 0.63(1) 0.50(1) 0.60(1) 0.62(1) 0.64(1) 0.63(2) 0.57(1) 0.58(1) 0.58(1)

DiMP [7] 0.61(2) 0.50(2) 0.62(2) 0.48(2) 0.57(2) 0.58(2) 0.61(2) 0.65(1) 0.52(2) 0.55(2) 0.58(1)

OTR [57] 0.49(3) 0.39(3) 0.48(3) 0.31(3) 0.19 0.45(3) 0.44(3) 0.46 0.42(3) 0.42(3) 0.50(3)

CSR-rgbd++ [56] 0.45 0.35 0.43 0.30 0.14 0.39 0.40 0.43 0.38 0.40 0.46

ca3dms+toh [78] 0.43 0.25 0.39 0.29 0.17 0.33 0.41 0.48(3) 0.35 0.39 0.44

STC [136] 0.40 0.28 0.36 0.24 0.24(3) 0.36 0.38 0.45 0.32 0.34 0.37

DS-KCF-Shape [40] 0.39 0.29 0.38 0.21 0.04 0.25 0.38 0.47 0.27 0.31 0.37

PT [112] 0.35 0.20 0.32 0.13 0.02 0.17 0.32 0.39 0.27 0.27 0.30

DS-KCF [13] 0.34 0.26 0.34 0.16 0.07 0.20 0.38 0.39 0.23 0.25 0.29

OAPF [88] 0.26 0.15 0.21 0.15 0.15 0.18 0.24 0.29 0.18 0.23 0.28

Table 5.3 The normalized area under the success rate curve (AUC) scores on the STC benchmark. Top
three results for each attributes are annotated. The definitions of the visual attributes are in
Section 4.3.

Figure 5.2 Success and precision plots on STC benchmark.

DS-KCF [13] and OAPF [88]. DiMP [7] is included as well.
Results of the normalized AUC scores are shown in Table 5.3. The precision

and success plots are shown in Figure 5.2. DAL outperforms top performing RGBD
trackers by a large margin. The top RGBD tracker OTR is significantly outper-
formed by 30.6%, while DiMP is 4.9%. The improved performance is consistent
across all attributes except SCC (Surrounding Color Clutter).

CDTB. The long-term evaluation metrics (Section 4.4), Pr, Re and F-score, are
adopted in CDTB. Trackers are ranked according to the highest F-score.

DAL is compared to all top trackers from CDTB benchmark: i) SotA short-
term RGB trackers: KCF [42], NCC [64], BACF [60], CSRDCF [82], SiamFC [6],
ECOhc [21], ECO [21] and MDNet [93], ii) SotA long-term RGB trackers: TLD [54],
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Figure 5.3 The overall tracking performance on the CDTB benchmark is shown as the tracking F-score
and the tracking Precision-Recall plots. Trackers are ranked by their optimal tracking perfor-
mance (maximum F-score).

FuCoLoT [83] and MBMD [146], and iii) SotA RGBD trackers: OTR [57], Ca3dMS [78],
ECOhc-D [56] and CSRDCF-rgbd++ [56]. We also include the DiMP [7], and the
winner of the VOT-2019RGBD challenge [66], SiamDW-D.

Tracking results are shown in Figure 5.3. DAL outperforms the top perform-
ing tracker, MDNet, by a large margin of 37%, primarily due to the powerful re-
detection module and the non-stationary DCF. The OTR is outperformed by 85%
primarily due to the better target presentation, including deep features and the deep
non-stationary DCF. DAL outperforms the RGB tracker DiMP in terms of three
measures: tracking F-scores by 28%, tracking precision by 40% and tracking recall
by 18%. The winner of the VOT-2019RGBD challenge, SiamDW-D, slightly outper-
forms DAL. SiamDW-D is a complex combination of multiple short-term tracking
methods and general object detectors from the off-the-shelf toolbox [75]. SiamDW-
D runs slow (2 fps) and requires large memory, while DAL runs 20 fps and achieves
comparable tracking accuracy.

Tracking speed. We measure the speed of 10 top performing trackers on the CDTB
benchmark. Results are shown in Figure 5.4. DAL runs nearly real-time, at 20 fps
(frame per second). However, most other trackers (MDNet, MBMD, OTR, ECO,
CSR-DCF-rgbd++) are much slower and achieve significantly lower tracking accu-
racy. SiamFC runs nearly as fast as DAL but achieves a 46.1% lower tracking per-
formance. DiMP is 45% faster than DAL but achieves a 21.8% lower F-score. The
top-performing SiamDW-D achieves a 9.7% higher F-score but is 10 times slower.
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Figure 5.4 Tracker practicality evaluation with respect to F-score and Speed (fps, frame per second).

5.2 New RGBD Datasets and Trackers (Publication 4 and

Publication 5)

We aim to narrow the performance gap in tracking accuracy and speed between the
RGB and RGBD trackers by involving depth features in the target tracking. In the
recent VOT challenges [65, 66, 67], the best RGBD trackers are extensions of state-
of-the-art deep RGB trackers. This can be explained by the fact that there are no suf-
ficiently large RGBD datasets to 1) train deep depth or RGBD trackers, and 2) the se-
quences do not need depth cues. This section discusses the contributions and results
of Publications 4 and 5 as a whole, as P5 directly extends P4 and the joint treatment
allows removing some redundancy. Chronologically, P4 first proposed a Depth-only
DiMP tracker (DOT), and P5 introduced the DepthTrack RGBD dataset, allowing
more extensive deep depth or RGBD trackers training and evaluation. Moreover, P5
proposed a new RGBD tracker called DepthTrack Tracker (DeT). In the following,
we first introduce the DepthTrack dataset and the synthetic RGBD datasets and then
discuss both DOT and DeT trackers.
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Figure 5.5 Comparison of the properties of the proposed DepthTrack and the existing RGBD bench-
marks: PTB [112], STC [136] and CDTB [80].

5.2.1 The DepthTrack dataset

We collected an RGBD tracking dataset, DepthTrack, with twice as many sequences
(200) and scene types (40) as in the largest existing RGBD tracking dataset CDTB [80].
In addition, the average length of the sequences (1473), the number of deformable ob-
jects (16) and the number of annotated tracking attributes (15) have been increased.
Moreover, DepthTrack is divided into the training set (150 sequences) and the test
set (50 sequences).

We collected DepthTrack with a single Intel Realsense 415 RGBD sensor. The
RGB and depth frames were stored using 640×360 resolution and a frame rate of
30 fps. 24-bit JPEG RGB images and 16-bit PNG depth images are used. The Intel
sensor provides the RGB and depth frames temporally synchronized.

During the data collection, we mainly focus on content diversity. The overall
properties of DepthTrack are compared to PTB, STC and CDTB datasets in Fig-
ure 5.5 and a more detailed comparison of different target types between Depth-
Track test set and CDTB is shown in Figure 5.7. Example frames are illustrated in
Figure 5.6. Notably, three object types dominate the CDTB sequences: "box", "hu-
man" and "robot". At the same time, the high diversity of DepthTrack provides
unique targets in almost every test sequence. Another critical factor is the presence
of humans in CDTB sequences and their moving simple rigid target objects. To re-
duce the human operator bias in DepthTrack, we included many objects indirectly
manipulated by hand.
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Figure 5.6 Sample frames from DepthTrack (targets marked with yellow boxes). Some of these se-
quences are particularly difficult for RGB only: animals and humans that camouflage to the
background (1st row), deformable objects (2nd row), similar target and background color (3rd
row), dark scenes (4th row) and multiple similar objects (5th row).

Figure 5.7 Distributions of different target types in CDTB (top) and the DepthTrack test set of 50 se-
quences (bottom). Green color denotes non-rigid objects. Purple and orange denote the
rigid objects in two benchmarks.

Each DepthTrack frame is annotated with an axis-aligned bounding box using
the VOT annotation tool Aibu1. We also annotated 15 per-frame visual attributes:
aspect-ration change (AC), background clutter (BC), camera motion (CM), dark scene
(DS), depth change (DC), fast motion (FM), full occlusion (FO), non-rigid deformation
(ND), out-of-plane rotation (OP), out-of-frame (OF), partial occlusion (PO), reflective
targets (RT), size change (SC), similar objects (SO), and unassigned. Besides the 13
attributes used in CDTB, background clutter (BC) and camera motion (CM) are newly
introduced. BC denotes scenes where the target and background share the same color

1https://github.com/votchallenge/aibu
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Figure 5.8 Examples of the generated depth images of LaSOT (the 1st row), Got10K (the 2nd row)
and COCO (the 3rd row) RGB datasets. The 4th row shows the failure cases. The 5th row
compares the estimated depth images (right) with the real CDTB depth (middle) images.

or texture, and CM denotes cases where camera movement leads to substantial target
distance (depth) change. BC frames are designed to challenge RGB-only tracking and
CM frames for D-only tracking.

We adopt the evaluation protocol from the VOT challenges [65, 66, 67] (see Sec-
tion 4.4). One weakness of the protocol is that short videos may get large weights
in the performance metrics when the video lengths vary substantially. For example,
the DepthTrack sequence lengths vary from 143 to 3816 frames. Thus, we employ
two protocols: the frame-based evaluation, which obtains the average performances
over all frames of all sequences, and the sequence-based VOT metrics.

5.2.2 Estimated Depth Data

DepthTrack has only 150 RGBD sequences for training. On the other hand, RGB
dataset TrackingNet [90] contains 30,000 sequences. Collecting and annotating more
RGBD sequences is time-consuming and tedious. Thus we converted RGB datasets
to RGBD using the monocular depth estimation method DenseDepth [1], which
achieves advanced performance on NYU-Depth V2 [110] and KITTI [36] datasets.
We converted LaSOT [32] (1.4K videos), Got10k [45] (10K videos), and COCO [76]
(118K images) RGB datasets. Focused on target shapes within groundtruth bound-
ing boxes, we manually verified the quality of generated depth videos through visual
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comparison between RGB and depth videos at a 60 fps speed. We kept RGBD videos
with consistent targets and selected 646 LaSOT videos, 82K COCO images, and all
Got10k videos. Figure 5.8 illustrates examples of the generated depth images.

5.2.3 Deep Depth Tracker

To explore the degree depth is helpful in object tracking, we introduce a depth-only
DiMP trained using generated and real depth data. For depth inputs, we first clip
the metric depth values into the range [0, 10]meters and normalize the depth maps
into [0, 1], then employ two ways to encode depth images: channel copying and
colormap encoding. The channel copying (3×D) repeats the normalized depth map
three times. The colormap encoding (ColMap) maps normalized depth pixels to
RGB color vectors. We conduct the experiments on the CDTB and DepthTrack
benchmarks to explore how far depth tracking can go.

To figure out how generic object tracking benefits from depth, we convert the
long-term (LT) sequences into short-term (ST) ones by following two rules: i) all
frames from the first frame (#1) are kept until the target disappears (#D) and re-
appears again (#D+R-1), ii) a new ST sequence is started (#D+R+S) when the target
size is at least 75% of its size in the first frame (#1). This procedure is iterated until
the end of each original LT sequence.

Experiments and settings. We adopted the LT evaluation protocol of the VOT
challenge [66]. Tracking precision (Pr) measures the overlap ratio between the pre-
diction and the groundtruth bounding boxes. Tracking recall (Re) measures the frac-
tion of the frames labelled as "target present" when the confidence score is above a
threshold. The overall evaluation F-score is the harmonic mean of Pr and Re.

We trained Depth DiMP with the DepthTrack training set and the generated
depth maps of LaSOT [32], Got10K [45] and COCO [76] datasets for the cross-
dataset evaluations, using the default training settings in [7], and then tested with
CDTB ST sequences (from 80 LT sequences to 152 ST).

Experiments results. The results are summarized in Table 5.4 and show three
findings: 1) off-the-shelf RGB DiMP is superior to a single channel (R/G/B/D) as
expected; 2) finetuning with the DepthTrack training sequences systematically im-
proves the results of all trackers and, remarkably, depth tracking results are substan-
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Pr Re F Backbone Pre-trained Fine-tuned Input Coding

0.659 0.671 0.665 ResNet50-RGB RGB RGB RGB

0.681 0.689 0.685 ResNet50-RGB RGB DepthTrack-RGB RGB RGB

Off-the-shelf RGB DiMP

0.625 0.624 0.625 ResNet50-RGB RGB R 3×R

0.640 0.637 0.638 ResNet50-RGB RGB G 3×G

0.624 0.622 0.623 ResNet50-RGB RGB B 3×B

0.443 0.402 0.421 ResNet50-RGB RGB D 3×D

0.476 0.431 0.452 ResNet50-RGB RGB D ColMap

+ fine-tuning with real depth data

0.663 0.680 0.672 ResNet50-RGB RGB DepthTrack-G G 3×G

0.510 0.506 0.508 ResNet50-RGB RGB DepthTrack-D D 3×D

0.502 0.513 0.507 ResNet50-RGB RGB DepthTrack-D D ColMap

0.444 0.410 0.426 ResNet50-RGB RGB DepthTrack-D† D 3×D

0.455 0.412 0.433 ResNet50-RGB RGB DepthTrack-D† D ColMap

Depth-only DiMP trained w/ generated depth

0.701 0.701 0.701 ResNet50-RGB G DepthTrack-G G 3×G

0.698 0.703 0.700 ResNet50-RGB G DepthTrack-G G ColMap

0.487 0.375 0.424 ResNet50-RGB G DepthTrack-D D 3×D

0.549 0.563 0.556 ResNet50-RGB D† DepthTrack-D D 3×D

0.520 0.529 0.525 ResNet50-RGB D† DepthTrack-D D ColMap

Table 5.4 Depth-only tracking results for the CDTB-ST (ST: short-term) dataset. The results are cross-
dataset where CDTB was only used in testing. D† denotes DenseDepth generated depth data.
The best depth-only ( D ) F-score is bolded and the second best underlined.

tially improved (F-score jumps +20% from 0.421 to 0.508); 3) training DiMP from
scratch using channel specific training data further improves the results of all track-
ers, and the depth-only F-score further improves +9% from 0.508 to 0.556.

These results verify that training and finetuning DiMP with depth data substan-
tially improves the results, even with synthetic data. The best color channel (Green)
F-score improved from 0.638 to 0.701 (+10%) and the depth from 0.421 to 0.556
(+32%). After these optimizations, the Depth-DiMP is only 16% behind the origi-
nal RGB DiMP.

Detailed sequence level analysis and visual attribute analysis verified that there
are tracking scenes where depth provides dominant cues and depth-only trackers are
superior to SotA RGB trackers. See Publication 4 for details.
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Figure 5.9 The feature extraction and merging part of the proposed DeT tracker. The tracking head
depends on the selected architecture (e.g. DiMP) and can be changed. Extractors are the
backbone networks (e.g. ResNet50), but in our case the Depth backbone branch is trained
from scratch with depth tracking data. RGB and depth images are the reference images and
dashed boxes denote the test images.

5.2.4 Deep RGBD Tracker

With the help of the above depth-only DiMP, we propose a new RGBD baseline,
namely DepthTrack Tracker (DeT), that combines RGB DiMP with Depth DiMP by
adding a feature extraction module for learning deep depth features. The tracker
architecture in Figure 5.9 is inspired by the online structures of the recent SotA
trackers ATOM [20] and DiMP [7]. Our extension is a depth feature extractor and
a feature pooling layer and can be combined with either ATOM or DiMP tracker
head that performs the actual tracking. The main contribution of the DeT is to
extract more powerful depth features from depth images and combine them with
deep RGB features for target appearance modelling. The RGB trained color fea-
tures and D(epth) trained depth features are extracted from two feature extractors as
{ frgb, fd } = {Ergb(Irgb), Ed (Id )} and are computed separately for the reference and
test branches. We adopt the element-wise maximum operation to perform RGB and
D feature pooling as frgbd =max( frgb, fd ). Take the DiMP tracker in Fig. 5.9 as an ex-
ample, and the reference RGBD feature maps are input to the model predictor, which
estimates the weights of the target classifier for performing target classification on the
test RGBD feature maps. For training, we used the training splits of the COCO and
LaSOT datasets with their generated depth maps and also the DepthTrack training
set. RGB and D feature extractors are initialized with the ImageNet [26] weights.
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Experiment settings. We evaluated 23 SotA trackers on the DepthTrack test set,
and all trackers used the original code from their authors and their default param-
eter settings. All experiments were run on the same computer with one NVIDIA
GeForce RTX 3090 GPU.

• 7 winning submissions to the VOT-2019RGBD and VOT-2020RGBD chal-
lenges [65, 66]: ATCAIS, DDiMP, ClGS_D, SiamDW_D, LTDSEd, Siam_LTD
and SiamM_Ds;

• 3 RGBD baselines using hand-crafted RGB and depth features: DS-KCF [13],
DS-KCF-Shape [40] and CA3dMS [78];

• The DAL tracker (Publication 3) that embeds D cues into deep RGB DCF.

• 3 winning submissions to the RGB VOT-2020LT (long-term) challenge: RLT_DiMP,
LTMU_B and Megatrack;

• 3 winning submissions to the RGB VOT-2020ST (short-term) challenge: RPT [85],
OceanPlus and AlphaRef [139];

• 6 deep RGB trackers used by the best RGBD trackers: SiamFC [6], SiamRPN [72],
ATOM [20], DiMP50 [7], D3S [81] and PrDiMP [22].

Experiment results. The results are shown in Table 5.5. The best tracker is se-
lected based on its F-score, and precision and recall provide more details about track-
ing performance (see Figure 5.10). The results provide several essential findings:

• The VOT-2020RGBD (using CDTB) winners DiMP, ATCAIS, and CLGS_D
obtain the best results also with the DepthTrack test data, thus verifying their
SotA performance in RGBD tracking.

• As expected, the long-term trackers, both RGB and RGBD, obtain better F-
scores than the short-term trackers.

• The SotA performance numbers on DepthTrack are substantially lower than
with the CDTB dataset of VOT, i.e. the VOT winner ATCAIS obtains 0.702
with CDTB but only 0.476/0.483 with DepthTrack.

• The DeT wins on both evaluation protocols and obtains a+12% better F-score
than the second best. Notably, the DeT tracker has no long-term tracking
capabilities and runs significantly faster than the SotA RGBD trackers.
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Sequence-based Frame-based Speed Category

Tracker Pr Re F-score Pr Re F-score fps LT/ST RGB/ D

DDiMP [65] 0.503 [2] 0.469 [2] 0.485 0.490 0.458 [3] 0.474 4.77 ST RGBD

ATCAIS [65] 0.500 [3] 0.455 [3] 0.476 0.496 [2] 0.470 [2] 0.483 1.32 LT RGBD

CLGS_D [65] [1] 0.584 0.369 0.453 [2] 0.534 0.376 0.441 7.27 LT RGBD

SiamDW_D [66] 0.429 0.436 0.432 0.420 0.429 0.424 3.77 LT RGBD

LTDSEd [66] 0.430 0.382 0.405 0.425 0.383 0.403 5.65 LT RGBD

Siam_LTD [65] 0.418 0.342 0.376 0.410 0.306 0.350 13.00 LT RGBD

SiamM_Ds [66] 0.463 0.264 0.336 0.415 0.245 0.308 19.35 LT RGBD

DAL 0.512 0.369 0.429 0.496 0.385 0.433 25.98 LT RGBD

CA3DMS [78] 0.218 0.228 0.223 0.211 0.221 0.216 47.70 LT RGBD

DS-KCF [13] 0.075 0.077 0.076 0.074 0.076 0.075 4.16 ST RGBD

DS-KCF-Shape [78] 0.070 0.071 0.071 0.070 0.072 0.071 9.47 ST RGBD

LTMU_B [65] 0.512 0.417 0.460 0.516 0.429 0.469 4.16 LT RGB

RLT_DiMP [65] 0.471 0.448 0.459 0.463 0.453 0.458 10.21 LT RGB

Megtrack [65] [2] 0.583 0.322 0.415 [1] 0.562 0.327 0.413 3.51 LT RGB

PrDiMP50 [22] 0.397 0.414 0.405 0.405 0.422 0.414 26.49 ST RGB

DiMP50 [7] 0.396 0.415 0.405 0.387 0.403 0.395 42.11 ST RGB

ATOM [20] 0.354 0.371 0.363 0.329 0.343 0.336 43.21 ST RGB

SiamRPN [72] 0.396 0.293 0.337 0.307 0.320 0.313 13.80 ST RGB

D3S [81] 0.265 0.276 0.270 0.246 0.257 0.251 28.60 ST RGB

SiamFC [6] 0.187 0.193 0.190 0.173 0.180 0.177 114.06 ST RGB

AlphaRef [139] 0.426 0.443 0.435 0.448 [3] 0.467 0.457 11.01 ST RGB

RPT [85] 0.436 0.381 0.406 0.398 0.369 0.383 5.75 ST RGB

OceanPlus [65] 0.410 0.335 0.368 0.378 0.338 0.357 19.38 ST RGB

DeT [3] 0.560 [1] 0.506 [1] 0.532 [3] 0.523 [1] 0.479 [1] 0.500 36.88 ST RGBD

Table 5.5 Tracking results for the DepthTrack test set. Performance metrics are reported for the both
sequence and frame based evaluation protocols. DeT is the proposed baseline and the input
modalities (RGB/D) and tracker type (Short-Term/Long-Term) are listed. The best three meth-
ods for each metric are marked with their rank.

The results verify that deep learning-based trackers, such as the proposed DeT,
provide better accuracy than RGB trackers or ad hoc RGBD trackers on RGBD
datasets. However, they need to be pre-trained with real RGBD data (D is gener-
ated in our experiments) and fine-tuned using dataset specific training data.

5.3 Summary

This chapter introduces three deep learning based methods that embed depth cues
into deep tracking architectures. The first method uses depth information to modu-
late the deep discriminative correlation filter (DCF) for modelling target appearance.
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Figure 5.10 The Precision-Recall and F-score plots of the best 10 evaluated trackers ranked by their F-
scores and the proposed DeT tracker and its master tracker DiMP50, the best F-score point
marked in each graph. Top: sequence-based evaluation; Bottom: frame-based evaluation.

The second is a depth-only DiMP tracker. In the experiments on the CDTB bench-
mark, the depth-only tracker is almost on par with the SotA RGB trackers. The
third is an end-to-end deep RGBD tracker, DeT, that learns deep depth features and
combines them with deep RGB features. To train DeT, we introduce a new RGBD
dataset, DepthTrack. Moreover, we generate depth images based on the existing RGB
tracking datasets. DeT achieves the state-of-the-art performance on the DepthTrack
test set and CDTB, unveiling the deep depth features’ power.
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6 CONCLUSION

This thesis contributes to Computerized Anthropometry and RGBD Object Track-
ing with several novel solutions and benchmarks. Interestingly, both topics are lim-
ited by the lack of data, restricting the deep learning based methods.

We start with computerized anthropometry tasks and introduce two solutions
and three new datasets (Publications 1 and 2). The first proposed method in P1 uti-
lizes the non-rigid ICP algorithm to fit the SMPL model into the raw scans. It then
refines the raw measurements extracted from the fitted model using a nonlinear SVR
regressor. We introduce a realistic benchmark, NOMO3D, consisting of 400 human
body scans with anthropometric measurements. The proposed method provides
mean absolute errors from 2.5 to 16.0 mm depending on the anthropometric mea-
surement on the NOMO3D dataset. Neck circumference was the best performing
measurement and for 93.7% male and 81.5% female test subjects the measurement
errors were below the allowable thresholds defined in ANSUR. For a computer vi-
sion researcher, it is difficult to judge what kind of measurement accuracy should
be achieved to make these methods suitable for practical applications. However,
it is expected that the measurement errors should be below the thresholds set in
ANSUR for at least 90% of test subjects. That would mean that only 10% of the
customers suffer from poor accuracy and need manual measurements or multiple
re-measurements. Few measurements, such as ankle and thigh circumferences, are
still not accurate enough for practical applications. On the one hand, the poor per-
formance measures were due to the bad quality of scans, such as severely missing
regions, e.g. the ankle, and heavy occlusion, e.g. the thigh. On the other hand, more
accurate and high quality data is required to train regression methods that can ob-
tain better accuracy. The second proposed method in P2 utilizes the deep CNN
architecture and 2D silhouettes and introduces two datasets to facilitate the research,
BODY-fit and BODY-rgb. The proposed deep learning based method provides mean
absolute errors from 4.1 to 23.0 mm concerning the anthropometric measurement
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on BODY-fit dataset. Its accuracy on the BODY-rgb is substantially worse than the
BODY-fit dataset, which provides mean absolute errors from 6.6 to 44.3 mm. The
small amount of BODY-rgb data is insufficient for training deep neural networks.
Moreover, synthesized training meshes from a PCA based statistical shape model are
restricted in shape variances and distinct from actual body shape data. We introduce
deep learning based methods to computerized anthropometry starting from our pro-
posed datasets and methods. We believe our contributions will inspire future works
and draw more research attention to anthropometric measurement estimation, such
as RGB or video based methods and mobile applications.

The second part of this thesis proposes three RGBD tracking algorithms and an
RGBD tracking benchmark (Publications 3, 4 and 5). The first proposed method in
P3 embeds depth cues into the stationary deep DCF formulation. Experiments on
the existing RGBD benchmarks show that the depth-modulated DCF significantly
increases the tracking accuracy and is fast (20 fps). We introduce an RGBD dataset
in P5 used for deep RGBD trackers training and evaluation. Moreover, we pro-
vide an additional dataset of generated depth images for training. Thanks to these
datasets, we first introduce a deep depth-only DiMP in P4 to explore whether there
are RGBD tracking scenes where depth provides dominant cues. Then we propose a
deep RGBD tracker DeT in P5 that utilizes the deep depth features for target appear-
ance modelling. DeT achieves the state-of-the-art tracking performance, the F-score
0.532 on DepthTrack and the F-score 0.657 on CDTB, and runs in real-time (36 fps).
In this thesis, we rethink the role depth plays in deep learning based RGBD tracking
algorithms and show that deep depth features substantially benefit RGBD tracking.
We address the limitations of this field, for example, the small number of datasets
and restricted tracking scenarios, i.e. most RGBD sequences are indoor, and the max-
imum depth distance is less than 10 meters. We generate depth maps from existing
RGB tracking datasets to make the extensive deep RGBD and D trackers training and
evaluation possible. However, the depth estimation methods heavily affect the qual-
ity of generated RGBD sequences. A massive amount of realistic RGBD tracking
data is still needed in the future. Compared to the prior art, we believe deep depth
features will contribute more to RGBD object tracking tasks in the future, and the
performance gap between RGB and RGBD tracking will be narrowed.
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Abstract
We propose a full processing pipeline to acquire anthropometric measurements from 3D measurements. The first stage of our
pipeline is a commercial point cloud scanner. In the second stage, a pre-defined body model is fitted to the captured point
cloud. We have generated one male and one female model from the SMPL library. The fitting process is based on non-rigid
iterative closest point algorithm that minimizes overall energy of point distance and local stiffness energy terms. In the third
stage, we measure multiple circumference paths on the fitted model surface and use a nonlinear regressor to provide the
final estimates of anthropometric measurements. We scanned 194 male and 181 female subjects, and the proposed pipeline
provides mean absolute errors from 2.5 to 16.0 mm depending on the anthropometric measurement.

Keywords Anthropometric measurement · 3D body model · Non-rigid ICP

1 Introduction

Anthropometricmeasurements, such as chest andhip circum-
ference or shoulder-to-shoulder distance, provide detailed
information about the body shape. The body shape infor-
mation is essential for industrial design [18], clothing
design [8], medical sciences [16] and ergonomics [19].
The measurements have traditionally been made man-
ually from physical subject using a tape measure, but
the raise of online shopping and personalized tools set
new demand for computerized anthropometric measure-
ments.

A standard pipeline for computerized anthropometric
measurements is the following [3,7,10,25–27]: (1) a 2D
or 3D body scan producing a 3D point cloud or an ini-
tial model, (2) fitting of a pre-defined model and (3)
measurements from the fitted model. The main challenge
is the step two which should provide an accurate and
watertight volumetric model of a subject so that impor-
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tant measurements can be made on the model surface.
Challenges arise from different sensor modalities, poses
and occluded regions. The proposed method in this work
shares the main steps of the standard pipeline (Fig. 1),
but instead of physiologically valid model fit, we adopt a
non-rigid iterative closest point (ICP) registration between
the model and captured point clouds. Moreover, we do not
make anthropometric measurements directly from the fitted
model surface, but extract a set of physiologically mean-
ingful surface features (body circumferences) and use them
to train a regressor that provides estimates of the physi-
cal anthropometric measurements. Our main contributions
are:

– A full processing pipeline from 3D body scans to anthro-
pometric measurements.

– The body model registration step using a non-rigid ICP
to fit a pre-defined model to captured body scans.

– Nonlinear regression based anthropometricmeasurement
estimation step from circumference based intermediate
features.

– A public benchmark dataset—NOMO3D—with anthro-
pometric measurement ground truth.

Our pipeline is evaluated with the NOMO3D dataset of real
male and female subjects (194plus 181) forwhichweprovide
average accuracy and percentage of subjects whose accuracy
is below the thresholds in [9].
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Fig. 1 The proposed pipeline for measuring anthropometric clothing
measurements from 3D body scans. A 3D point cloud is produced by
a set of depth sensors (body scanner). A body template is fitted (reg-
istered) to the 3D point cloud (step-2); circumference measurements

are computed on the model surface (step-3); supervised regression is
adopted to provide estimates of anthropometric measurements (step-4)

2 Related work

Anthropometric measurement datasets There have been
several campaigns to collect 3D body scans and anthro-
pometry ground truth for them. For example, the UMTRI
dataset was collected to find the safest sitting posture of
young children in cars [12]. ANSUR 88 (1988) and ANSUR
2012 datasets contain 3D body scans and tape measured
anthropometric measurements of US Army Force soldiers.
ANSUR 2012 contains 4082 male and 1986 female subjects
of varying age and 93 ground truth anthropometric measure-
ments for each of them. Unfortunately, UMTRI and ANSUR
datasets are not publicly available. CAESAR dataset [21] is
a commercial counterpart of ANSUR and contains 3D scans
of 2400 US & Canadian and 2000 European civilians with
tape measured ground truth. CAESAR (http://store.sae.org/
caesar/) has been used in various scientific works but has
not been widely adopted in benchmarking due to its price.
The main usage of UMTRI, ANSUR and CAESAR datasets
is to make “virtual tape measurements” on the point cloud
surface. In the follow-up work of the CAESAR, Robinette
and Daanen [20] compared virtual tape measurements over
two different scanners and scanning teams and showed that
measurements are highly reproducible within the US Army
definederror limits (cf. ANSURexperiments). Reproducibil-
ity error in their experiments was less than ±5 mm for the
most measurements. However, these were relative accuracies
over repeated tests. Simmons and Istook [23] noted that there

is substantial variation in available softwares how to mea-
sure anthropometric measurements from 3D data. Paquette
et al. [17] demonstrated much larger errors for 3D mea-
surements as compared to manual tape measurements. They
reported systematic errors of up to 30–40mmdespite the fact
that standard measurement procedures were implemented to
the softwares (ISO-8559 and US Army).

3DHuman bodymodels The early works following the data
campaigns abovewere based on “virtual tapemeasurements”
where the anthropometric measurements were made manu-
ally with the help of 3D measurement software. If this step
needs to be automated, then 3D scan data need to be aligned
with a model for which the measurement paths can be pre-
defined using 3D model vertex ids. However, first a good 3D
human body model needs to be devised. The model should
contain intuitive parameterization for shape and pose and
provide realistic body shapes. There are several options for
scientific work. The most popular parametric body model is
MakeHuman which is an open source project (http://www.
makehuman.org/) based on an artistic body model and aim-
ing at high quality rendering for games and movies.

However, better models are based on statistics of real
human data. These require a single artist made initial point
model which is iteratively matched to scanned point clouds
in a normalized pose. Principal component analysis (PCA)
over the matched model points provides natural parameteri-
zation for the shape. The pose can be intuitively defined by
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a skeleton joint model, but the final quality depends on how
well the model can represent pose-specific shape deforma-
tions. One of the first attempts to create a 3D human body
fromPCA shape and skeleton pose is the SCAPEbodymodel
by Anguelov et al. [2]. Hirshberg et al. [11] proposed a better
parametric bodymodel for SCAPEand introduced theBlend-
SCAPE model. Other attempts are by Baek and Lee [3] and
more recently the SMPL model by Loper et al. [15]. SMPL
provides high-quality models where the shape is divided
to pose invariant and pose-dependent deformations and the
model parameters are optimized using a combination of their
own dataset of 1786 scans and 3800 scans from CAESAR.
For this work, we adopt the SMPL model due to its good
overall quality.

Computerized anthropometric measurements There have
been several attempts to infer 3D bodymodels from 2DRGB
images. For example, Guan et al. [10] proposed amethod and
compared their measurements to the ground truth. However,
for many industrial and commercial applications, the accu-
racy of 2D measurements is insufficient. For better accuracy,
3D scans are needed.

Weiss et al. [26] propose a Kinect-based 3D body scan
method that uses the SCAPE body model. The method
requires manual pose initialization and then optimizes the
model mesh using a standard ICP. Tsoli et al. [25] propose
a pipeline that is similar to ours. They use the BlendSCAPE
model to register a 3D scan, and then, they compute vari-
ous local and global features which are used in regression. A
different approach was proposed by Zuffi et al. [32] in their
“stitched puppet” model where the body model is divided to
local templates where “local PCA” matching is performed
and then the local parts are globally aligned in the next opti-
mization step.Wuhrer et al. [27] introduce an inverse problem
of ours where a 3D body model is estimated from the given
1D anthropometric measurements.

The above works particularly address the problem of
unknown pose. However, we believe that a fixed pose can
be assumed for many applications since customers can be
assumed co-operative. Therefore, the process can be drasti-
cally simplified and provide accurate results.

3 3D body scanning

Recently, novel single depth sensor-based body scanning
approaches have been proposed, for example, BodyFu-
sion [28] and DoubleFusion [29], but since 3D scanning
is out of the scope of this work, a commercial 3D body
scanner was used. Our dataset was collected using a com-
mercial TC2 body scanner (https://www.tc2.com) that uses
off-the-shelf depth sensors (Intel RealSense R200). Inside
the scanner, subjects were instructed to step on the rotating

Fig. 2 A 3D body scan (point cloud) captured by TC2 body scanner.
The scanner covers most of the body surface and missing parts occur
only in the head and feet regions

platform and take a standing pose with the feet at around
their shoulder width apart and the arms slightly raised to
create a gap between the arms and torso. The platform then
rotates around once, during which three depth sensors pro-
duce a raw 3D scan of the customer, and the process takes
a few seconds (Fig. 2). The test subjects wore tight fitting
underwear-like sport costumes. The scanner outputs a tri-
angulated mesh structure in the regular OBJ file format.
Each triangulated mesh contains on average 57,000 vertices
and around 113,000 faces. For our experimental studies, we
scanned 194 men and 181 women. Scanned persons were
instructed to wear tight underwear.

4 Model registration

4.1 SMPL bodymodel

The popular 3D human body models MakeHuman, SCAPE
[2],BlendSCAPE[11] andSMPL[15] (seeSect. 2 for details)
share similar model parameterization {T ,S, θ} where T is
the initialmodel in a “canonical shape” and “canonical pose,”
S defines the shape deformation and θ defines the pose. Pose
parameterization is intuitive and typically based on a skeleton
rig of K skeleton joints. A pose is encoded to the 3D rotation
angles of K joints in θ . Each vertex location in T is relative
to a specific skeleton part or parts, and therefore, the whole
point cloud deforms. Parameterization of the shape is more
difficult to model since parameters need to capture shape
statistics of the human population. The standard approach is
to use principal component analysis (PCA) where principal
components represent the most important axes of variation
in the population. In the PCA space, any shape can be recon-
structed by linearly adding |β| principal directions to a mean
shape T (the zero shape):
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Fig. 3 We adopted the skinned multi-person linear model (SMPL) [15]
for our framework since it provides intuitive model parameterization
and high-quality models. A SMPL model in its canonical (zero-pose)
position (left) and the model in the initial position that corresponds to
the instructed pose in our body scans (right)

T + B(β) = T +
|β|∑

n=1
βnSn . (1)

Often as few as |β| = 10, principal component vectors pro-
vide sufficient accuracy for applications where subtle details
are not important. For our work, we selected the skinned
multi-person linear model (SMPL) by Loper et al. [15] since
it provides very competitive accuracy and the original imple-
mentation is publicly available.

SMPL mesh model contains N = 6890 vertices (13,766
faces) and K = 23 skeleton joints. The mesh has the same
topology for men and women, spatially varying resolution,
a clean quad structure, segmentation into parts, initial blend
weights and a skeletal rig. A particular detail that makes
SMPL registration more accurate than its competitors is that
it divides the shape deformation to pose-independent defor-
mation BS(β) and pose-specific deformation BP(θ) which
are summed to define the final shape. Notably, the shape
deformation parameters are also used to predict the rotations
of the K = 23 skeleton joints J (β) : R|β| → R3K . We
re-defined the SMPL zero-pose to correspond to the pose
subjects were instructed to take (Fig. 3).

4.2 Non-rigid ICP registration

The goal of the body model registration to the scanned
point cloud is to provide “skin-level registration” where the
two surfaces, themodel and the scan, overlay almost perfectly
(Fig. 4). This is a challenging task since (a) points contain
measurement noise, (b) large point regions may be missing
and (c) the model points do not exactly match the scan point
locations. To make the final anthropometric measurements
accurate in the next processing stage, we need a registration

Fig. 4 A scanned point cloud contains holes and measurement noise,
but registration of the 3D body model (red) is robust to these distortions
and achieves an accurate—“skin level”—registration which is essential
for accurate anthropometricmeasurements in the next stage (color figure
online)

method that is accurate and robust to the aforementioned
non-idealities.

A core component in constructing the SCAPE, Blend-
SCAPE and SMPL datasets is an artistic-generated point
model and an algorithm to register the model to real human
scans.However, these algorithmsperformcomplexoptimiza-
tion and must be manually initialized. Therefore, the artistic
models and special algorithms have not been used outside
body model generation. However, the final body models,
SCAPE, BlendSCAPE and SMPL, provide intuitive param-
eterization as discussed in Sect. 4.1 and registration can be
defined as an optimization problem where a few pose and
shape parameters {S, θ} are optimized to minimize a regis-
tration error. Skin-level registration requires a large number
of PCA components for the shape, and therefore, we take an
alternative approach from the generic point cloud matching
literature.

Several comparison of generic registration methods exist.
For example, Bogo et al. [4] introduced the FAUST dataset
for comparing non-rigid registration methods. In their exper-
iments, several popular methods, e.g., generalized multi-
dimensional scaling (GMDS) [5], Möbius voting [14] and
blended intrinsic maps (BIM) [13], did not perform well
since these methods assume that both inputs are watertight
and have the same topology. However, the baseline point
cloud matching method, iterative closest point (ICP), does
not require such assumptions.
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There are two extensions of the baseline ICP that are suit-
able for human body point clouds: Amberg et al. [1] and
Schneider et al. [22]. Since the 3D scans often contain holes
(Fig. 2),we adopted theAmberg et al. approach that explicitly
handles missing points. The challenge is twofold—we want
to retain the global convergence properties of ICP while still
allow local deformations to the skin level. Local deforma-
tions make this ICP non-rigid.

The starting point of our algorithm is a pre-aligned model
definedby {T , βi , θk}i=1,...,|β|,k=1,...,K that brings the SMPL
template to approximate correspondence with the obtained
scan point cloud Tscan. A simple procedure for pre-alignment
is described in Sect. 4.3. If we definethe pre-alignedmodel as
V , then the problem is to findoptimal values for the alignment
parameters X so that V(X ) registers the template points to
the surface points Tscan.

To solve the optimal parameters X , an energy function of
three terms is defined [1]:

E(X ) = Ed(X ) + αEs(X ) + βEl(X ) . (2)

Ed is the standard ICP distance term between the model and
scan points

Ed(X ) =
∑

vi∈V
widist2 (Tscan,Xivi ) (3)

where Xi is a linear mapping of a single model vertex vi to
correspondence in Tscan. wi defines whether a model point
has a correspondence in scan (wi = 1) or not (wi = 0). Es

is a local stiffness term

Es(X ) =
∑

i∈N j

‖(Xi − X j )diag(1, 1, 1, γ )‖2F (4)

where ‖·‖2F is the matrix Frobenius norm. The stiffness term
enforces similar transformations between neighbor vertices
N j of the model vertex v j . γ is used to weight differences
in the rotational and skew part of the deformation against the
translations part of the deformation (γ = 1 in the experi-
ments). The third energy term is a landmark term

El(X ) =
∑

vi ,l∈L
‖Xivi − l‖2 . (5)

The landmarks L are pre-defined and important positions
in the model and this term enforces them to be registered
accurately. The landmark term improves registration signif-
icantly, but requires manual labeling of selected keypoints
and is therefore omitted in our experiments.

The algorithm in [1] uses locally affine regularization
which assigns an affine transformation to each vertex and

minimizes the difference in the transformation of neighbor-
ing vertices. The deformation parameters X , which would
be applied on source vertices to generate the target surface
deformation, are obtained by minimizing the cost function
in Eq. 6 directly and exactly.

Ē(X ) =
∥∥∥∥∥∥

⎡

⎣
αM ⊗ G
WD
βDL

⎤

⎦X −
⎡

⎣
0

WU
U L

⎤

⎦

∥∥∥∥∥∥

2

F

= ‖AX − B‖2F

. (6)

The cost function Ē(X ) takes its minimum at X =
(ATA−1)ATB. In the above equation, M is the node-
arc incidence matrix of the template mesh topology, and
G := diag(1, 1, 1, γ ) is a weighting matrix, W :=
diag(w1, . . . , wn) represents the weighting matrix in which
wi = 0 if template vertices vi corresponds to missing data
in the target mesh and n represents the number of template
vertices, D is the sparse matrix of template vertices mapping
the 4n × 3 deformation parameters X , U is the matrix of the
correspondence points on the target mesh, DL and U L are
the pre-defined landmarks on the template mesh and their
correspondence points on the target mesh, respectively, the
Kronecker product is denoted by ⊗. α and β are the penalty
terms that balance the two corresponding energy functions
with respect to the standard ICP term Ed .

The whole registration process consists of two loops.
In the outer loop, a series of deformations of the tem-
plate are performed for each stiffness αi ∈ {α1, . . . , αn},
where αi > αi+1. These α values guarantee the registra-
tion process from a global deformation to more localized
ones. In our experiments, α values are set to from 100 to
1 by step size 1. In the inner loop, a deformation X for a
fixed stiffness term αi and preliminary correspondences is
found. Preliminary correspondences are found by a nearest
point search. The optimal deformationX is determined until
||X j − X j−1|| < ε, where ε is the threshold.

4.3 Pre-alignment and initialization procedures

A simple pre-alignment procedure is performed before
non-rigid ICP registration. Generally, the mis-alignment of
registration is partly raised bywrong scales, face orientations,
the different center points of subjects. To depreciate it, first,
we scale all scans into the same unit of measurement (meter)
as the SMPLmodel meshes; we then rotate all scans to make
sure that they face the same direction. Compared to the pre-
vious works which adopt the mean coordinate of vertices as
the center points and align all meshes into the same center
point, we additionally align all samples into the same lowest
point (Z -axis). The center points change dramatically since
the missing parts on scans and bring negative effects on reg-
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istration. A standard point (x, y, 0) is employed as the lowest
point for all meshes. After the pre-alignment procedure, all
scans and the SMPL models are standing on the X–Y plane
and facing to Y -axis direction with the same scale.

The height of the SMPL model is controlled by the first
shape parameter β1. To obtain a suitable initial value for
β1, we utilize a simple linear function over the heights of
the training set scans to estimate the parameter β̂1 ≈ β1.
To initialize the pose parameters, we start from the pose θ

(on the right in Fig. 3) and iteratively test a number of arm
angle shifts to match with the target scan. These initialization
procedures aid convergence and improve accuracy, but their
effect is not significant.

5 Anthropometric measurements

Theproposedpipeline outputs estimates of the target physical
anthropometric measurements from a fitted model (Sect. 4)
by first calculating circumference paths through the model
points (Sect. 5.1) and then estimating the physical mea-
surements from the path distances by nonlinear regression
(Sect. 5.2).

5.1 Surfacemeasurements

The registration process brings two main benefits: (a) it
produces a hole-free mesh without missing body parts and
reduces the point cloud noise; and (b) registered meshes of
all subjects are in the same topology that facilitates finding
the corresponding vertices of the pre-defined circumference
paths.

For each anthropometric measurement ti , we define a set
of surface circumference paths. The path lengths t (1)i ,…, t (C)

i
are used as features for regression. The paths are defined as
sets of vertices in the model Pc

i = {
vc1, v

c
2, . . . , v

c
m

}
. The

length of a circumference path is the sum of edge lengths
through the defined path (Fig. 5). The selected circumfer-
ence paths were not optimal, but manually set near the true
anthropometric measurement locations. It was assumed that
multiple paths provide extra robustness to shape deforma-
tions (see the ablation study in the experimental part of our
work).

5.2 Nonlinear regression

The purpose of a suitable regressor is to find a mapping f (·)
such that

f (Pi ) :
(
t (1)i , . . . , t (C)

i

)
�→ t̂i (7)

Path 1

Path 2

Path 3

Path 4

Fig. 5 Distances of circumference paths through mesh vertices of a
registered SMPL body model are used as features for regression. Multi-
ple paths (dotted red, green and blue lines) are used to estimate a single
anthropometric measurement. Example circumference paths: Path 1:
NaturalWAIST; Path 2: Hip; Path 3: Thigh; Path 4: Knee (color figure
online)

where t̂i is the estimate of the true anthropometric cloth-
ing measurement ti . The most straightforward solution is the
ordinary least squares (linear regression) which finds a solu-
tion ω = (ω0, ω1, . . . , ωC )T that minimizes the squared loss
over training subjects i

∑

i

(
ti − ωT t i

)2
(8)

where ti is a training set the ground truth value and t i =
(t (1)i , . . . , t (C)

i )T are the computed circumference path dis-
tances for this specific anthropometric measurement. Linear
regression with regularization (ridge regression) minimizes
the squared loss with a weight penalty term λ

∑

i

(
ti − ωT t i

)2 + λ||ω|| . (9)

There are alsomore advanced extensions of linear regression,
such as elastic net regression [31], and other learning-based
regressors such as support vector regression (SVR) [24]. We
compare several popular regression methods in our ablations
studies.
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6 Experiments

6.1 Dataset and settings

We collected a set of 3D scans using the commercial scanner
(Sect. 3). The dataset—NOMO3D—consists of 194male and
181 female scans. For each subject, a clothing expert (tailor)
made the actual anthropometric measurements (15 male and
19 female). All results are average performance over fivefold
cross-validation.

Method evaluation We employ the mean absolute error
(MAE) as the error metric between the ground truth and esti-
mated anthropometricmeasurements. For eachmeasurement
i , mean absolute error εi , over all subjects j was obtained as

εi = 1
| j |

| j |∑

j=1

∣∣∣t ( j)i − t̂ ( j)i

∣∣∣ . (10)

In addition to themeasurement-specificMAEs, we also com-
puted the averageMAEs over allmeasures.All numberswere
measured in millimeters (mm). Moreover, for each measure-
ment, we also report the proportion of the test samples for
which the accuracy was below the defined error limits in [9]
as Success rate.

Computational complexity The most time-consuming part
is the non-rigid ICP registration. Matlab code was adapted
from [1] and it runs approximately 2min on each scan. The
pre-alignment and initialization procedures are very fast, less
than a second, as well as the regression which is also com-
putationally fast.

6.2 Results

The average fivefold errors for each anthropometric mea-
surement and their accuracy thresholds and success rates are
shown inTable 1. In all cases, the number of surfacemeasure-
ments were optimized for each anthropometric measurement
and the best performing regressor (nonlinear SVR) was used.
For the both male and female subjects the best performing
measurement was neck circumference with 93% test cases
below the threshold (6 mm) for men and 81% for women.
The worst performing measure was ankle circumference for
which only 28% of male 24% of female success rates were
achieved.The error distributions for themale and female neck
and ankle circumferences and male chest and female natural
waist circumferences are shown in Fig. 6. The distributions
reveal that there exists a small amount of test samples with
a large error. It turned out that the main source of large esti-

mation errors yields from the body scanner that often misses
certain body parts. For example, feet regions often lack point
cloud pointswhichmakes the registration fail in these regions
(Fig. 7).

6.3 Ablation study

Number of circumference paths In the first ablation
study, we investigated the effect of adding multiple surface
measurements (circumference paths) to the anthropometric
regression. The results for three well and three poorly per-
forming measurements for the both male and female are
shown in Fig. 8. Results are for nonlinear SVR regressor
with fivefold cross-validation. The most important findings
are that additional paths always improve the accuracy and
depending on the measurement the results saturate at 3–
9 surface circumference paths. In particular, paths close to
the physical anthropometric measurement location strongly
contribute to the estimation accuracy. The best single paths
(C = 1) were also selected using cross-validation and the
resultswith andwithout SVRregression are shown inTable 1.
These results indicate that (i) the multi-path regression is
superior to single path regression and (ii) SVR significantly
improves the estimation performance.

Non-rigid ICP To validate the importance of non-rigid ICP,
we conducted an experiment where the SMPL model was
directly fitted to the point clouds. SMPL parameter optimiza-
tion was done using the popular L-BFGS-B optimizer [30].
Similar to the non-rigid ICP, the distance term Ed with the
normal direction constraints was used as the target function.
The stop criterion was set to 10−6 to keep the computation
times reasonable, and the same pre-alignment procedure was
adopted. The results are shown inTable 1 and are clearly infe-
rior to the proposed non-rigid ICP registration.

Regression methods We compared a number of publicly
available regression methods for the regression step. The
standard linear regressors were linear regression, stepwise
linear regression and ridge regression, and more recent
regression methods are elastic net linear regression, Gaus-
sian process regression (GPR), binary regression decision
tree (BRDT), linear support vector regression (SVR) and
Nonlinear SVR. The mean accuracy and success rates for
these methods are shown in Table 2. The results show
that even the basic linear regressors (linear regression,
ridge regression and stepwise linear regression) perform
well indicating that the proposed registration step performs
well. Nonlinear SVR and Gaussian process regression also
performwell. They are all safe choices for regressing anthro-
pometric measurements from surface measurements, but we
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Table 1 Average fivefold (80% for training and 20% for testing) performance (mean absolute error) and success rate (a proportion of the test
samples within the error limits in [9]) of anthropometric measurements

Measure Best single (C = 1) Best single+SVR L-BFGS-B+SVR Multiple paths+SVR Limit [9]
MAE (mm) % MAE (mm) % C MAE (mm) % C MAE (mm) % (mm)

Male

Ankle circ. 36.4 0 8.4 37.6 6 12.3 27.5 6 7.7 28.6 4
Bicep circ. 7.8 45.8 6.5 57.8 8 19.4 16.2 8 6.1 57.6 6
Calf circ. 6.9 41.2 4.0 70.3 6 17.7 16.8 6 3.0 82.2 5
Chest circ. 15.6 60.0 15.5 61.6 5 43.3 22.9 5 14.3 63.7 15
Elbow circ. 4.0 56.5 3.7 62.8 8 11.4 16.2 8 2.6 77.9 4
Hip circ. 9.2 71.7 9.3 75.4 4 32.6 22.9 4 8.8 73.3 12
Knee circ. 8.5 28.3 6.0 44.0 6 15.5 12.9 6 5.1 46.6 4
NaturalWaist circ. 15.8 49.0 13.2 57.3 4 50.0 15.6 4 12.8 57.6 12
NeckBase circ. 35.1 4.2 10.2 61.0 3 15.7 43.6 3 8.0 72.6 11
Neck circ. 3.0 92.1 3.0 91.1 4 16.3 22.4 4 2.5 93.7 6
Thigh circ. 10.6 31.4 10.5 32.5 8 27.9 16.8 8 7.9 48.7 6
TrouserWaist circ. 25.5 – 12.0 – 3 36.4 – 3 9.1 – –
Wrist circ. 7.2 43.2 5.2 57.8 6 6.6 49.2 6 4.5 67.2 5
Shoulder_to_shoulder 13.7 – 13.8 – 4 18.0 – 4 12.0 – –
Shoulder_to_wrist 40.3 – 14.7 – 6 27.3 – 6 12.7 – –
Avg. 16.0 43.6 9.1 59.1 23.4 23.6 7.8 64.1

Female

Ankle circ. 18.8 14.4 14.3 23.0 6 17.7 14.7 6 13.4 24.7 4
Bicep circ. 19.7 8.5 7.9 48.3 8 15.9 25.4 8 4.9 73.9 6
Calf circ. 7.3 37.4 3.8 70.7 6 18.0 19.8 6 3.0 82.8 5
Bust circ. 17.3 44.0 15.2 60.6 3 42.1 19.2 3 12.0 71.4 15
Elbow circ. 4.5 57.4 4.5 59.7 6 11.7 22.0 6 3.4 70.5 4
Hip circ. 18.7 26.3 8.9 70.9 4 37.0 21.5 4 8.9 71.4 12
Knee circ. 9.9 21.1 6.9 39.4 6 17.3 22.0 6 5.9 41.1 4
NaturalWaist circ. 13.7 55.7 12.8 56.3 5 41.0 16.4 5 12.0 59.7 12
NeckBase circ. 58.8 0.6 10.6 63.6 3 13.0 54.2 3 10.2 62.5 11
Neck circ. 6.3 67.1 5.5 74.0 5 13.4 32.2 5 4.8 81.5 6
Thigh circ. 10.1 35.8 9.7 39.2 8 29.9 13.6 8 7.9 46.3 6
TrouserWaist circ. 15.6 – 15.4 – 3 38.0 – 3 14.8 – –
Wrist circ. 6.0 49.1 5.0 59.4 8 6.9 40.7 8 4.4 65.7 5
UnderBust circ. 14.2 69.5 14.3 69.5 2 34.3 27.1 2 13.4 71.8 16
Shoulder_to_shoulder 26.5 – 13.8 – 4 17.9 – 4 12.7 – –
Shoulder_to_wrist 22.4 – 16.8 – 4 25.5 – 4 13.7 – –
Bust_to_bust 12.2 46.0 11.6 54.6 9 15.7 39.6 9 10.4 57.5 10
NeckSide_to_wrist 26.4 – 16.8 – 4 25.8 – 4 16.0 – –
NeckSide_to_bust 13.9 30.9 13.4 35.4 6 17.7 24.9 6 13.0 36.6 8
Avg. 17.0 37.6 10.9 55.0 23.1 26.2 9.7 61.2

Bold denote the best result among several methods
“C” denotes the number of circumference paths used in estimation. “best single” is the best single path performance. ”+SVR” uses SVR regression
for the estimates. “L-BFGS-B+SVR” uses the SMPL model fitted by the L-BFGS-B optimizer
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Measurement  Error [mm]

N
um

b
er

s

Male : 
     Ankle Circumference

Male : 
    Neck Circumference

Male : 
    Chest Circumference

Female : 
     Ankle Circumference

Female : 
    Neck Circumference

Female : 
    NaturalWaist Circ.

Fig. 6 Error distributions illustrating low, moderate and well per-
forming estimates. Top (male) : ankle circumference (low), chest
circumference (moderate), neck circumference (high); bottom (female) :

ankle circumference (low), natural waist circumference (moderate) and
neck circumference (high). The red vertical lines denote the acceptance
thresholds in [9] (color figure online)

Fig. 7 Two examples of registration failures due to missing points in
the scanned point clouds: scanned point cloud (left),model emphasizing
the ankle circumference location (middle) and output of the registration
process (right) that illustrates the failure cases (color figure online)

selected the nonlinear SVR due to its best overall perfor-
mance.

7 Conclusions

This work introduced a full processing pipeline for estimat-
ing physical anthropometric measurements from 3D body
scans. The pipeline consisted of a commercial 3D scanner, a
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Fig. 8 Test set errors (MAEs) as functions of the number of surface
measurements (circumference paths) for threewell performing (success
> 50%) (top) and three poorly performing (< 50%) anthropometric
measurements (bottom)
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Table 2 Average MAEs and success rates of several regression methods

Non-lin SVR Ridge reg. Lin reg. Stepw. reg. GPR ElasticNet BRDT Lin SVR

Male

7.81 64% 8.28 62% 8.32 62% 8.35 62% 8.33 62% 9.16 56% 10.94 52% 31.80 19%
Female

9.73 61% 10.55 57% 10.62 56% 10.54 58% 10.60 59% 12.05 50% 14.05 46% 28.72 23%

Bold denote the best result among several methods

deformable SMPL body model, non-rigid ICP-based model
registration, computation of circumference path features
and nonlinear regression for anthropometric measurement
estimation.Depending on themeasurement, our pipeline pro-
vided success rates from 28% to 93% for male and from 24
to 82% for female subjects. The proposed pipeline works in
practice and shows that an affordable scanning system can
be built for clothing industry.

In the future work, we will further investigate and refine
each step of the pipeline. For example, selection of better
surface features in addition to the circumference paths, fast-
to-compute alternatives for the slow ICPalgorithm (e.g.Chen
et al. [6]) and better scanners and scanning procedures.
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permitted use, youwill need to obtain permission directly from the copy-
right holder. To view a copy of this licence, visit http://creativecomm
ons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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Abstract—Anthropometric body measurements are important
for industrial design, garment fitting, medical diagnosis and
ergonomics. A number of methods have been proposed to
estimate the body measurements from images, but progress has
been slow due to the lack of realistic and publicly available
datasets. The existing works train and test on silhouettes of
3D body meshes obtained by fitting a human body model to
the commercial CAESAR scans. In this work, we introduce the
BODY-fit dataset that contains fitted meshes of 2,675 female and
1,474 male 3D body scans. We unify evaluation on the CAESAR-
fit and BODY-fit datasets by computing body measurements from
geodesic surface paths as the ground truth and by generating two-
view silhouette images. We also introduce BODY-rgb - a realistic
dataset of 86 male and 108 female subjects captured with an RGB
camera and manually tape measured ground truth. We propose a
simple yet effective deep CNN architecture as a baseline method
which obtains competitive accuracy on the three datasets.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recovery of 3D body information from 2D images is
an important yet challenging problem with applications in
industrial design [1], garment fitting and online shopping [2],
medical diagnosis [3] and ergonomics [4]. Recovery can be
decomposed into 3D pose and 3D shape. Recently research
on 3D pose estimation has been active [5], [6], [7], [8], [9],
[10], [11], [12], [13], [14], but shape recovery has received
less attention.

Many applications do not need recovery of the full 3D
shape, but only a set of suitable body variables, anthropometric
body measurements, such as the head, waist and chest circum-
ferences (Figure 1). Estimation of the body measurements is
addressed in several works [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20],
[21], [22] which process one or multiple silhouette images of
persons in a fixed pose. The earliest works were based on en-
gineered features and regression [15], [16], [17], [18], [19] and
the recent works adopt various deep architectures [20], [21],
[22]. For training and testing these methods use silhouettes
rendered using 3D body meshes. The body meshes are either
completely synthetic or generated by learning a parametric
body model from real 3D body scans. A popular dataset is
CAESAR [23] that contains 4,400 scans and tape measured
ground truth. However, CEASAR is commercial and its license
prevents its public use. The license allows derivative works
such as the fitted meshes and measurement ground truth can
be generated by defining geodesic paths on the mesh surfaces.

In this work, we provide a number of datasets that will
be made publicly available to facilitate fair comparisons. Our
main contributions are:

• A novel train/test dataset - BODY-fit - for benchmarking
silhouette based body measurement methods. The dataset

Body-3d-4k Body-3d-4k-fit Body-rgb-194 Body measurements
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Fig. 1. Examples from the proposed benchmarks, “BODY-fit” and “BODY-
rgb”, and the 16 body measurements (A-P) used in the method comparison.
The blue meshes represent the original BODY scans containing missing
points and noise (mainly in the head, feet and hand regions). The yellow
meshes result from non-rigid ICP fitting of the mean shape template from
the CAESAR fits datasets [24] so that the both datasets now share the same
topology. RGB images were captured using Apple iPad.

is obtained from the local clothing company who have
2,675 female and 1,474 male 3D scans of their customers.

• A novel testing dataset - BODY-rgb - of recently captured
RGB images of 86 males and 108 females and tape
measured ground truth.

• A strong baseline which achieves good accuracy on
the new datasets and the existing data - CAESAR-fit -
provided by Pishchulin et al. [24] and for which we define
train/test splits files and generated silhouette images.

II. RELATED WORK

a) Body measurements.: Anthropometric body measure-
ments provide detailed information about the body shape. The
measurements are conventionally measured manually using a
tape measure, but there is wide interest toward computerized
tools. The first commercial products for 3D scan based an-
thropometric measurements were unsatisfactory. For example,
Paquette et al. [25] reported that automatic point-cloud based
measurements differ largely w.r.t manual tape measurements.
They reported systematic errors of up-to 30− 40 mm despite
the fact that standard measurement procedures were imple-
mented in softwares used for their comparison (ISO-8559 and
U.S. Army). Gordon et al. [26] defined accuracy thresholds for
a number of anthropometric measurements and these vary from
±4.0 mm (ankle, elbow and knee circumference) to ±15.0 mm
(chest).



b) Datasets.: Since the introduction of 3D scanners
there have been several campaigns. For example, the UMTRI
dataset was collected to find the safest sitting posture of
young children in cars [27]. ANSUR 88 (1988) and ANSUR
2012 datasets contain 3D scans and 93 tape measured body
measurements of US Army Force soldiers. ANSUR 2012
contains 4,082 male and 1,986 female subjects of varying
age. UMTRI and ANSUR datasets are not publicly available.
CAESAR dataset [23] is a commercial dataset that contains
3D scans of 2,400 U.S. and Canadian and 2,000 European
civilians with tape measured ground truth. CAESAR license
and expensive price prevent its wide adoption for research
purposes. Several authors have performed mesh registration
on the CAESAR scans to bring them in correspondence and
use pre-defined geodesic distances as the ground truth [28],
[20], [24], [22]. Pishchulin et al. [24] and Yang et al. [28]
have made their data available. Pischulin et al. data covers
nearly 98% of the original CAESAR scans and is thus the
best for method comparisons.

c) Methods.: Human 3D pose recovery “in the wild” has
recently gained momentum [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11],
[12], [13], [14]. A number of these methods also estimate
body volume [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], but only a few
provide quantitative results [11], [14]. In this work we assume
that the pose is approximately fixed which makes the problem
substantially easier, but which is a fair assumption for many
applications.

Earlier works use engineered features and regression [15],
[16], [17], [18], [19], [29], [30], but recently deep architectures
have become more popular. Dibra et al. [20], [21], [22]
have proposed multiple architectures. In [21] the hand-crafted
features are extracted from silhouettes and mapped to the
shape PCA (Principal Component Analysis) sub-space via the
Random Forest regressor, then the body measurements are
obtained from the reconstructed meshes. HS-NET [20] learns
a global mapping from silhouettes to shape parameters by
training CNNs. In the most recent work [22] Dibra et al. firstly
construct a rich body shape representation space from the pose
invariant Heat Kernel Signature (HKS) descriptors, then learn
a mapping from silhouettes to this embedded space.

III. BENCHMARK DATASETS

The data used in the existing works can be divided to
generated body shapes [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12],
[13], [14] and fitted body shapes [19], [20], [21], [22]. The
generated shapes are not from real subjects, but are generated
synthetically by varying shape parameters of a 3D body model
such as SCAPE [31], BlendSCAPE [32] or SMPL [33]. Here
we focus on fitted body shapes captured from real subjects.

A. CAESAR fits

The license of the CAESAR dataset prevents public use of
the original body scans and the tape measured ground truth.
However, a 3D body mesh can be fitted to the scans and
geodesic surface paths can be defined as alternative ground
truth measurements. For example, Dibra et al. [20], [21], [22]

learn a statistical model from CAESAR dataset to synthesize
training data. Yang et al. [28] provide 1,517 male and 1,531
female CAESAR fits and Pishchulin et al. [24] provide another
set of 2,211 and 2,095 CAESAR fits. For our benchmark, we
selected the fitted meshes of Pischulin et al. [24] since it covers
98% of the original samples

We rendered the silhouette images by a weak-perspective
camera model with the focal length f =4.15mm and physical
pixel size 1.5 µm. These settings correspond approximately
the settings of iPhone 5S rear camera. The virtual camera
was positioned to the height of 1.6 m from the ground and
distance of 2.4 m from the body. 2240×2240 pix images were
generated. In our rendering functionality these parameters can
be easily adapted for specific purposes.

The anthropometric body measurements were defined as 16
circumference paths that match the definitions in [20], [21],
[22], [19] and which are illustrated in Figure 1.

B. BODY fits

A local clothing company provided us a dataset of real 3D
body scans of people wearing only tight underwear. The scans
were captured using a commercial TC2 device and software1.
Subjects were instructed to step on the rotating platform and
take a standing pose with the feet at around their shoulder
width apart and the arms slightly raised to create a gap between
the arms and torso, i.e. “A”-pose. The platform then rotates
around once, during which three depth sensors produce a
raw 3D scan of the customer and the process takes a few
seconds. The scanner outputs a triangulated mesh structure in
the regular OBJ file format. Each mesh contains on average
57,000 vertices and around 113,000 faces.

Similar to the original CAESAR scans also our scans are of
various qualities and contain holes, in particular, near the feet,
hand and head regions. To compensate the missing regions,
the scans were converted to watertight meshes by applying
the non-rigid ICP algorithm of Amberg et al. [34] and a 3D
body template. The fitting process is explained in more details
in [30]. As the body template we selected the the mean shape
of the CAESAR fits that brings the additional benefit that our
BODY fits and CAESAR fits from Pishchulin et al. [24] share
the same topology. Then silhouette images were generated
similar to the CAESAR fits using the same weak-perspective
camera.

C. RGB Body

In addition to the 3D scan datasets we collected a small
dataset of real RGB images of people in underwear (see ex-
amples in Figure 1). 8-20 body measurements were measured
using a tape measure (multiple persons collected the data with
varying expertise in tailoring). The dataset consists of 86 male
and 108 female subjects. The approximate capturing distance
was 2.4 m and the camera height 1.6 m. Images of front
and side views and their manually segmented silhouettes are
included. Silhouettes regions were extracted manually using a
semi-automatic segmentation tool.

1https://www.tc2.com
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IV. BASELINE

The network architecture is depicted in Figure 2. The inputs
are 224 × 224 binary silhouette images and the output is a
body measurement vector m ∈M. We adopt an AlexNet-like
architecture as the feature extractor for the input silhouettes.
The extractor consists of five conv layers followed by ReLU
layers except the last layer and 3×3 max-pooling layers except
the third and fourth ones. Feature maps extracted from each
silhouette are merged via the element-wised max operation,
then the merged feature maps are feed into the regressor
for body measurement estimation. The regressor consists of
three conv layers followed by the ReLU layers except the
last layer. We adopt 1 × 1 conv layers instead of the fully-
connected layers and an average pooling layer lies between the
second and third conv layers. Kernel sizes and the number of
feature maps in each layers are shown at the top of Figure 2.
In principal the network can be extended to N silhouettes,
but we found that more than two silhouettes provide only
marginal improvement and therefore fixed N = 2. Moreover,
small improvements can be achieved by optimizing the camera
angles, but we fixed the angles to θ1 = 0◦ and θ2 = 90◦

corresponding to the frontal and side views used in the
previous works.

To solve the task of body measurements estimation we adopt
the weighted Mean Square Error loss function:

L(m, m̂) =

|m|∑

i=1

wi(mi − m̂i)
2 , (1)

where w is the weight vector. There is an important finding
related to setting the weight vector weights. In our prelim-
inary experiments we found that selection of the weights
has substantial effect to the accuracy of each measurement.

Therefore, instead of using a single monolithic network for
all measurements, a measurement specific network with op-
timized weights should be trained for each measurement
(1 vs. 16 networks in our experiments). These findings are
experimentally demonstrated in our ablation study in Sec-
tion V-D and also discussed in several recent works [35], [36].
However, since exhaustive search of optimal weights using
cross-validation is slow, this optimization was omitted in the
method comparisons and a single monolithic network with
equal weights w = 116×1 was used.

V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Settings

a) Data and settings.: The training process of deep
neural networks requires a huge amount of training samples
and the corresponding ground truths. We synthesize training
samples similar to the previous works [20], [21], [22], [14]
using a statistical shape model. Since all subjects in the
CAESAR-fit and BODY-fit are almost in the same ”A” pose,
we ignored the pose variation and learned a statistical shape
model via performing PCA over the training set meshes.
The first 20 principle components were selected and sampled
from a multivariate normal distribution to synthesize samples
from which geodesic distances were computed as the body
measurements and silhouette images rendered. The CAESAR-
fit and BODY-fit datasets were randomly split to the training
set (80%) and test set (20%). For the both datasets we created
100k synthesized meshes for training.

The Dibra et al. [22] method used in the experiments was
trained using the parameters from the original work and the
same train/test splits as our baseline network. The baseline
network was implemented in TensorFlow and used mini-batch
size of 16, learning rate 1e-4 and the Adam optimizer.
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Fig. 3. The error histograms of male/female chest and thigh measurements
in our realistic BODY-rgb dataset.

b) Performance Metrics.: The main performance metric
is the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of the anthropometric
measurement estimates m̂i against the ground truth mi. For
the i-th measurement, the MAE εi over j subjects is obtained
from

εi =
1

|j|

|j|∑

j=1

|m(j)
i − m̂

(j)
i | . (2)

It is important to notice that the minimum and maximum
values of each measurement are different due to the human
anatomy (e.g. wrist circumference vs. chest circumference)
and therefore the mean over MAEs is a poor overall perfor-
mance measure and therefore not reported.

B. Method Comparison

A number of different methods are discussed in Section II,
but the authors of these methods do not provide code or pre-
trained models. The two most recent works are HS-Net and
UF-US by Dibra et al. [20], [22]. For these experiments, we
obtained the code for UF-US [22] from the original authors.
The two-view version of their method, UF-US-2, was trained
using our train/test splits of the both datasets, CAESAR-fit
and BODY-fit, and using their default parameters. The Heat
Kernel Signature (HKS) step was not used as it is very slow to
compute and provides only marginal improvement (see SFUS-
HKS-1 vs. SFUS-1 in [22]). We also selected the geodesic
distances of the same 16 anthropometric measurements in [22]
as the metrics for comparison. The results for the proposed
baseline (“Our”) and UF-US-2 are in Table I. With the both
datasets and for the most of the anthropometric measurements
our model achieves better results than UF-US-2 using the same
train/test splits.

C. RGB Dataset

5-fold cross-validation was run on the BODY-rgb dataset.
Since some of the tape measurements were missing for some
of the examples the missing values were replaced with the
training set mean value on each fold and in testing the missing
values were omitted. The BODY-fit trained model was used
as the basis model that was fine-tuned using the RGB training
data. The results are shown in Table II. The accuracy is
clearly worse than for the 3D fit datasets in Table I, but also
clearly better than the statistical baseline “1st-stat” indicating
that the network learns essential features for anthropometric
measurement estimation. The error histograms of the male and
female chest (C.) and thigh (L.) circumference are shown in
Figure 3. The histograms are better for female subjects which
is partly due to the small number of male samples.

D. Ablation study

a) Amount of generated data:: An important factor for
the proposed model is how many generated training samples
are needed to reach good accuracy. This was experimented
with CAESAR-fit male and the results for different number of
synthetic samples in training are shown in Table III. We see
that accuracies gradually improve with substantial variation
between the runs, but converge at 100k.

b) Measurement specific networks:: One important find-
ing in our preliminary experiments was that that measurement
specific models can achieve better results than a single mono-
lithic network for all measurements. The problem of specific
networks is that the results strongly depend on the weights
for each measurement during training. To experiment with this
approach we tested the following three approaches: 1) Single
network and the same weight value for all measurements
(wi = 1.0), 2) Specific networks with a larger weight for the
main measurement (wi = 10.0) and 3) Specific networks with
single outputs (wi = ∞). For the case 1) only one network
needed to be trained, but for the cases 2) and 3) we needed to
train 16 networks. The results are summarized in Table IV.

The results indicate that substantial improvement can be
achieved by optimizing the cost weights. For example, the
inside leg length measurement accuracy is 26.8 for a single
output network, 13.5 for the network with equal weights and
9.6 for the network emphasizing the specific measurement. On
the other hand, the male chest circumference performs best
using the equal weights for all measurements.

VI. CONCLUSION

We introduced new benchmark datasets2 to boost research
on methods that can estimate anthropometric body measure-
ments from image data. The first dataset, BODY-fit, includes
2,675 female and 1,474 male 3D meshes constructed from the
scans of real subjects. Similar to previous works, a number
of geodesic distance paths on the meshes were measured
to provide body measurement ground truth and silhouette
images were generated. We provide the same measurements,

2Datasets can be accessed from https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4096035



TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED METHOD (OUR) TO THE PRIOR ART (UF-US-2 [22]). UF-US-2 CODE WAS OBTAINED FROM THE ORIGINAL AUTHORS.

METHODS WERE TESTED USING THE SAME TRAIN/TEST SPLITS AND ALL UNITS ARE MILLIMETERS (MM).

CAESAR-fit BODY-fit
Male Female Male Female

Measure UF-US-2 [22] Our UF-US-2 [22] Our UF-US-2 [22] Our UF-US-2 [22] Our

A. Head circ. 10.6 8.6 18.1 15.9 26.0 17.2 13.9 9.2
B. Neck circ. 11.6 9.3 11.6 15.5 13.4 11.8 14.5 14.6
C. Shoulder-b/c len. 9.9 5.4 10.7 16.3 12.3 11.2 9.4 7.7
D. Chest. circ. 27.4 18.2 32.3 24.8 32.1 23.0 26.2 21.7
E. Waist circ. 27.6 17.0 32.0 22.9 42.5 16.5 22.3 17.1
F. Pelvis circ. 22.9 30.6 29.0 24.0 24.8 13.3 20.6 14.7
G. Wrist circ. 9.5 10.7 12.2 13.3 4.2 4.1 4.8 5.2
H. Bicep circ. 14.9 12.5 16.6 11.5 13.8 11.4 11.9 9.3
I. Forearm circ. 12.4 7.9 13.5 10.7 8.7 7.2 8.6 8.5
J. Arm len. 8.9 4.2 8.9 13.1 9.2 7.6 7.4 6.4
K. Inside leg len. 9.8 13.5 13.3 14.8 11.9 9.2 10.0 6.5
L. Thigh circ. 21.9 16.5 28.2 16.4 16.9 17.8 14.8 11.6
M. Calf circ. 12.5 7.2 16.0 10.3 11.0 8.8 13.6 9.2
N. Ankle circ. 9.2 4.6 10.6 6.1 6.4 5.4 7.2 6.1
O. Overall height 14.8 15.1 20.2 34.7 25.8 9.9 17.1 8.6
P. Shoulder breadth 9.0 5.6 9.8 10.9 12.0 9.2 9.3 7.6

TABLE II
RESULTS FOR BODY-RGB (5-FOLD-CROSS-VALIDATION) WITH TAPE

MEASURED GROUND TRUTH (A, C AND I WERE NOT AVAILABLE).
“1ST-STAT” USES A TRAINING SET MEAN AS THE PREDICTION TO ALL

TEST SAMPLES.

BODY-rgb
Measure Male Female

1st-stat Our 1-stat Our

A. Head circ. - -
B. Neck circ. 19.8 14.3 20.3 13.8
C. Shoulder-b/c len. - - -
D. Chest. circ. 76.1 36.1 101.1 31.7
E. Waist circ. 97.6 35.3 121.9 42.7
F. Pelvis circ. 62.2 35.5 90.4 35.5
G. Wrist circ. 8.5 6.6 8.7 6.9
H. Bicep circ. 27.1 20.9 36.3 19.9
I. Forearm circ. - - - -
J. Arm len. 27.9 22.5 25.1 18.6
K. Inside leg len. 46.7 31.4 37.1 23.7
L. Thigh circ. 43.8 42.8 62.7 44.3
M. Calf circ. 23.1 12.8 29.6 16.7
N. Ankle circ. 12.3 8.5 17.1 13.8
O. Overall height 59.8 14.3 51.5 19.4
P. Shoulder breadth 21.8 15.8 22.0 19.6

similarly generated silhouettes and train/test splits for the
existing 1,531 female and 1,517 male CAESAR fitted meshes
of Pishchulin et al. [24] (CAESAR-fit). Our meshes share the
same topology to CAESAR-fit and therefore allows further
3D and 2D cross-dataset comparisons between them. We

TABLE III
TEST SET ACCURACY FOR DIFFERENT NUMBER OF GENERATED TRAINING

SAMPLES.

CAESAR-fit
Measure 1k 5k 10k 100k

Male
A. Head circ. 17.5 14.3 19.4 8.6
B. Neck circ. 11.5 10.8 9.3 9.3
C. Shoulder-b/c len. 16.3 17.6 20.4 5.4
D. Chest. circ. 37.8 25.7 21.8 18.8
E. Waist circ. 41.2 24.2 17.1 17.0
F. Pelvis circ. 27.9 22.2 31.0 30.6
G. Wrist circ. 8.6 7.6 9.1 10.7
H. Bicep circ. 14.4 11.9 14.8 12.5
I. Forearm circ. 10.6 10.8 13.0 7.9
J. Arm len. 18.6 19.9 15.3 4.2
K. Inside leg len. 25.2 25.1 26.3 13.5
L. Thigh circ. 22.4 18.0 28.1 16.5
M. Calf circ. 12.3 10.2 15.7 7.2
N. Ankle circ. 8.8 7.4 12.0 4.6
O. Overall height 51.0 54.1 60.3 15.1
P. Shoulder breadth 10.5 13.4 11.5 5.6

introduce another realistic dataset of 86 male and 108 female
RGB images and corresponding manually made tape measured
ground truth (BODY-rgb). As a baseline for these datasets
we propose a simple yet effective deep CNN architecture that
obtains competitive accuracy on all three datasets.



TABLE IV
TEST SET ACCURACY FOR SPECIFIC NETWORKS (w = 1.0: SINGLE

NETWORK FOR ALL MEASUREMENTS; w = 10.0 TARGET MEASUREMENT
WEIGHT IS 10.0 AND OTHER MEASUREMENTS 1.0; w =∞: ONLY THE

TARGET MEASUREMENT USED).

CAESAR-fit
Measure wi = 1.0 wi = 10.0 wi =∞

Male
A. Head circ. 8.6 8.2 11.9
B. Neck circ. 9.3 9.2 10.1
C. Shoulder-b/c len. 5.4 8.1 19.9
D. Chest. circ. 18.2 35.9 34.6
E. Waist circ. 17.0 23.5 24.6
F. Pelvis circ. 30.6 30.2 23.0
G. Wrist circ. 10.7 6.8 8.6
H. Bicep circ. 12.5 14.3 10.6
I. Forearm circ. 7.9 6.9 9.5
J. Arm len. 4.2 15.7 13.1
K. Inside leg len. 13.5 9.6 26.8
L. Thigh circ. 16.5 23.4 15.5
M. Calf circ. 7.2 8.5 10.9
N. Ankle circ. 4.6 4.5 6.5
O. Overall height 15.1 8.3 22.1
P. Shoulder breadth 5.6 5.7 7.6
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Abstract—The best RGBD trackers provide high accuracy but
are slow to run. On the other hand, the best RGB trackers are
fast but clearly inferior on the RGBD datasets. In this work,
we propose a deep depth-aware long-term tracker that achieves
state-of-the-art RGBD tracking performance and is fast to run.

We reformulate deep discriminative correlation filter (DCF)
to embed the depth information into deep features. Moreover,
the same depth-aware correlation filter is used for target re-
detection. Comprehensive evaluations show that the proposed
tracker achieves state-of-the-art performance on the Princeton
RGBD, STC, and the newly-released CDTB benchmarks and
runs 20 fps.

I. INTRODUCTION

Visual object tracking has progressed significantly largely
thanks to the series of increasingly challenging visual object
tracking benchmarks [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. In the most
general formulation, a tracker is initialized in the first frame
and is required to output the target position in all remaining
frames. In many practical applications, such as surveillance
systems, trackers need to cope with occlusions and the target
leaving the camera view which are essential properties for
long-term trackers [2].

A vast majority of the works have focused on RGB track-
ing, but recently RGBD (RGB+Depth) tracking has gained
momentum. Depth is a particularly strong cue for object’s
3D localization, potentially simplifies foreground-background
separation for occlusion handling and even helps to construct
a 3D model of the tracked object [7]. Moreover, a number of
RGBD datasets have been introduced in increasing pace [8],
[9], [10].

Recent works [11], [7] have demonstrated improved track-
ing performance by adopting depth based occlusion handling.
However, a recent long-term RGBD tracking benchmark [10]
revealed that the best performance is achieved with the state-
of-the-art RGB trackers that omit the depth input. In the most
recent RGBD track of the VOT challenge [3] the best RGBD
trackers outperformed RGB trackers by a clear margin. These
trackers, however, are complicated architectures using deep
object detectors, segmentation and deep feature based tracker
pipelines. Their complex structure makes them unacceptably
slow (∼2fps) for many real-time applications and it is difficult
to improve their computation without sacrificing accuracy.
Speed-wise the best RGB trackers outperform RGBD trackers,
but the speed-accuracy trade-off gap between the best RGB
and RGBD trackers remains an open problem.

§These authors contributed equally

Fig. 1. Qualitative comparison of our tracker DAL and SoTA RGB and RGBD
trackers. The top row illustrates the activation maps from a base DCF and a
depth-modulated DCF (better zoom-in to see), generating slightly different
shifts of target center and resulting in different bounding boxes (red and
yellow). The two videos in the 1st and 2nd rows are non-occlusion scenarios,
where our tracker, based on non-stationary DCF, localize the target well while
the original DiMP fails, after multiple times of applying DCF operations. In
the bottom three rows, the target appears from occlusion and are re-detected
and tracked by our long-term tracker in a fast and accurate way.

This paper addresses the aforementioned issues and con-
tributes by closing the performance gap in the terms of
accuracy and speed between the RGB and RGBD trackers. We
propose a new RGBD tracker of a streamlined architecture,
namely DAL, which exploits depth information at all levels
of processing and obtains performance comparable to the best
slow RGBD trackers [3] with the speed comparable to real-
time RGB trackers. The target appearance is modeled by
adopting the state-of-the-art deep discriminative correlation
filter (DCF) architecture [12]. However, the deep DCF is
modulated using the depth information such that a large
change in the depth suppresses discriminative features in
these regions. The proposed ”depth modulated” DCF model
performs well both in short-time frame-to-frame tracking and
target re-detection and therefore makes complex object detec-
tion unnecessary and provides significant speed-up. Tracking
examples are shown in Figure 1.

The proposed long-term RGBD tracker achieves state-of-



the-art performance on all three available RGBD tracking
benchmarks, PTB [8], STC [9] and CDTB benchmark [10],
and runs an order of magnitude faster than the recent state-
of-the-art RGBD tracker [7] or the winner of the recent
VOT-RGBD challenge [3]. We also provide an ablation study
that confirms the effectiveness of the depth modulated DCF
formulation and other components of the proposed tracker.

II. RELATED WORK

RGB trackers. Generic visual tracking with RGB input can
be roughly divided into two tracks –discriminative correlation
filter-based family (DCF) and Siamese-based family. Bolme et
al. [13] inspired the visual tracking community of how visual
tracking is addressed by DCF in a mathematical-sound way.
DCF was extended by Henriques [14] with fourier-transform-
based training, and later augmented with segmentation con-
straints in CSR-DCF [15]. Recently, DCF tends to be merged
into an end-to-end deep network [16], [17]. The representa-
tive work is ATOM [18] that allows large-scale training for
bounding box estimation and learning discriminative filter on
the fly.

Siamese networks present the end-to-end trainable ability
and relatively high tracking accuracy [19]. Li et al. [20]
adopts a region proposal network for better predicted bounding
boxes. Zhu et al. [21] suppresses the effect of background
distractors by controlling the quality of learned target model.
The most advanced siamese-based tracker is SiamRPN++[22],
utilizing ResNet-50 for feature representation.

RGBD trackers. There are much less RGB-D trackers,
compared to RGB ones. PTB [8] opened this research topic
by presenting a hybrid RGBD tracker composed of HOG
feature, optical flow and 3D point clouds. Under particle
filter framework, Meshgi et al. [23] addresses RGBD tracker
with occlusion awareness and Bibi et al. [24] further models
a target using sparse 3D cuboids. Based on KCF, Hannuna et
al. [25] uses depth for occlusion detection and An et al. [26]
extends KCF with depth channel. Liu et al. [27] presents a
3D mean-shift-based tracker. Kart et al. [11] applies graph
cut segmentation on color and depth information, generating
better foreground mask for training CSR-DCF [15]. They then
extend the idea with building an object-based 3D model [7],
relying on a SLAM system Co-Fusion [28]. At the moment
of writing this paper, OTR [7] leads the leaderboard of two
RGBD benchmarks.

Benchmarks. Till now, we briefly introduced the most repre-
sentative and well-performing RGBD trackers. The reason of
their performance lag compared to RGB trackers is obvious
– none of them has access to semantic target-based prior
knowledge, which can be obtained via heavy off-line CNN
training. Tracking benchmarks are crucial for the development
of trackers.

It is obvious that RGBD benchmarks are much smaller than
the RGB counterparts by orders of magnitude, for example, the
biggest RGB tracking benchmark, TrackingNet [5] contains up

Fig. 2. Visualization of depth-modulated DCF. Depth modulates the DCF by
re-weighting the DCF kernels according to the depth similarity with the tested
target position. Top: the confidence score map of the target object resulting
from base DCF; Bottom: the corresponding score map obtained by our depth-
modulated DCF.

to 14 million samples while the biggest RGBD tracking dataset
CDTB [10] 100 thousand samples. Among RGBD datasets,
only PTB [8] provide a tiny subset (hundreds of images) for
training, which is far from enough for training or fine-tuning
a deep net. The shortage of RGBD training set explains why
off-line training has not been adopted for RGBD tracking.
To narrow the performance gap between RGB and RGBD
trackers, it is beneficial to use deep features from deep nets
pretrained on massive RGB training set.

III. METHOD

In Sec. III-A, we first introduce the base RGB tracker
briefly. In same section, we also describe the design of
depth-aware convolution layer and show its application on
DCF-based tracking. In Sec. III-B we briefly describe the
bounding box regressor – IoUNet. We overview the long-
term RGBD tracking architecture in Sec. III-C , with emphasis
on the interaction conditions of switching between short-term
tracking and re-detection mode in Sec. III-D.

A. Robust localization

Robust localization is the most crucial element of long-
term tracking. We thus formulate the target model as a deep
discriminative correlation filter (DCF), which is trained by
the efficient deep training algorithm proposed recently [12].
Given a set of labelled training samples Strain, the filter f is
optimized by steepest descent on the following loss Lcls:

Lcls =
1

Niter

Niter∑

i=0

∑

(x,c)∈Strain

‖`
(
x ∗ f (i), zc

)
‖2 . (1)

where ∗ is the convolution operation and zc refers to the cor-
responding Gaussian function centered on the target location
c of the training sample x and Niter is the number of steepest
descent iterations. The loss applies a nonlinear regression error
`(s, z) = s− z for z > T and `(s, z) = max(0, s) for z ≤ T ,
where T is a threshold on the error. The training samples
x ∈ Strain are extracted from the image patch 5 times larger
than the target size using a common backbone [29], which is
fine-tuned for localization task [12].

The target is localized on a new frame by extracting deep
features within a patch 5 times the target size and correlated



by the trained filter f . Position of the maximum correlation
response is the new target position estimate.

However, using a stationary filter (i.e., the same filter) on
all locations is sub-optimal since certain regions might contain
occlusion and are thus less reliable than other regions [30].
Furthermore, certain targets are poorly approximated by a
rectangular convolution window and therefore a mechanism
for background suppression is required. To solve all these
problems simultaneously, we propose a non-stationary deep
DCF that utilizes depth to modulate the DCF content with
respect to the filter position. Specifically, we define the new
depth-modulated DCF as

f̃(x, y) = f �Θ(x, y), (2)

where f is a stationary base filter, Θ(x, y) is a non-stationary
2D modulation map, and � is a Hamadarad product, that mul-
tiplies all channels of the base filter with the same modulation
map. The purpose of the modulation map is to give more
weight to the pixels with depth values similar to the tested
target position, thus reducing the effect of the background and
occlusion. Let D(x, y) be the depth at the tested position and
let D(x + m, y + n) be the depth of the neighboring pixel.
The modulation map is then defined as

Θmn(x, y) = exp(−α|D(x, y)−D(x+m, y + n)|), (3)

where α is a hyper parameter that controls the modulation
strength. Figure 2 illustrates the modulation map construction
and usage in non-stationary DCF correlation. The loss for
training the non-stationary DCF becomes

Lcls =
1

Niter

Niter∑

i=0

∑

(x,c)∈Strain

‖`
(
x ∗ f̃ (i)(x, y), zc

)
‖2 . (4)

The loss is optimized using the steepest decent algorithm
from [12] within a region five times the target size to harvest
a sufficient amount of negative examples. The non-stationary
DCF learns to take into account the target-background discon-
tinuities induced by depth and therefore provides improved
foreground-background discrimination.

B. Accurate localization

The non-stationary depth-modulated DCF described in Sec-
tion III-A robustly localizes the target even in presence of
clutter. For accurate bounding box prediction i.e., width and
height of the target, we follow the recent IoUNet [31] bound-
ing box regression introduced in [18].

The IoUNet is trained offline on image pairs of the same
target using a large number of video sequences. First image
and the corresponding bounding box are used as a training
example. A modulation vector is extracted from this image
and used with the second image (test example) to refine the
given test bounding box and to predict its intersection over
union with the ground-truth bounding box.

During tracking, after the target is approximately localized
by the depth-modulated DCF (Section III-A), NBB positions
are sampled around the predicted position and IoUNet is

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE TRACKING STATE TRIGGERS IN SECTION III-D.

State Conditions
Target lost cond1 : 1− βDCF(τl)

cond2 : 1− βDCF(τ) & 1− βdep(τD)
Target re-detected cond1 : βDCF(τh)

cond2 : βDCF(τ) & βdep(τD)
Update model cond1: βDCF(τu) & βdep(τD)

applied to produce refined bounding boxes with predicted IoU
scores. NTOP bounding boxes with the highest predicted score
are averaged to produce the final bounding box.

C. Long-term tracker architecture

A long-term tracker is required to address situation in which
the target disappears for a long duration and re-appears later
on. Target loss prediction and re-detection play a crucial role
in these scenarios. We build on a single-model long-term
tracking architecture [32]. In our case, the short-term tracker
is composed of a robust localizer i.e., a deep non-stationary
DCF (Section III-A) and an accurate bounding box refinement
module (Section III-B), and is used for continuous, short-term,
target localization. Periods of unreliable target localization
are detected by a depth-aware target presence classifier (Sec-
tion III-D). Once the target is deemed lost, the target search
range progressively increases over the consecutive frames.
Target is re-detected by applying the depth-modulated DCF
from III-A within the enlarged search region. Once the target
is re-detected, the search range reduces back to that of short-
term tracking.

Since the same model is used for short-term tracking and
detection, care has to be taken to prevent model contami-
nation and irrecoverable drift caused by updating from the
background. We thus apply target presence indicators (Sec-
tion III-D) to switch between target presence/absence states
and identify periods during which it is safe to update the target
model.

D. Depth-aware target presence indicators

The similarity between the model and the detected target
is quantified by the maximum of the depth-modulated DCF
correlation response, i.e., ρDCF. Low value indicates a low
target presence likelihood. Thus the correlation-based target
presence indicator is defined as βDCF(τ) = {1 : ρDCF >
τ ; 0 : otherwise}.

Temporal depth consistency is used as another indicator.
The target is represented by the set of depth histograms
Gi ∈ G, i = 1, ..., NG, extracted from the depth images from
predicted bounding box region in the previous time-steps. A
histogram extracted in the current time-step H is compared to
these histograms by Bhattacharyya similarity

ρidep =

nB∑

j

√
HjGij , (5)

where nB is number of the histogram bins. Low
values indicate target occlusion or disappearance. The



Fig. 3. Qualitative comparison of DAL, DiMP and OTR on the PTB. All
trackers localize the target and give precise bounding boxes (the first two
columns). With depth-modulated DCF, our tracker shows better discriminative
ability when strong distractor appears (human face in the third row and human
legs in the first row). Compared to DiMP and OTR, with conservative long-
term tracking design, our tracker reports target disappearance more accurately.

depth consistency indicator is therefore defined as
βdep(τ) = {1 : ρidep > τ ∀ i; 0 : otherwise}. The set of
depth histograms is refreshed each time a target model is
updated by first-in-first-out mechanism.

The correlation and depth consistency indicators are applied
to construct conditions to trigger (i) target lost state, (ii) target
re-detected state, and (iii) to decide whether it is safe to
update the target model without background contamination.
The triggers are summarized in Table I.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Implementation Details

The backbones for deep DCF and the IoUNet are pre-trained
for localization task on RGB sequences and the filter update
parameters are kept as in [12]. The depth modulation hyper-
parameter is set to α = 0.1. The binds in depth histograms
are constrained to 8 meters at resolution of 0.1m per bin. The
search region enlargement rate factor during re-detection is set
to r = 1.05.The target presence indicator thresholds (Table I)
are set to βl = 0.2, β = 0.25, βh = 0.3 and βD = 0.8. The
number of depth histograms in the depth temporal consistency
model is set to NG = 3. The preliminary study showed that
the method is not sensitive to these parameters and we use the
same values in all experiments.

B. State-of-the-art Comparison

The proposed depth-aware long-term (DAL) tracker is eval-
uated on three major RGB-D benchmarks: Princeton tracking
benchmark [8] (PTB), STC tracking benchmark [9] and Color-
and-depth tracking benchmark [10] (CDTB). In the following
we discuss the tracking performance on these benchmarks.
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Fig. 4. Success and precision plots on STC benchmark [9].

1) Princeton Tracking Benchmark: Princeton Tracking
Benchmark [8] (PTB) is the most popular benchmark in
RGBD tracking. The dataset consists of 95 video sequences
without publicly available ground-truth annotations to pre-
vent over-fitting. The sequences are annotated with 11 visual
attributes for a thorough analysis of tracking performance
(Table II). A per-frame tracking performance is measured by a
modified overlap measure that sets the overlap to 1 on frames
where the target is correctly predicted to be missing. The
overall tracking performance is measured by the success rate,
i.e., the percentage of frames where overlap between ground
truth and the predicted bounding box exceeds 0.5.

All state-of-the-art RGBD trackers from PTB are included
in the analysis: OTR [7], ca3dms+toh [27], CSR-rgbd++ [11],
3D-T [24], PT [8], OAPF [23], DM-DCF [33], DS-KCF-
Shape [25], DS-KCF [34], DS-KCF-CPP [25], hiob lc2 [35],
STC [9] and DLST [26]. We additionally include the state-of-
the-art short-term RGB tracker DiMP [12], which ranks top
on the most short-term tracking benchmarks.

DAL achieves the average success rate higher than 0.8,
outperforming all RGBD trackers and outperform the sota
RGBD tracker OTR and the sota RGB tracker DiMP by
5%. On most attributes except “Passive motion”, DAL ranks
the first or the second, showing its robustness under various
tracking conditions. Compared to OTR, the success rates on
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Fig. 5. The overall tracking performance is presented as tracking F-measure
(top) and tracking Precision-Recall (bottom) on the CTDB dataset. Trackers
are ranked by their optimal tracking performance (maximum F-measure).

“Animal, Small Object, No-Occlusion, Active Motion” are
significantly better, verifying the improved utilization in depth
for tracking. The per-attribute results also show that DAL deals
better with occlusion than DiMP, which may be attributed
to the non-stationary DCF modulated by the depth map. See
Figure 3 for qualitative comparison on PTB.

2) STC Tracking Benchmark: The STC benchmark [9]
is complementary to the PTB in terms of visual attributes
and contains 36 sequences annotated per-frame with 10 at-
tributes: Illumination variation (IV), Depth variation (DV),
Scale variation (SV), Color distribution variation (CDV),
Depth distribution variation (DDV), Surrounding depth clutter
(SDC), Surrounding color clutter (SCC), Background color
camouflages (BCC), Background shape camouflages (BSC),
Partial occlusion (PO).

Since the targets in STC dataset are always visible, the stan-
dard short-term tracking evaluation methodology is used [36].
Tracking performance is evaluated by the success and pre-
cision plots. The success plot shows percentage of frames
where overlap of the predicted bounding box is larger than
a threshold, for a set of overlap thresholds. Trackers are
ranked according to the area under the success rate curve.
The precision plot shows percentage of frames where distance
between the predicted bounding box center and the ground-
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Fig. 6. Tracking precision and recall calculated at the optimal point (maximum
F-measure). Evaluated on the CDTB dataset.

truth bounding box center is smaller than the threshold, for a
set of center error thresholds. Trackers are ranked according
to the performance at the threshold of 20 pixels.

The proposed tracker is compared to the following state-
of-the-art RGBD trackers: OTR [7], CSR-rgbd++ [11],
ca3dms+toh [27], STC [9], DS-KCF-Shape [25], PT [8], DS-
KCF [34] and OAPF [23]. The most recent sota RGB short-
term tracker (DiMP [12]) is included as well.

Results are reported in Figure 4. DAL outperforms top-
performing RGBD trackers by a large margin. The top RGBD
tracker OTR is outperformed significantly by 30.6%, while
DiMP is outperformed by 4.9%. The improved performance
is consistent across all the attributes, except SCC (Surrounding
Color Clutter).

C. Color and depth tracking benchmark

The CDTB dataset [10] is the most recent and the most
challenging RGBD dataset. The sequences are captured in
the long-term tracking scenario, which means that the target
is often fully occluded or that it disappears from the field
of view. The most important aspects in long-term tracking
are therefore ability to predict target absence and target re-
detection. Tracking performance is measured as tracking recall
(Re, average overlap on frames where the target is visible)
and tracking precision (Pr, average overlap on frames where
tracker makes a prediction). Trackers are ranked according to
the tracking F-measure, which is combination of Pr and Re.

The proposed tracker is compared to all top trackers from
the CDTB benchmark: (i) sota short-term RGB trackers
(KCF [14], NCC [1], BACF [37], CSRDCF [15], SiamFC [19],
ECOhc [16], ECO [16] and MDNet [38]), (ii) sota long-term
RGB trackers (TLD [39], FuCoLoT [32] and MBMD [40])
and (iii) sota RGBD trackers (OTR [7], Ca3dMS [27], ECOhc-
D [11] and CSRDCF-D [11]). We also include the most recent
short-term RGB tracker DiMP [12] which is the top-performer
on the most of the short-term datasets and the winner of the
recent VOT2019 RGBD challenge [3] (SiamDW-D [3]).

Tracking results are presented in Figure 5. The proposed
tracker outperforms the top-performer in CDTB [10], MDNet,
by a large margin of 37% mostly due to the powerful re-
detection module and the non-stationary DCF. The OTR,
which is the sota RGBD tracker, is outperformed by 85%



TABLE II
RESULTS AND RANKS (PARENTHESIS) RETRIEVED FROM THE PTB ONLINE SERVER. THE TOP THREE RESULTS FOR THE EACH ATTRIBUTE ARE

ANNOTATED RESPECTIVELY.

Method Avg.Success Human Animal Rigid Large Small Slow Fast Occ. No-Occ. Passive Active

DAL (ours) 0.807(1) 0.78(2) 0.86(1) 0.81(2) 0.76 0.84(1) 0.83(2) 0.80(1) 0.72(2) 0.93(1) 0.78 0.82(1)
OTR [7] 0.769(2) 0.77(3) 0.68 0.81(2) 0.76 0.77(3) 0.81 0.75(2) 0.71 0.85 0.85(1) 0.74
DiMP [12] 0.765(3) 0.67 0.86(1) 0.79 0.67 0.81(2) 0.82(3) 0.73 0.63 0.93(1) 0.74 0.76(2)
ca3dms+toh [27] 0.737 0.66 0.74 0.82(1) 0.73 0.74 0.80 0.71 0.63 0.88(3) 0.83(2) 0.70
CSR-rgbd++ [11] 0.740 0.77 0.65 0.76 0.75 0.73 0.80 0.72 0.70 0.79 0.79 0.72
3D-T [24] 0.750 0.81(1) 0.64 0.73 0.80(1) 0.71 0.75 0.75(2) 0.73(1) 0.78 0.79 0.73
PT [8] 0.733 0.74 0.63 0.78 0.78(3) 0.70 0.76 0.72 0.72(2) 0.75 0.82(3) 0.70
OAPF [23] 0.731 0.64 0.85(3) 0.77 0.73 0.73 0.85(1) 0.68 0.64 0.85 0.78 0.71
DLST [26] 0.740 0.77 0.69 0.73 0.80(1) 0.70 0.73 0.74 0.66 0.85 0.72 0.75(3)
DM-DCF [33] 0.726 0.76 0.58 0.77 0.72 0.73 0.75 0.72 0.69 0.78 0.82 0.69
DS-KCF-Shape [25] 0.719 0.71 0.71 0.74 0.74 0.70 0.76 0.70 0.65 0.81 0.77 0.70
DS-KCF [34] 0.693 0.67 0.61 0.76 0.69 0.70 0.75 0.67 0.63 0.78 0.79 0.66
DS-KCF-CPP [25] 0.681 0.65 0.64 0.74 0.66 0.69 0.76 0.65 0.60 0.79 0.80 0.64
hiob-lc2 [35] 0.662 0.53 0.72 0.78 0.61 0.70 0.72 0.64 0.53 0.85 0.77 0.62
STC [9] 0.698 0.65 0.67 0.74 0.68 0.69 0.72 0.68 0.61 0.80 0.78 0.66

TABLE III
THE NORMALIZED AREA UNDER THE CURVE (AUC) SCORES COMPUTED FROM ONE-PASS EVALUATION ON THE STC BENCHMARK [9]. THE TOP THREE

RESULTS FOR THE EACH ATTRIBUTE ARE ANNOTATED.

Method \ Attributes AUC IV DV SV CDV DDV SDC SCC BCC BSC PO

DAL (ours) 0.64(1) 0.51(1) 0.63(1) 0.50(1) 0.60(1) 0.62(1) 0.64(1) 0.63(2) 0.57(1) 0.58(1) 0.58(1)
DiMP [12] 0.61(2) 0.50(2) 0.62(2) 0.48(2) 0.57(2) 0.58(2) 0.61(2) 0.65(1) 0.52(2) 0.55(2) 0.58(1)
OTR [7] 0.49(3) 0.39(3) 0.48(3) 0.31(3) 0.19 0.45(3) 0.44(3) 0.46 0.42(3) 0.42(3) 0.50(3)
CSR-rgbd++ [11] 0.45 0.35 0.43 0.30 0.14 0.39 0.40 0.43 0.38 0.40 0.46
ca3dms+toh [27] 0.43 0.25 0.39 0.29 0.17 0.33 0.41 0.48(3) 0.35 0.39 0.44
STC [9] 0.40 0.28 0.36 0.24 0.24(3) 0.36 0.38 0.45 0.32 0.34 0.37
DS-KCF-Shape [25] 0.39 0.29 0.38 0.21 0.04 0.25 0.38 0.47 0.27 0.31 0.37
PT [8] 0.35 0.20 0.32 0.13 0.02 0.17 0.32 0.39 0.27 0.27 0.30
DS-KCF [34] 0.34 0.26 0.34 0.16 0.07 0.20 0.38 0.39 0.23 0.25 0.29
OAPF [23] 0.26 0.15 0.21 0.15 0.15 0.18 0.24 0.29 0.18 0.23 0.28

mostly due to the better target representation including deep
features and the deep non-stationary DCF. The proposed
tracker outperforms sota RBG short-term DiMP w.r.t. the all
three measures: tracking F-measure by 28%, precision by 40%
and recall by 18%, which demonstrates the impact of the re-
detection component and the non-stationary DCF. The top-
performing tracker in VOT2019 RGBD challenge, SiamDW-
D slightly outperforms DAL. SiamDW-D is a complex com-
bination of multiple short-term tracking methods and general
object detectors from the off-the-shelf toolbox [41]. This com-
plicated architecture does prevents significant incorporation of
depth in the tracker. In fact, depth is used only for target loss
identification. Due to computational complexity, SiamDW-D
performs at very low frame rate (2 fps as we test) and has large
memory footprint due to several network branches. On the
other hand, DAL has a very streamlined trainable architecture
and runs 10× faster thanks to efficient use of depth, while
attaining comparable tracking accuracy.

D. Ablation Study

An ablation study was conducted on the most challenging
RGBD dataset [10] to demonstrate the contribution of each
component of DAL.

The following variants of DAL are evaluated: (i) DAL,
the proposed method uses the non-stationary DCF and target
presence classifier using DCF confidence and depth, described

in Section III-D, to activate the re-detection, is denoted
as +α+LTβ,βD . (ii) DAL−LT (βD), βD is not considered in
computing target presence. (iii) DAL−α,−LT (βD), βD is not
considered in computing target presence and only base DCF
is used. (iv) DAL−LT , long-term design is turned off, depth-
modulated DCF is used. (v) DAL−α,−LT , long-term design is
turned off and only base DCF is used, which equals to the
base short-term tracker.

TABLE IV
DAL ABLATION STUDY ON THE CDTB SHOWING TRACKING F-MEASURE.

DAL−α,−LT DAL−LT DAL−α,−LT (βD) DAL−LT (βD) DAL
0.48 0.51 0.55 0.58 0.62

The results are shown in the Table IV. The short-term
version of DAL using a stationary DCF, DAL−α,−LT , achieves
0.48 F-measure. Adding non-stationary formulation of DCF in
DAL−LT improves the results for 6.3%. The result shows that
correlation-based trackers can benefit from the non-stationary
DCF formulation. The baseline tracker with a stationary
DCF extended to the long-term scenario (DAL−α,−LT (βD))
improves the results for 14.6%, which shows the importance
of re-detection in long-term tracking scenario. Combining
both, non-stationary DCF formulation and target re-detection
(DAL−LT (βD)) improves the results for 20.8%. Finally, the
performance boost of 29.1% is achieved by the non-stationary
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Fig. 7. Precision-Recall curves and F-measure as function of varying α. for
depth-modulated DCF. Evaluated on CDTB dataset.

DCF formulation and target re-detection activated by the
multiple conditions using DCF confidence and depth (DAL).
This result shows that depth can significantly improve tracking
performance.

We additionally performed a sensitivity study of the pa-
rameter α from (3), which controls the modulation strength
in the DCF depth modulation map. The baseline tracker (i.e.,
without depth modulation, α = 0) was extended by the non-
stationary DCF formulation (without target re-detection) and
the following values of α were tested: 0.01, 0.1, 1 and 10.
The results in Figure 7 show that the highest performance is
obtained at α = 0.1. Lower α push tracking performance to the
baseline tracker. Increasing α amplifies the depth modulation
too much, causing a slight performance drop.

Tracking speed. We measure the speed of ten top-
performing trackers on the CDTB dataset to evaluate the
performance in the context of practical applications that re-
quire accurate tracking at high speeds, i.e., robotics and real-
time systems. Results are shown in Figure 8. DAL runs
close to the real-time, at 20 frames per second, while most
of the other trackers (MDNet, MBMD, OTR, ECO, CSR-
D) are much slower and achieve significantly lower tracking
accuracy. SiamFC runs similarly fast to DAL, but it achieves
46.1% lower tracking performance, DiMP is 45.0% faster,
but it achieves 21.8% lower F-measure. The top-performing
SiamDW-D achieves 9.7% higher F-measure, but it is 10-times
slower. Thus DAL is the top-performing tracker in accuracy
among the close-to-realtime tracking.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We propose a novel deep DCF formulation for RGBD
tracking. The formulation embeds depth information into the
correlation filter optimization and provides a strong short-
term RGBD tracker, improving the performance from 5% to
6% on all RGBD tracking benchmarks. We also propose a
long-term tracking architecture where the same deep DCF
is used in target re-detection and depth based tests effec-
tively trigger between the short-term tracking, re-detection

Fig. 8. Tracker practicality evaluation with respect to F-measure and Speed
(in frames-per-second) on the CDTB dataset.

and model update modes. The long-term tracker consistently
achieves superior performance over the state-of-the-art RGB
and RGBD trackers (DiMP and OTR) on all three available
RGBD tracking benchmarks (PTB, STC and CDTB) and runs
significantly faster than the best RGBD competitor (20 fps vs.
2 fps).
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Abstract

Depth (D) indicates occlusion and is less sensitive to illumination changes, which
make depth attractive modality for Visual Object Tracking (VOT). Depth is used in
RGBD object tracking where the best trackers are deep RGB trackers with additional
heuristic using depth maps. There are two potential reasons for the heuristics: 1) the lack
of large RGBD tracking datasets to train deep RGBD trackers and 2) the long-term evalu-
ation protocol of VOT RGBD that benefits from heuristics such as depth-based occlusion
detection. In this work, we study how far D-only tracking can go if trained with large
amounts of depth data. To compensate the lack of depth data, we generate depth maps
for tracking. We train a "Depth-DiMP" from the scratch with the generated data and fine-
tune it with the available small RGBD tracking datasets. The depth-only DiMP achieves
good accuracy in depth-only tracking and combined with the original RGB DiMP the
end-to-end trained RGBD-DiMP outperforms the recent VOT 2020 RGBD winners.

1 Introduction
The Visual Object Tracking (VOT) Challenge has been running since 2013. In 2019 a new
challenge, VOT-RGBD, and dataset for RGBD tracking were introduced. Interestingly, the
winners of VOT-RGBD 2019 [11] and 2020 [12] are actually RGB-only trackers (MD-
Net [17], ATOM [4] and DiMP [2]) with additional heuristics using the D channel. On
one hand, VOT-RGBD is a long-term tracking challenge that benefits from heuristic full oc-
clusion detection, and on the other hand, the lack of large RGBD tracking datasets makes it
impossible to train RGBD trackers from scratch. It remains unclear to what degree depth is
useful in object tracking.

In this work, we aim to answer the above research question by training a deep depth-
only tracker from scratch using depth tracking data and evaluating it with the previous
VOT-RGBD datasets (CDTB [15] in 2019-2021 and DepthTrack [22] in 2021). This work
provides the following novel contributions: 1) we introduce synthetic depth-only tracking
datasets that are generated from the large RGB datasets using monocular depth estimation;
2) we introduce a depth-only DiMP (Depth-DiMP) and its extension RGBD-DiMP which

© 2021. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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are trained using both generated and real data. With the help of Depth-DiMP, 3) we report
a careful analysis of depth-only tracking and compare the performance of RGB and D-only
trackers on CDTB and DepthTrack datasets. Interestingly, our Depth-DiMP is almost on par
with the best RGB trackers and RGBD-DiMP wins the VOT-RGBD winners on the Depth-
Track test set. Our analysis shows that there are scenes for which depth is an important
complementary cue for object tracking.

2 Related work
Visual object tracking. In recent years, there has been steady progress from conventional
"engineered" trackers toward learning-based deep trackers. Discriminative Correlation Filter
(DCF) [9] is a representative example of the conventional trackers. DCF formulation leads
to optimized detection filters that are used to find the target in the next frame. This principled
idea has inspired the main architecture of the two well-performing deep trackers: ATOM [4]
and DiMP [2]. Their architectures have three processing modules: i) feature extraction, ii)
target classifier and iii) target estimation. For the depth-only D and RGBD trackers in this
work we adopt the DiMP architecture. A DiMP extension, Probabilistic DiMP (PrDiMP) [5],
has been proposed, but we adopted the original DiMP due to its simplicity and stable public
implementation.

RGBD and D Object Tracking. RGBD tracking has been a separate track in the VOT
Challenge since 2019 [11]. The three best trackers in the VOT2020-RGBD challenge [12],
ATCAIS, DDiMP and CLGSD, are RGBD extensions of the deep RGB trackers, ATOM,
DiMP and MDNet [17]. They use depth channel to support the RGB trackers with heuristic
processing. Our work differs substantially from all previous RGBD trackers in the sense that
our tracker is data-driven similar to the original ATOM and DiMP. To the best of authors’
knowledge there are no other works addressing the generic object tracking with depth only.

RGBD tracking datasets. Deep RGBD tracker research suffers from the fact that there
are no high quality and large RGBD tracking datasets. The only available datasets are PTB,
STC and CDTB. PTB [19] was perhaps the first published RGBD tracking benchmark and
contains 100 video sequences, but the groundtruth is not publicly available. STC [21] is more
recent and of better quality, but contains only 36 sequences. The largest publicly available
dataset is CDTB [15] that contains 80 indoor and outdoor sequences captured with multiple
different sensors. CDTB is also used in the VOT-RGBD 2019-2021 evaluations [11, 12, 13].
VOT2021-RGBD provides an additional dataset, DepthTrack [22], from which we use 120
sequences divided to training (70) and test (50) sets. Cross-dataset comparisons are made
between CDTB and DepthTrack.

3 Methods
In this section, we briefly describe the original DiMP and then introduce its depth-only,
Depth-DiMP, and RGBD variants that differ only in their feature extraction parts.

3.1 DiMP
The ATOM [4] and DiMP [2] trackers share the same overall architecture: 1) a pre-trained
feature extraction module, 2) an offline trained target estimation module and 3) an online
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trained classifier module.

Feature extraction. DiMP employs the ResNet [8] network as its feature extraction mod-
ule. The deeper ResNet-50 provides better performance, but is slower than the lighter
ResNet-18 (43 vs. 57 fps). We use ResNet-50 features extracted from the same layers as in
the original DiMP. ResNet is pre-trained with the ImageNet image categorization dataset [6]
to learn strong semantic features. Ideally, ResNet should be trained with D and RGBD depth
data for the D and RGBD trackers, but since there are no large semantic tasks depth datasets,
we utilize RGB-trained ResNet features as the initial features for both RGB and depth.

Target classifier. The first step in the DiMP processing pipeline is to estimate the target
location in the current frame given its location in the previous frame (reference frame). The
target location is estimated by an online trained target classifier module. The ATOM classi-
fier module is a simple two-layer fully connected regressor network,

f (x;w) = φ2(w2 ∗φ1(w1 ∗ x)) (1)

where w = {w1,w2} are the network weights, ∗ is the multi-channel convolution, φs are
activation functions and x is the ResNet feature map. During tracking negative and positive
examples are generated from the reference frame and the weights are re-optimized over a
small number of iterations using the Gauss-Newton method [18]. It is noteworthy that this
step is similar to the DCF formulation where w2 resembles the discriminative correlation
filters for tracking. DiMP takes this step further by introducing a more complex and powerful
classifier network. DiMP optimization is based on the regularized loss

L( f ) =
1

|Strain|
∑

(x,c)∈Strain

‖ r(x~ f ,c) ‖2 + ‖ λ f ‖2 (2)

where f are the filter weights to be optimized and c denotes the desired output response for
the randomly selected training samples Strain. ~ denotes convolution and λ is a regular-
ization factor. Suitable candidates for c are a Gaussian peaked at the groundtruth location
or a triangular basis function of DiMP. DiMP defines an error residual r(·, ·) that combines
least-squares and the hinge loss and is optimized using the Gauss-Newton method.

Target estimation. The target estimation networks of ATOM and DiMP share the same
structure. Given the position estimated from the classifier module at the maximum score
of the response x~ f and the bounding box width and height from the previous frame 10
bounding box proposals are generated by adding uniform random noise. The target esti-
mation module is applied to each proposal. The final estimate is the average of three best
proposals after the target estimation stage. The target estimation provides Intersection-over-
Union (IoU) score for each proposal B using

IoU(B) = g(c(x0,B0),z(x,B)) (3)

where g is the predictor network. The predictor network is trained offline with the largest
available RGB tracking datasets (e.g. LaSOT [7] and TrackingNet[16]) and with augmented
examples from the diverse set of classes in COCO [14]. c(·, ·) is the feature representation of
the initial region B0 from the feature map x0 of reference image while z(·, ·) is the proposal
representation from the feature map x of the test image.
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Figure 1: The RGBD-DiMP framework. max( frgb, fd) denotes element-wise maximum
pooling that combines the two modalities, RGB and D, before the DiMP predictor and clas-
sifier modules. To illustrate pooling, high response depth features merged with RGB features
are pinpointed with orange boxes. The dashed blue boxes denote the reference branch.

3.2 Depth DiMP
In all experiments we wanted to keep the number of parameters (weights) of the original
DiMP fixed so that we could compare the effect of training data only. For different inputs,
RGB, D and RGBD, this was achieved by altering only the ResNet-50 based feature extrac-
tion module of DiMP. These changes for D and RGBD are briefly explained next.

Depth-DiMP. The input affects only the feature extraction module of DiMP, i.e. ResNet-
50 features extracted from the input. The depth values can be encoded to a single channel, but
to keep the DiMP structures unchanged and the same total number of parameters (weights)
we kept all three channels and experimented with different encoding of the depth. The
two encoding experimented where channel copying and colormap encoding. The channel
copying is simply repeating the same normalized depth map three times and is denoted by
3×D. The colormap encoding is performed by mapping pixels of the normalized depth map
to RGB vectors of a predefined color matrix (JET used in the experiments). This encoding is
denoted by "ColMap". Depth normalization is performed by normalizing all values to [0,1]
and before normalization metric depth values are clipped to the range [0.0,10.0] meters.

RGBD DiMP. To verify that RGBD tracking benefits from learning more realistic deep
depth features, we combined RGB DiMP with Depth-DiMP by adding an additional fea-
ture extraction module for the depth input. Before the other DiMP modules the RGB and
D streams are merged. For merging, we adopt the element-wise maximum pooling. The
RGBD-DiMP framework and merging of the two channels are illustrated in Figure 1.

4 Experiments

4.1 Performance metrics and settings
The major difference between long- and short-term trackers is the re-detection mechanism
and the most common way is just to brute-force search the previous location with an increas-
ing region until the target is found. To focus on how generic object tracking benefits from
depth, we converted the long-term (LT) sequences into short-term (ST) ones by using two
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rules to cut the sequences: i) all frames from the beginning (frame #1) are kept until the tar-
get disappears (frame #D) and re-appears again (frame #D+R-1); and ii) a new ST sequence
is started (frame #D+R+S) when the target size is at least 75% of its size in the frame #1.
This procedure is iterated until the end of each LT clip. However, to report numbers con-
sistently with the previous RGBD works we adopted the LT evaluation protocol of the VOT
challenge. For each frame, the tracker predicts a target confidence score and bounding box.
The bounding box coordinates are used to calculate the tracking precision (Pr) by measuring
the overlap ratio with the groundtruth box. Tracking recall (Re) measures the fraction of the
frames labelled as "target present" and for which the confidence score is above a threshold.
The overall evaluation F-score is the harmonic mean of Pr and Re. For training the default
settings in [2] were used.

4.2 Datasets
RGBD datasets for evaluation. For the depth-only (D) and RGBD experiments we used
the two largest and most recent RGBD datasets: CDTB [15] and DepthTrack [22]. CDTB
was used in the VOT-RGBD challenge from 2019 to 2021 and DepthTrack was introduced
as an additional dataset to the 2021 challenge. Our LT-to-ST procedure produced 152 ST
sequences from the original 80 CDTB LT sequences. Similarly, the DepthTrack 50 LT test
sequences resulted to 124 ST sequences.

The 70 LT training sequences of DepthTrack were used in training as is as the training
part does not differ for LT and ST. For the cross-dataset evaluations we trained with the
DepthTrack training set and tested with CDTB-ST.

Generated depth data for training. The original DiMP was trained with the training sets
of TrackingNet [16], LaSOT [7], GOT10k [10] and COCO [14]. TrackingNet is the largest
of these datasets including 30,000 sequences. The largest existing RGBD datasets are PTB,
STC, CDTB and DepthTrack of which DepthTrack is the largest containing 120 sequences.
Collecting and annotating more RGBD sequences is time consuming and tedious, and there-
fore we decided to convert the RGB datasets to RGBD using monocular depth estimation.
Depth data has much less variation than RGB and therefore we converted the two smaller
datasets, LaSOT [7] (1,500 seqs.) and Got10k [10] (10,000 seqs.). We also used the COCO
images [14] to train the tracker to have a richer set of objects.

To quantitatively evaluate the generated depth sequences we adopted the Ordinal Error
(ORD) from monocular depth literature [3, 20]. Monocular depth methods do not produce
metric depth but values in [0,1], and therefore evaluation is based on whether depth order of
pixels match with groundtruth order. Ordinal error is defined as

ORD =
∑i ωi1(`i,τ 6= `∗i,τ)

∑i ωi
, where `=





+1, p0/p1 ≥ 1+ τ
−1, p0/p1 ≤ 1

1+τ
0, otherwise

(4)

Computation is based on 50,000 randomly selected depth pixel pairs [p0, p1] from groundtruth
and monocular estimated depth maps. If their ratio is greater or smaller than the thresholds
defined by the parameter τ (τ = 0.03 adopted from literature), then positive or negative indi-
cator values ` (groundtruth) and `∗ (monocular estimated) are produced. ORD computes the
proportion of pixel pairs that do not match. ORD 0.0 is the ideal value and 1.0 means that all
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ORD : 0.227 ORD : 0.358 ORD : 0.476 ORD : 0.519

GT GT GT GT

Figure 2: CDTB RGB frames (top), groundtruth depth maps (middle) and DenseDepth esti-
mated depth maps (bottom) with their ordinal error (ORD) values.
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Figure 3: ORD histogram of 80 CDTB sequences. Lower ORD is better. Minimum, maxi-
mum and median values are marked. Mean ORD is 0.386.

pixels are in opposite order (for ωi = 1). We tested a number of monocular depth estimation
methods and found the DenseDepth [1] to produce the best results. Generated depth maps
are shown in Figure 2 for various ORD values and the ORD value histogram of all CDTB
sequences are shown in Figure 3. It should be noted that depth values are missing from large
parts of the groundtruth images, but otherwise the median/average ORD values 0.376/0.386
indicate sufficient quality. Moreover, the generated RGBD sequences were manually verified
and about 800 sequences were removed.

4.3 Cross-dataset evaluation
In the first experiment we investigated the contributions of depth-only training and depth-
only fine-tuning of DiMP. To further emphasize the limitation that ResNet-50 is pretrained
with RGB from ImageNet we denote it as "ResNet50-RGB". The RGB DiMP is the original
DiMP from its authors. Depth variants of DiMP were trained with the generated depth data
of LaSOT, GOT10k and COCO. For sanity check we report results also for DiMP trained
with different color channels of the same datasets.

CDTB-ST. The results are summarized in Table 1 and provide the following findings: 1)
off-the-shelf RGB DiMP is superior to single color channels (R/G/B) and depth as expected;
2) fine-tuning with the DepthTrack training set sequences systematically improves the results
of all trackers and, in particular, depth tracking results are substantially improved (F-score
jumps +20% from 0.421 to 0.508); 3) training DiMP from the scratch using channel specific
training data further improves the results of all trackers - G channel obtains better accuracy
than the original RGB (F-score increases from 0.665 to 0.701) and the depth-only F-score
further improves +9% from 0.508 to 0.556.
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Pr Re F Backbone Pre-trained Fine-tuned Input Coding

0.659 0.671 0.665 ResNet50-RGB RGB RGB RGB
0.681 0.689 0.685 ResNet50-RGB RGB DepthTrack-RGB RGB RGB

Off-the-shelf RGB DiMP
0.625 0.624 0.625 ResNet50-RGB RGB R 3×R
0.640 0.637 0.638 ResNet50-RGB RGB G 3×G
0.624 0.622 0.623 ResNet50-RGB RGB B 3×B
0.443 0.402 0.421 ResNet50-RGB RGB D 3×D
0.476 0.431 0.452 ResNet50-RGB RGB D ColMap

+ fine-tuning with real depth data
0.663 0.680 0.672 ResNet50-RGB RGB DepthTrack-G G 3×G
0.510 0.506 0.508 ResNet50-RGB RGB DepthTrack-D D 3×D
0.502 0.513 0.507 ResNet50-RGB RGB DepthTrack-D D ColMap
0.444 0.410 0.426 ResNet50-RGB RGB DepthTrack-D† D 3×D
0.455 0.412 0.433 ResNet50-RGB RGB DepthTrack-D† D ColMap

Depth-only DiMP trained w/ generated depth
0.701 0.701 0.701 ResNet50-RGB G DepthTrack-G G 3×G
0.698 0.703 0.700 ResNet50-RGB G DepthTrack-G G ColMap
0.487 0.375 0.424 ResNet50-RGB G DepthTrack-D D 3×D
0.549 0.563 0.556 ResNet50-RGB D† DepthTrack-D D 3×D
0.520 0.529 0.525 ResNet50-RGB D† DepthTrack-D D ColMap

Table 1: Depth-only tracking results for the CDTB-ST (ST: short-term) dataset. The results
are cross-dataset where CDTB was only used in testing. D† denotes DenseDepth generated
depth data. The best depth-only ( D ) F-score is bolded and the second best underlined.

Pr Re F Backbone Pre-trained Fine-tuned Input Coding

0.534 0.483 0.507 ResNet50-RGB RGB RGB RGB
0.542 0.488 0.513 ResNet50-RGB RGB CDTB-RGB RGB RGB

Off-the-shelf RGB DiMP
0.461 0.387 0.420 ResNet50-RGB RGB G 3×G
0.350 0.246 0.288 ResNet50-RGB RGB D 3×D
0.362 0.267 0.307 ResNet50-RGB RGB D ColMap

+ fine-tuning with real depth data
0.463 0.413 0.437 ResNet50-RGB RGB CDTB-G G 3×G
0.412 0.335 0.370 ResNet50-RGB RGB CDTB-D D 3×D
0.381 0.350 0.364 ResNet50-RGB RGB CDTB-D D ColMap
0.386 0.306 0.341 ResNet50-RGB RGB CDTB-D† D 3×D
0.390 0.328 0.356 ResNet50-RGB RGB CDTB-D† D ColMap

Depth-only DiMP trained w/ generated depth
0.419 0.307 0.355 ResNet50-RGB D† CDTB-D D 3×D
0.418 0.325 0.366 ResNet50-RGB D† CDTB-D D ColMap

Table 2: Cross-dataset results for the DepthTrack-ST test set.

These results verify that by training and fine-tuning DiMP with depth data - even with
synthetic - improves the results substantially. The best color channel (Green) F-score im-
proved from 0.638 to 0.701 (+10%) and the depth (D) from 0.421 to 0.556 (+32%). Overall,
after these optimizations the Depth-DiMP is only 16% behind the original RGB DiMP.

DepthTrack-ST. To validate the above findings the datasets were swapped and DepthTrack-
ST test set was used in testing and CDTB in fine-tuning. The results are summarized in Ta-
ble 2. For DepthTrack the sequences are selected to particularly challenge RGB tracking and
this is evident from the results. Fine-tuning again improves the results 28% (F-score from
0.288 to 0.370), but in this case generated data does not provide additional benefit (0.366) as
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Figure 4: The plot of F-scores (Y-axis) and the ratios (X-axis) between the RGB DiMP
tracker (red) and the Depth-DiMP tracker (D†-DepthTrack-3×D) (blue) for each sequence
in CDTB-ST. Ratios < 1.0 represent RGB dominance (RGB performs better) and > 1.0 D
dominance. 0.5 means that the RGB F-score is twice better than the corresponding D F-score
and 2.0 means that the depth is twice better.
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Figure 5: Visual attribute specific F-scores for RGB, D and RGBD (D†-CDTB-ColMap)
DiMP variants on the DepthTrack-ST test set.

the sequences are very different from test data. However, it should be noted that if there is
no fine-tuning data available the generated depth still improves the results.

4.4 Sequence level analysis

The results in Table 1 show that the best depth-only DiMP obtains F-score only 0.1 points
behind the state-of-the-art RGB DiMP (0.556 vs. 0.665). Since the results of RGB DiMP do
not substantially improve after fine-tuning (0.701 vs. 0.665) it is intriguing to find whether
there are sequences particularly suitable or unsuitable for depth-only tracking.

To investigate the complementary properties of RGB and D we computed the graph in
Figure 4 where all CDTB-ST sequences are sorted from left to right so that for the leftmost
images RGB is more dominant and for the rightmost D is more dominant. In the middle
are sequences for which color and depth perform comparably. In Figure 4 for most of the
sequences RGB is better than D (ratio < 1.0), but, on the other hand, in 20% of the sequences
(36 out of 152) the depth is better than RGB (> 1.0) and in half of them depth is clearly better.

Example sequences. The 10 best and worst sequences for the depth-only tracking are
listed in Table 3 and Figure 6 shows two example sequences in which target shares similar
texture and color with distractors (a person in these examples) and 3D rotates to change its
2D shape quickly. These changes finally lock the RGB tracker to wrong object. On the other
hand, the distinct depth of the targets make their depth-only tracking easy.
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#01 - 23

#01 - 70

#01 - 95

#02 - 46

#02 - 77

 #02 - 102

Figure 6: CDTB-ST example sequences where the Depth-DiMP tracker (D†-DepthTrack-
3×D) (blue boxes) is clearly superior to the RGB DiMP tracker (red boxes). Green boxes
denote the groundtruth bounding boxes. #S-N denotes the N-th frame of S-th Seq. in Table 3.

#13 - 02

#13 - 25

#13 - 56

#16 - 29

#16 - 59

#16 - 80

Figure 7: CDTB-ST example sequences where the RGB DiMP tracker (red boxes) is clearly
superior to the Depth-DiMP tracker (D†-DepthTrack-3×D) (blue boxes).

Scenes for which depth-only fails are illustrated in Figure 7. Two reasons can be ob-
served: the target and distractor share the same depth, but have different texture, or the target
is too far and the depth sensor fails to get measurements.

Visual attributes. To provide more insights about scenes in which depth is an important
cue, we computed attribute specific F-scores for the DepthTrack-ST (Figure 5). The scores
verify that there are scene types where depth outperforms RGB: background clutter, dark,
depth change and reflective scenes. RGB is better than D for the other scene types (at-
tributes), but together RGB and D are clearly superior in all of them.

4.5 RGBD tracking

We combined the optimized Depth-DiMP and RGB DiMP to RGBD-DiMP and compared
its performance to the VOT2020-RGBD winners with the novel DepthTrack-ST test set.
The results in Table 4 show that the 2020 second, DDiMP, now wins the last year winner,
ATCAIS, but our end-to-end trained RGBD-DiMP obtains the best results with 16% higher
F-score than DDiMP. It should be noted that the short-term setting in these experiments is
different from the long-term setting used in the VOT-RGBD challenge.
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D DiMP RGB DiMP
id Seq. name Pr Re F Ratio Pr Re F
01 box_room_noocc_3_1 0.689 0.689 0.689 ← 5.1 0.135 0.135 0.135
02 XMG_outside_2 0.771 0.771 0.771 ← 3.4 0.229 0.229 0.229
03 boxes_office_occ_1_2 0.621 0.621 0.621 ← 2.6 0.235 0.235 0.235
04 box_darkroom_noocc_9_1 0.643 0.643 0.643 ← 2.3 0.278 0.278 0.278
05 boxes_room_occ_1_1 0.669 0.693 0.681 ← 1.9 0.354 0.360 0.357
06 box_darkroom_noocc_5_1 0.677 0.679 0.678 ← 1.8 0.385 0.387 0.386
07 box_room_occ_1_1 0.595 0.688 0.638 ← 1.7 0.346 0.403 0.372
08 bag_outside_3 0.741 0.741 0.741 ← 1.7 0.444 0.444 0.444
09 box_room_noocc_2_1 0.417 0.417 0.417 ← 1.6 0.262 0.262 0.262
10 toy_office_occ_1_2 0.642 0.708 0.673 ← 1.5 0.541 0.367 0.437

11 trophy_room_occ_1_2 0.083 0.103 0.092 7.7→ 0.653 0.770 0.706
12 two_mugs_5 0.108 0.106 0.107 6.3→ 0.707 0.640 0.672
13 thermos_office_occ_1_2 0.091 0.112 0.100 4.5→ 0.416 0.494 0.452
14 box_room_noocc_8_1 0.220 0.220 0.220 3.7→ 0.804 0.804 0.804
15 humans_corridor_occ_2_B_4 0.246 0.298 0.270 3.3→ 0.882 0.882 0.882
16 humans_corridor_occ_2_B_1 0.160 0.372 0.224 2.9→ 0.538 0.825 0.651
17 jug_3 0.259 0.259 0.259 2.8→ 0.718 0.718 0.718
18 bottle_box_2 0.232 0.434 0.303 2.7→ 0.846 0.808 0.827
19 trashcan_room_occ_1_6 0.333 0.342 0.337 2.6→ 0.882 0.868 0.875
20 bottle_room_occ_1_2 0.558 0.209 0.304 2.6→ 0.787 0.787 0.787

Table 3: 10 best CDTB-ST sequences for D and RGB DiMP trackers respectively. Ratios are
converted to indicate how many times better the other modality is as denoted by the arrow.

Tracker Pr Re F Input

ATCAIS 0.566 0.444 0.498 RGB+D
DDiMP 0.607 0.478 0.535 RGB+D
CLGS_D 0.710 0.367 0.484 RGB+D
Siam_LTD 0.433 0.389 0.410 RGB+D

DiMP-RGBD 0.639 0.611 0.625 RGB+ColMap
DiMP-RGBD 0.610 0.567 0.588 RGB+3×D

Table 4: Comparison of the four best VOT2020-RGBD trackers [12] and the RGBD data
trained RGBD-DiMP with the DepthTrack-ST test set.

5 Conclusion

We experimentally verified that there are tracking scenes for which depth provides dominant
cue and where depth-only trackers are superior to state-of-the-art RGB trackers. Moreover,
we showed that the end-to-end trained RGBD-DiMP using generated and real depth and
RGB data is clearly superior to state-of-the-art RGBD trackers and does not need additional
heuristics. Our data and code will be published to facilitate fair comparisons and more work
on depth-only object tracking.
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Abstract

RGBD (RGB plus depth) object tracking is gaining mo-
mentum as RGBD sensors have become popular in many
application fields such as robotics. However, the best
RGBD trackers are extensions of the state-of-the-art deep
RGB trackers. They are trained with RGB data and the
depth channel is used as a sidekick for subtleties such as
occlusion detection. This can be explained by the fact that
there are no sufficiently large RGBD datasets to 1) train
“deep depth trackers” and to 2) challenge RGB trackers
with sequences for which the depth cue is essential. This
work introduces a new RGBD tracking dataset - Depth-
Track - that has twice as many sequences (200) and scene
types (40) than in the largest existing dataset, and three
times more objects (90). In addition, the average length
of the sequences (1473), the number of deformable ob-
jects (16) and the number of annotated tracking attributes
(15) have been increased. Furthermore, by running the
SotA RGB and RGBD trackers on DepthTrack, we pro-
pose a new RGBD tracking baseline, namely DeT, which
reveals that deep RGBD tracking indeed benefits from gen-
uine training data. The code and dataset is available at
https://github.com/xiaozai/DeT.

1. Introduction
The goal of generic object tracking is to localize an un-

known object in a video sequence given its position in the
first frame. The most popular tracking modality is color
vision in the terms of RGB image frames as the input. Fur-
thermore, the problem of visual object tracking (VOT) can
be divided into short-term and long-term tracking which
are evaluated differently [13, 14]. The short-term evalua-
tion protocol focuses on the tracker itself by measuring its
accuracy and robustness. If a tracker loses the target, it af-

 Equal contribution.

Figure 1: Comparison of the properties of the proposed
DepthTrack and the previous RGBD tracking datasets.

fects to the robustness metric, but the tracker is re-initialized
and then evaluation continues. In the long-term (LT) proto-
col the tracker is not re-initialized and thus the LT track-
ers need special procedures for detecting whether the target
is present or not and re-detection in the target-not-present
operation mode. The two latest VOT challenges [13, 14]
include additional tracks for RGBT (RGB plus Thermal in-
frared) and RGBD (RGB plus Depth) object tracking. In-
terestingly, there are no trackers specialized on thermal fea-
tures or depth features, but the top performing RGBT and
RGBD trackers all use RGB features learned by the lead-
ing deep tracker architectures, MDNet [22], ATOM [7] and
DiMP [3]. The additional modality T or D is used only as a
“sidekick” to help in various special cases such as occlusion
detection. Therefore it remains unclear what are the poten-
tial applications of RGBD and RGBT tracking and whether
T and D channels have their own powerful features.

In this work we focus on RGBD tracking. RGBD track-
ing has been investigated in a number of recent works
(e.g., [11, 12, 17]), but these use conventional RGB and
depth features and are inferior to the deep RGB tracker
based methods in the VOT 2019 and 2020 RGBD chal-
lenges [13, 14]. The top performing trackers in VOT
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2020 RGBD challenge, ATCAIS, DDiMP and CLGS D,
are based on the recent deep RGB trackers, ATOM [7],
DiMP [3] and MDNet [22], and use depth only to de-
tect occlusion, target disappearance and target re-detection.
There are no “depth trackers” that are trained with depth
sequences. The main reason is the lack of suitable
training data. For example, the three existing RGBD
datasets, PTB [24], STC [25] and CDTB [18], contain only
100+36+80 sequences. The target and attribute annotations
are available only for the STC and CDTB datasets leaving
only 116 RGBD tracking sequences for research purposes.
At the same time, the existing RGB tracking datasets, La-
SOT [8], TrackingNet [21] and GOT-10k [10], contain
1.55K+30K+10K sequences, i.e. there is more than two or-
ders of magnitude difference in the amount of data. To un-
veil the power of depth in RGBD tracking, we need larger
and more diverse RGBD or depth-only tracking datasets.

In this work, we report a new fully annotated RGBD
dataset which is the largest and most diverse of the avail-
able datasets in this area. The main contributions are:

• A new annotated dataset - DepthTrack - for RGBD
tracking. The dataset is substantially larger than its
predecessors and is divided to training and test sets
(Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).

• Results and findings from extensive experiments with
the SotA RGB and RGBD trackers on DepthTrack.
These findings, including the fusion of RGB and depth
features, will facilitate future works on collecting bet-
ter RGBD tracking datasets and developing better
RGBD trackers.

• A new RGBD baseline, DeT, that is trained with depth
tracking data and obtains better RGBD tracking per-
formance than the existing SotA trackers.

DepthTrack RGBD sequences, annotation meta data and
evaluation code are made compatible with the VOT 2020
Python Toolkit to make it easy to evaluate existing and new
trackers with DepthTrack.

2. Related Work
RGBD tracking datasets. There are only three publicly
available datasets for RGBD object tracking: 1) Prince-
ton Tracking Benchmark (PTB) [24], 2) Spatio-Temporal
Consistency dataset (STC) [25] and 3) Color and Depth
Tracking Benchmark (CDTB) [18]. The statistics of these
datasets are compared to the proposed DepthTrack in Fig. 1.
PTB contains 100 RGBD video sequences of rigid and non-
rigid objects recorded with Kinect in indoors. The dataset
diversity is rather limited in the number of scenes and at-
tributes and approximately 14% of sequences have RGB
and D syncing errors and 8% are miss-aligned. STC ad-
dresses the drawbacks of PTB. The dataset is recorded by
Asus Xtion RGBD sensor and contains mainly indoor se-
quences and a small number of low-light outside sequences.

The dataset is smaller than PTB, containing only 36 se-
quences, but contains annotations of thirteen attributes.
STC addresses short-term tracking. CDTB is the most re-
cent dataset and is utilized in the VOT-RGBD 2019 and
2020 challenges [13, 14]. It contains 80 sequences and
101,956 frames in total. The sequences are recorded both
indoors and outdoors and the authors use evaluation proto-
cols from the VOT challenge.

RGBD tracking algorithms. Until very recently the
RGBD trackers were based on engineered features and used
various ad hoc methods to combine RGB and D [11,12,17],
for example, DAL [23] embedded the depth information
into RGB deep features through the reformulation of deep
discriminative correlation filter. Furthermore, the best per-
forming trackers in VOT-RGBD2019 and VOT-RGBD2020
challenges are extensions of well-known deep RGB track-
ers [13,14]. For example, the three winning RGBD trackers
in VOT-RGBD2020 are ATCAIS, DDiMP and CLGS D,
which are extensions of the deep RGB trackers ATOM [7],
DiMP [3] and MDNet [22], respectively. The main track-
ing cue for these trackers is RGB and depth is used only for
long-term tracking tasks. In this work, we report results for
the first RGBD tracker whose depth branch is trained with
genuine depth data and that provides superior results.

3. The DepthTrack Dataset
Tracking sequences. CDTB dataset [18] was captured
with multiple active (Kinect-type) and passive (stereo)
depth sensors and RGB cameras, but in the VOT evaluations
the acquisition devices had only marginal effect to the re-
sults while the sequence content was the main factor. There-
fore DepthTrack was captured with a single mid-price but
high quality RGBD sensor: Intel Realsense 415. The RGB
and depth frames were stored using the same 640 × 360
resolution and the frame rate of 30 fps. RGB images were
stored as 24-bit JPEG with low compression rate and the
depth frames as 16-bit PNG. The Intel sensor provides the
RGB and depth frames temporally synchronized.

In our data collection we particularly focused on content
diversity. The overall properties of DepthTrack are com-
pared to three available datasets in Fig. 1 and a more de-
tailed comparison on different target types between Depth-
Track and CDTB is shown in Fig. 3. It is notable that there
are three object types that dominate the CDTB sequences:
“box”, “human” and “robot”. At the same time, the high
diversity of DepthTrack provides unique targets in almost
every test sequence. Another important factor is presence
of humans in CDTB sequences and them moving simple
rigid targets objects. To reduce the “human operator bias”
in DepthTrack we included a large number of objects that
are only indirectly manipulated by hand, e.g. by a barely
visible rope.
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Figure 2: Sample frames from DepthTrack (targets marked with yellow boxes). Some of these sequences are particularly
difficult for RGB only: animals and humans that camouflage to the background (1st row), deformable objects (2n row);
similar target and background color (3rd row), dark scenes (4th row) and multiple similar objects (5th row).

Figure 3: Distributions of different target types in CDTB [18] (top) and the DepthTrack test set of 50 sequences (bottom).
Green color denotes non-rigid objects. Purple and orange denote the rigid objects.

DepthTrack is split to 150 training sequences and 50 test
sequences so that they do not contain common scenes and
objects. The training set contains 218,201 video frames and
the test set 76,390. As shown in Fig. 3 almost every test
sequence has its own unique target type. Only “basketball”
(2), “soccer” (2) and “pigeon” (3) appear multiple times in
the test set.

Data annotation. Each DepthTrack frame is annotated
with the target bounding box location and multiple scene
attributes that help to analyze the results. The axis-aligned
bounding box annotation is adopted from the VOT-RGBD
challenges and we followed the VOT annotation protocol

and employed the Aibu1 annotation tool. In the protocol
the axis-aligned bounding box should tightly fit the target
object in each frame to avoid the background pixels.

To allow detailed scene-type level analysis of tracking
results we annotated 15 per-frame attributes. Besides the 13
attributes used in CDTB (VOT-RGBD 2019 and 2020), we
introduced two new attributes: background clutter (BC) and
camera motion (CM). BC denotes scenes where the target
and background share the same color or texture and CM
denotes cases where camera movement leads to substantial
target distance (depth) change. BC frames are expected to
be difficult for RGB-only tracking and CM frames for D-

1https://github.com/votchallenge/aibu
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only tracking. For the detailed description of each attribute,
please refer to our supplementary material. The total time
to annotate the DepthTrack data was more than 150 hours.

Performance metrics. DepthTrack is a long-term RGBD
tracking dataset where the trackers must detect when targets
are not visible and again re-detect them when they become
visible again. Our evaluation protocol is adopted from [18].

A single pass of each sequence is made and for each
frame of the sequence trackers must provide a target visi-
bility confidence score and bounding box coordinates. The
bounding box coordinates are used to evaluate their preci-
sion with respect to the ground truth bounding boxes. Preci-
sion is measured by the bounding box overlap ratio. Confi-
dence scores are used to evaluate whether the tracker is able
to recall the frames where the targets are annotated visible.
Ideally confidence is 0 for the frames without target and 1
for the frames where the target or parts of it are visible.

The overall evaluation is based on the tracking precision
(Pr) and recall (Re) metrics [14]. Tracking precision is
the measure of target localization accuracy when the tar-
get is labelled visible. Tracking recall measures the accu-
racy of classifying the labelled visible target. As a single
measure, the F-score is used as the harmonic mean of pre-
cision and recall to rank the trackers. The precision and
recall are computed for each frame and then averaged over
all j = 1, . . . , Ni frames of the i-th sequence. That pro-
vides per sequence metrics which are then averaged over all
i = 1, . . . , N sequences to compute dataset specific met-
rics. It should be noted, that the tracker confidence affects
to Pr and Re and therefore the precision-recall graphs are
computed by varying the confidence threshold τ .

One weakness of the above averaging protocol is that if
the video lengths vary substantially, then the short videos
may get unreasonably large weight in the performance met-
rics. For example, the sequence length varies between 143
to 3816 frames in DepthTrack. To alleviate this problem,
we do averaging over all frames of all sequences (refer as
frame-based evaluation), as well as the sequence specific
averaging (refer as sequence-based evaluation). As the fi-
nal performance metric, we store the highest F-score over
all confidence thresholds τ and store also the corresponding
precision and recall values. For the details of our evaluation
metrics, please refer to the supplementary material.

4. Baseline RGBD Trackers

In this section we introduce the baseline RGBD trackers
used in our experiments. The existing baseline trackers are
selected among the best performing RGB and RGBD track-
ers in the recent VOT-RGBD evaluations [13, 14]. In the
spirit of our work, we introduce a new depth data trained
baseline in Section 4.2.

Figure 4: The feature extraction and merging part of the
proposed DeT RGBD tracker. The tracking head depends
on the selected architecture (e.g. ATOM or DiMP) and can
be changed. F -s are the backbone networks (e.g. ResNet),
but in our case the D backbone branch is trained from
scratch with depth tracking data and thus unveils the power
of depth for tracking.

4.1. Existing Baselines

To establish a strong set of baseline trackers we selected
the following 23 trackers:

• 7 winning submissions to the VOT-RGBD 2019 and
2020 challenges [13,14]: ATCAIS, DDiMP, CLGS D,
SiamDW D, LTDSEd, Siam LTD and SiamM Ds;

• 3 RGBD baselines using hand-crafted RGB and
depth features: DS-KCF [5], DS-KCF-Shape [9] and
CA3dMS [17];

• A recent RGBD tracker that embeds D cue into the
RGB channels: DAL [23];

• 3 winning submissions to the RGB VOT-LT (long-
term) 2020 challenge: RLT DiMP [6], LTMU B,
Megatrack;

• 3 winning submissions to the VOT-ST (short-term)
2020 challenge: RPT [20], OceanPlus and Al-
phaRef [26];

• 6 deep RGB trackers used by the best RGBD trackers:
SiamFC [2], SiamRPN [15], ATOM [7], DiMP50 [3],
D3S [19] and PrDiMP50 [4].

All trackers use the code of their original authors and their
default parameter settings. Note that the original authors
have tuned the parameters for the three existing datasets
STC, PTB and CDTB. In particular, the RGBD trackers
submitted to VOT are optimized for CDTB.

4.2. A New Baseline - DeT

We propose a new RGBD baseline for the DepthTrack
dataset - DepthTrack Tracker (DeT) - that obtains the best
results thanks to deep depth features learned from depth
data. The tracker architecture (Fig. 4) is inspired by the on-
line structures of the recent SotA trackers ATOM and DiMP.
Therefore, our baseline is actually the depth feature extrac-
tor and a feature pooling layer and can be combined with
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either ATOM or DiMP tracker head that performs the actual
tracking. The main difference of the DeT and the original
ATOM or DiMP is that DeT extracts more powerful depth
features learned from depth tracking data.

Generating depth tracking data. The main problem in
deep RGBD tracking is the lack of depth data as the ex-
isting datasets provide only 116 sequences with RGB and
D images (note that the PTB annotations are not public).
Therefore, we developed a simple procedure to generate
depth data for the existing large RGB tracking datasets.
We employed the monocular depth estimation algorithm
DenseDepth [1] on the existing RGB benchmarks La-
SOT [8] and COCO [16], and manually selected the best
646 sequences from LaSOT and 82K images from COCO.
These estimated depth images are used to pre-train DeT
from scratch.

RGBD features for tracking. The generated depth track-
ing sequences are used to train the DeT tracker from scratch
and using similar offline training as used for ATOM and
DiMP. Similar to RGB data in the original works, the
training takes 50 epochs after which the training error
does not improve anymore. After that the RGB trained
color features and D(epth) trained depth features are ex-
tracted from the two feature paths as {DRGB , DD} =
{Frgb(IRGB), Fdepth(ID)} and are computed separately
for the reference and test branches of the master tracker:
Dref and Dtest. Since the master trackers, ATOM and
DiMP, require a single feature images the RGB and D chan-
nels need to be merged to Dref

RGBD and Dtest
RGBD.

We want to learn the RGB and D merge from training
data and thus adopt a pooling layer as the standard solu-
tion. In our preliminary experiments, we compared a num-
ber of the typical pooling operations and found the element-
wise maximum operation to perform the best. After the
pooling operation, the two outputs of the DeT feature ex-
traction part in Fig. 4 represent the reference (the previous
frame with an estimated bounding box) and test (the cur-
rent frame) branches in the DiMP and ATOM terminology
and the tracking head depends on whether ATOM, DiMP or
another similar online tracking part is used.

5. Experiments
All experiments were run on the same computer with an

Intel i7- CPU @ 3.40GHZ, 16 GB RAM, and one NVIDIA
GeForce RTX 3090 GPU. In the experiments, we adopt the
DiMP50 as the master tracker and employ the element-wise
maximum operation as the feature pooling layer, and we
refer it as DeT for short. DeT variants adopt the same back-
bones as the master trackers, e.g. ResNet50 for DiMP50 or
ResNet18 for ATOM.

5.1. Performance Evaluation

Quantitative results. The performance metrics and
method rankings are shown in Table 1. According to the
VOT protocol the best tracker is selected based on its F-
score, but precision and recall provide more details about its
performance. Fig. 6 shows the Precision-Recall and F-score
plots for the proposed depth-trained DeT tracker introduced
in Section 4.2 and the best 10 SotA and baseline trackers
in Section 4.1 ranked by their F-scores and the RGB mas-
ter tracker DiMP50 [3]. Plots for all test trackers are in the
supplementary material.

The results provide the following important findings: 1)
the VOT-RGBD2020 (using CDTB) winners DDiMP, AT-
CAIS and CLGS D obtain the best results also with the
DepthTrack test data thus verifying their SotA performance
in RGBD tracking; 2) as expected the long-term trackers,
both RGB and RGBD, obtain better F-scores than the short-
term trackers; 3) the SotA performance numbers on Depth-
Track are substantially lower than with the CDTB dataset of
VOT, for example, the VOT winner ATCAIS obtains 0.702
with CDTB but only 0.476/0.483 with DepthTrack; 4) the
new proposed baseline, DeT, which is trained with gener-
ated depth data, wins on the both evaluation protocols and
obtains +12% better F-score than the second best. At the
same time the DeT trackers has no long-term tracking ca-
pabilities and runs substantially faster than the SotA RGBD
trackers.

Our results verify that deep learning-based trackers, such
as the proposed DeT, provide better accuracy than RGB
trackers or ad hoc RGBD trackers on RGBD datasets, but
they need to be pre-trained with real RGBD data (D is gen-
erated in our experiments) and fine-tuned using dataset spe-
cific training data.

Qualitative results. Fig. 5 shows example tracks of cer-
tain representative trackers and the proposed depth-trained
DeT tracker. With similar target and background color the
RGBD trackers perform clearly better than RGB trackers.
In addition, the depth cue helps to track the correct object
in the presence of multiple similar objects. On the other
hand, the depth-based trackers have difficulties to track ob-
jects that rotate or move fast in the depth direction. This
is partly due to the reason that the existing RGBD trackers
extract features learned from RGB data rather than from the
both RGB and D channels. The problem can be compen-
sated by learning a “depth backbone” from depth data as
was done for the DeT which succeeded on all the example
sequences.

Attribute-based performance analysis. Attribute spe-
cific F-scores for the best 10 tested trackers and the pro-
posed DeT and the DiMP50 are shown in Fig. 7. The F-
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Table 1: Tracking results for the DepthTrack test set. Performance metrics are reported for the both sequence and frame
based evaluation protocols. DeT is the proposed baseline (Sec. 4.2) and the input modalities (RGB/D) and tracker type
(Short-Term/Long-Term) are listed. The best three methods for each metric are marked with their rank.

Sequence-based Frame-based Speed Category
Tracker Pr Re F-score Pr Re F-score fps LT/ST RGB/ D

DDiMP [13] 0.503 2⃝ 0.469 2⃝ 0.485 0.490 0.458 3⃝ 0.474 4.77 ST RGBD
ATCAIS [13] 0.500 3⃝ 0.455 3⃝ 0.476 0.496 2⃝ 0.470 2⃝ 0.483 1.32 LT RGBD
CLGS D [13] 1⃝ 0.584 0.369 0.453 2⃝ 0.534 0.376 0.441 7.27 LT RGBD
SiamDW D [14] 0.429 0.436 0.432 0.420 0.429 0.424 3.77 LT RGBD
LTDSEd [14] 0.430 0.382 0.405 0.425 0.383 0.403 5.65 LT RGBD
Siam LTD [13] 0.418 0.342 0.376 0.410 0.306 0.350 13.00 LT RGBD
SiamM Ds [14] 0.463 0.264 0.336 0.415 0.245 0.308 19.35 LT RGBD
DAL [23] 0.512 0.369 0.429 0.496 0.385 0.433 25.98 LT RGBD
CA3DMS [17] 0.218 0.228 0.223 0.211 0.221 0.216 47.70 LT RGBD
DS-KCF [5] 0.075 0.077 0.076 0.074 0.076 0.075 4.16 ST RGBD
DS-KCF-Shape [9] 0.070 0.071 0.071 0.070 0.072 0.071 9.47 ST RGBD
LTMU B [13] 0.512 0.417 0.460 0.516 0.429 0.469 4.16 LT RGB
RLT DiMP [13] 0.471 0.448 0.459 0.463 0.453 0.458 10.21 LT RGB
Megtrack [13] 2⃝ 0.583 0.322 0.415 1⃝ 0.562 0.327 0.413 3.51 LT RGB
PrDiMP50 [4] 0.397 0.414 0.405 0.405 0.422 0.414 26.49 ST RGB
DiMP50 [3] 0.396 0.415 0.405 0.387 0.403 0.395 42.11 ST RGB
ATOM [7] 0.354 0.371 0.363 0.329 0.343 0.336 43.21 ST RGB
SiamRPN [15] 0.396 0.293 0.337 0.307 0.320 0.313 13.80 ST RGB
D3S [19] 0.265 0.276 0.270 0.246 0.257 0.251 28.60 ST RGB
SiamFC [2] 0.187 0.193 0.190 0.173 0.180 0.177 114.06 ST RGB
AlphaRef [13] 0.426 0.443 0.435 0.448 3⃝ 0.467 0.457 11.01 ST RGB
RPT [13] 0.436 0.381 0.406 0.398 0.369 0.383 5.75 ST RGB
OceanPlus [13] 0.410 0.335 0.368 0.378 0.338 0.357 19.38 ST RGB

DeT 3⃝ 0.560 1⃝ 0.506 1⃝ 0.532 3⃝ 0.523 1⃝ 0.479 1⃝ 0.500 36.88 ST RGBD

scores of the best VOT-RGBD 2020 tracker, ATCAIS, are
clearly lower for the DepthTrack sequences. Interestingly,
DeT wins in 11 of them, DDiMP (VOT-RGBD 2020 chal-
lenge second) in 2 and the remaining two are RLT DiMP
and ATCAIS (VOT RGBD 2020 winner). It is worth not-
ing that the long-term DDiMP handles target loss occasions,
e.g. partial occlusion and out of frame. While our DeT
outperforms other trackers on most depth-related attributes,
e.g. dark scene and depth change. Clearly the superior per-
formance of RGBD over RGB is evident and using D train-
ing data with DeT makes it the most successful in long-term
tracking evaluation even though it is a short-term tracker.

Computation times. The tracking speeds are reported in
Table 1. The most important result of the speed compari-
son is that the second best RGBD trackers, DDiMP and AT-
CAIS, only achieve the speed of 4.77 fps and 1.32 fps due
to ad hoc depth processing. On the other hand, the winning
DeT tracker that is a straightforward deep RGBD tracker
architecture runs real-time.

5.2. DeT Ablation Study

Master trackers. As discussed in Sect. 4.2 the DeT can
be attached to master trackers that expect such feature ex-
traction pipelines. The most straightforward “masters” for

Table 2: Comparison of the original RGB trackers and their
DeT variants.

Tracker Sequence-based Frame-based
Pr Re F-score Pr Re F-score

DiMP50 [3] 0.396 0.415 0.405 0.387 0.403 0.395
DeT-DiMP50-Max 0.560 0.506 0.532 0.523 0.479 0.500

ATOM [7] 0.354 0.371 0.363 0.329 0.343 0.336
DeT-ATOM-Max 0.457 0.423 0.440 0.438 0.414 0.426

Table 3: Comparison of the “master” tracker DiMP50 us-
ing only the depth channel input (depth-only tracking).
DiMP50(RGB) denotes the original RGB DiMP50 using
the RGB input. DiMP50(D) denotes the RGB trained
DiMP50 using only depth input. DeT-DiMP50(D) denotes
the depth trained DeT with only depth input.

Tracker Sequence-based Frame-based
Pr Re F-score Pr Re F-score

DiMP50 (RGB) 0.396 0.415 0.405 0.387 0.403 0.395
DiMP50 (D) 0.249 0.176 0.206 0.218 0.193 0.205
DeT-DiMP50 (D) 0.412 0.377 0.394 0.423 0.400 0.411

DeT are ATOM [7] and DiMP50 [3] which use the ResNet-
18 and ResNet-50 RGB backbones in their original im-
plementation. We compared the original RGB trackers to
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Figure 5: Difficult examples from the DepthTrack test set (targets marked with red boxes in depth images) : similar back-
ground color (1st row); multiple similar objects (2nd row); dark scene (3rd row); deformable (4th row); quickly rotating
target (5th row) . In addition to the existing baselines the DeT output is marked by white boxes and it is the only tracker that
succeeded on all example sequences.

their DeT variants using the depth-trained depth pathway
for the D channel. The results are in Table 2 that shows a
clear 7.7% improvement to original ATOM and 10.5% to
DiMP50 in terms of F-score.

Depth cue. To further verify that superior performance of
DeT is due to better depth features learned by training with
depth data, we compared the RGB trained depth-only DiMP
DiMP50(D) and the depth trained DeT taking only depth
input DeT-DiMP50(D). The results are in Table 3. DeT-
DiMP50(D) is clearly superior to the DiMP50(D) and rather
surprisingly the depth-only DeT-DiMP50(D) is almost on
par with the highly optimized original RGB DiMP50.

RGB and D feature pooling. In Sect. 4.2 we selected the
max pooling as the RGB and D feature merging operation.
In Table 4 the results are shown for the three different pool-
ing layers: 1) the convolutional layer (“-MC”), 2) element-
wise maximum (“-Max”) and 3) mean (“-Mean”). All the
pooling layers performed well as compared to using RGB
features for the D channel. There is only a small difference
between mean and max pooling, but we selected max pool-
ing since DiMP performed better than ATOM and was used
in the method comparison experiment.

Figure 6: The Precision-Recall and F-score curves of the
best 10 evaluated trackers ranked by their F-scores and the
proposed DeT tracker and its master tracker DiMP50, the
best F-score point marked in each graph. Top: sequence-
based evaluation; Bottom: frame-based evaluation.

Cross-dataset evaluation. In order to verify that our
findings from the DepthTrack experiments are valid we
compared DiMP and DeT architectures on the CDTB
dataset [18] of VOT-RGBD 2019 and 2020 and without us-
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Figure 7: Optimal F-Score average over overlap thresholds for the visual attributes. The results of the best 10 evaluated
trackers and the proposed DeT tracker and its master tracker DiMP50 are plotted (see Fig. 6 for tracker markers). The
abbreviation for each attribute is as follows: aspect change (AC), background clutter (BC), depth change (DC), fast motion
(FM), dark scene (DS), full occlusion (FO), camera motion (CM), non-rigid deformation (ND), out of plane (OP), out of
frame (OF), partial occlusion (PO), reflective targets (RT), size change (SC), similar objects (SO) and unassigned (NaN).

Table 4: Comparison of the different pooling operations in
the DeT feature merging layer.

Tracker Sequence-based Frame-based
Pr Re F-score Pr Re F-score

DiMP50 0.396 0.415 0.405 0.387 0.403 0.395
DeT-DiMP50-MC 0.512 0.482 0.496 0.495 0.469 0.482
DeT-DiMP50-Max 0.560 0.506 0.532 0.523 0.479 0.500
DeT-DiMP50-Mean 0.540 0.520 0.530 0.508 0.486 0.497

ATOM 0.354 0.371 0.363 0.329 0.343 0.336
DeT-ATOM-MC 0.472 0.423 0.446 0.420 0.400 0.411
DeT-ATOM-Max 0.457 0.423 0.440 0.438 0.414 0.426
DeT-ATOM-Mean 0.479 0.436 0.457 0.435 0.421 0.428

Table 5: Cross-dataset experiment with the CDTB dataset.
Trackers were trained using the DepthTrack data and no
CDTB sequences were used to fine-tune the trackers or op-
timize their parameters.

Tracker Sequence-based Frame-based
Pr Re F-score Pr Re F-score

DiMP50 0.549 0.555 0.552 0.546 0.549 0.547
DeT-DiMP50-MC 0.631 0.621 0.626 0.622 0.624 0.623
DeT-DiMP50-Max 0.651 0.633 0.642 0.626 0.621 0.624
DeT-DiMP50-Mean 0.674 0.642 0.657 0.664 0.644 0.654

ATOM 0.548 0.536 0.542 0.541 0.537 0.539
DeT-ATOM-MC 0.582 0.567 0.574 0.572 0.574 0.573
DeT-ATOM-Max 0.583 0.587 0.585 0.575 0.583 0.579
DeT-ATOM-Mean 0.583 0.574 0.578 0.589 0.585 0.587

ing any CDTB data in training (cross-dataset). The results
are shown in Table 5 and they verify all findings except that
mean pooling performed better with the CDTB data.

6. Conclusion
In this work, we introduced a new dataset for RGBD

tracking. To the authors’ best knowledge, the proposed
DepthTrack is the largest and most diverse RGBD bench-
mark and the first to provide a separate training set for deep
RGBD trackers. Our work is justified by the lack of pub-
lic datasets for RGBD tracking despite that RGBD sensors
have been available in consumer electronics for many years
and are popular in robotics. RGB tracking has dominated
research in the field and the power of the depth cue for
tracking has remained unknown. In this work, we trained
the first RGBD tracker fully with RGBD data so that the
depth pathway was trained with depth maps from scratch.
The proposed DeT tracker was pre-trained with generated
RGBD sequences and then fine-tuned with the DepthTrack
training set. In all experiments the DeT obtained the best
F-score indicating that depth plus RGB data trained track-
ers can finally unveil the power of the depth cue for RGBD
tracking.
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